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Abstract 

This project developed a touch screen interface for a new generation EFTPOS sales tenninal 

al the fuel pump in a service station. 

Scenario plans and creative obscn1ation of consumers and analysis of their expressed needs. 

wants, and requirements were developed within the context of the client's specifications. 

This enabled the production of a physical and graphical user interface that provided initial 

appeal, ease of learning, high speed of user task perfonnance. low user error rate, subjective 

user satisfaction, and user retention over time. 

Using multimedia c<,mputcr software as a rapid prototyping tool enabled realistic feedback 

10 be obtained early in the development stages and facilitated the modification of prototypes 

to minimise the barriers to potential consumer acceptance. 

The designer was able to effectively communicate the goals and details of the product 10 the 

ream implementing the design using flow charts and diagrams to define the stnicture and 

content of the interface. 

The process used to develop the interface was compared with published product 

development techniques that incorporated consumer testing checkpoints throughout the 

discrete phases of product crea1ion. It was dctcm1ined that lhc generic processes were useful 

in practice, but only if the checkpoints were chosen appropriately and the tests cus1omised 

for the developing product. 

Testing at fixed stages in the design process was found 10 be detrimental to 1he project. 

Pulling excessive emphasis on the tes1ing of the product curbed creativity by removing valid 

solutions before 1hey could be inves1igated fully. 

The touch screen interface developed will be used to lead customers through fuel deliveries, 

Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT} transactions, and the purchase of other service station 

related products and services. The interface allows incorporation of advertising and 

customisation for use in other coumrics. meets the company's specifications, and has polled 

well in consumer tests when incorporated in a simulated mounting. 
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Introduction 

The project was commissioned by PEC (New Zealand) Ltd, a company specialising in 

innovative and high technology products for the oil and security industries. 

The product required was a touch screen graphical user interface that was to be incorporated 

into a Forecourt Service Terminal (FST) being developed by the Company. The point of 

sale device would be located at the petrol pump in service stations. The FST would allow 

customers to purchase fuel and other products using EFTPOS, fuel, or local cards at the 

pump. The FST builds upon another product that PEC currently have on the market that 

enables a customer to purchase fuel using an EFTPOS card at the pump. 

The projects joint aim was to present a practical application of the theoretical product 

development process and to apply generic product development techniques to guide the 

project through the appropriate design, prototyping, and testing phases. 

The theoretical product development process as applied to the interface development was as 

follows: 

Clarify PEC's needs; 

Analyse current systems and practices; 

Define product specifications; 

Generate product concepts by creating a simple storyboard based on the 
specifications then develop the storyboard to incorporate innovative 
options; 

Develop selected product concept and produce a multimedia interface to fit; 

Conduct initial consumer testing to canvas consumer and technical opinion, 
then modify the storyboard and prototype accordingly; 

Develop the physical aspects of mounting the user interface and model the 
options; 

Develop product detail and prototype the interface on the computer; 

Consumer test the product to identify areas of acceptance and areas for 
modification; 

Refine the product design and repeat testing and modification until 
stakeholders are satisfied with the design; 

Prepare a formal project report; 

Submit the product to PEC for incorporation into the next stage of 
manufacture. 



The resulting touch screen interface is innovative, technically sound, is inviting to customers 

and easy to use, allows incorporation of advertising and customisation for use in other 

countries, meets the companies specifications, and has polled well in consumer tests when 

incorporated in a simulated mounting. 

Published product development techniques which incorporate consumer testing checkpointS 

throughout discrete phases of product creation were found to be useful in practice, but only 

if the checkpoints were chosen appropriately and the tests customised for the developing 

product. Generic methodologies need to be translated and adapted for the particular product 

area and type. 
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2 Project Background 

2. 1 Sponsoring Company 

PEC (New Zealand) Lid is a company specialising in innova1ive and high lcchnology 

produc1s. ·n,ey have been working 10 mee1 the needs of ctistomers, including oil and 

securily industries, since 1947. Under the main PEC (New Zealand) Ltd umbrella 

there are three business units: 

Reiail Solutions - world leading retail automation sysierns, 

Cardax - integrated security access control systems, and 

Pumps - sophis1ica1ed fuel dispensing equipmcn,. 

All lhe bllSiness units arc based a, si1es loea1ed in Marton. where each uni, can benefi1 

from the technologies used and developed by 1he company. PEC currenily houses an 

extensive multidisciplinary product development group consis1ing of over 100 

technologists. 

PEC's products include poinl of sale. fuelling, and security conirol systems. and are 

sold in over JO couniries. 

2.2 Rationale 

In 1991, PEC began 1he design and development ofa card reader system 10 be located 

in the head of existing petrol pumps. TI1is product would allow for the purchase and 

paymcm of fuel at a pump on 1he forecourt of a service swtion. Similar products 

combining a card reader with a pump had been available for a short time on the 

international market and had a small following. 11 was PEC's vision to redesign an 

indoor point of sale unit for mounting a, the pump 10 create a " Forecourt Service 

Terminal". Unli ke a s1raigl11 card reader and pump, the unit would have the capability 

10 sell more 1han just petrol. For PEC, the development of the Forecourt Service 

Tem1inal (FST) was a natural progression building on their experience with both card 

reading and petrol pumps in their existing product lines. 
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2.3 Current Product 

In 1993 tooling for a prototype run of Forecoun Service Terminal (FST) units was 

completed. The fi rst FST units were then produced for customers in Brazil and Hong 

Kong. The units were purchased by the cus10mers for very different reasons. For 

Brazil the purchase of around 60 units came at a time where policy changes meant 

that service stations were being upgraded. The fitting of the FST units added an extra 

feature for the service station at a minimal extra cost. For Hong Kong, with extremely 

busy roads, the installation of the FST units increased productivity at service stations 

while de<:reasing fraud. Each pump and FST could be assigned to a different attendant 

(attendant tagging), with all sales being run through the FST by either the customer or 

the attendant. FST units have since been installed in New Zealand, Australia, South 

Africa, and Malaysia. 

Figure 2. I: Current Forecourl Service Terminal (FS1) 

Figure 2.2: Forecourt Service Terminal (FS1) variations 
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The FST is produced in three different colours of plastic, which is then pad printed 

with the appropriate text. There are currently around 15 variants of the FST front. 

Each customer has their own combination of colours and text, making the front end of 

the unit a costly item to produce, and an item which can only be sold to the one 

customer. Due to the high level of customisation of the FST front, holding the unit in 

stock is not cost effective. 

The FST has been very successful. The tooling, which was intended to cover a 

prototype run of no more than 500 units, has produced around 14 OOO units to date. 

The first major break in technology for the FST came from a need to include Smart 

Card transactions in the South African market. The use of different types of card was 

not envisaged in the initial design of the FST, but a successful solution was found. 

2.4 Product Intent 

The FST had always been sold as a unit with the capabilities to sell other products, 

however, in reality when a customer wanted to be able to sell oil from the FST, it 

required extensive input from software engineers to add that one function. 

Changing the original design to include today's additional requirements is becoming 

harder and more time consuming. The cost of customisation is inhibitive. 

In 1994, PEC began work on a model upgrade for the FST. The reasoning behind the 

upgrade was to provide a system that required less support from PEC staff. This 

upgrade would be achieved by producing an FST that was driven more by the 

software than the hardware, allowing the unit to be customised more easily. 

The development of concepts for the new FST were based around known strengths 

and weaknesses within PEC's existing range of products. The major strengths 

identified for the current FST unit included: 

The ability to be mounted into the majority of existing petrol pumps, 

The ability to be combined with another PEC product, a site 
controller, to supply a complete service station solution. 

The new product had to be easily customised, with functionality that was flexible to 

meet the needs of individual markets. It was decided that using a flat panel Liquid 
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Crystal Display (LCD) screen with a touch overlay in the FST mark 3 would provide 

a suitable solution to facili tate customisation. The physical user interface would be 

able to remain the same throughout all the models, while the screen would contain the 

customisable text, graphics and content. 



3 Project Plan 

3.1 Project Outline 

PEC (New Zealand) Ltd approached Messey University with a potential Graduate 

Research in Industry Fellowship (GRIF) project. The project was the development of 

a computer human interface using touch input for point of sale applications. 

The idea behind the project at the stan was to produce a touch screen interface that 

could be used to lead customers through fuel deliveries and Electronic Funds Transfer 

(EFT) transactions. The interface would also be used 10 perfonn other transactions, 

service station related services such as car washes and dry stock sales, and non service 

station related services such as fast food sales from an attached franchise outlet. 

Massey University accepted the idea and identified a possible student. Following the 

selection of a student, a joint submission by Massey University, PEC (New Zealand) 

Ltd and the student was made 10 the Foundation for Research. Science and 

Technology (FRST) for GRIF project funding. 

The project was accepted by FRST to receive GRI F funding, and a job description and 

basic plan were compiled for the student by PEC. The basic plan summary follows: 

Deve/opme111 of a Storyboard 
Duration 8 weeks; 

Research areas - Background on current system and project 
requirements, rc1cvam banking requirements, understanding the 
technology to be used, and research in operating background. 

Output - Flow diagram, Storyboard, Repon, Worki ng model on 
computer. 

Display lnvestigatlon 
Duration 12 weeks; 

Research area - Operating environment, capability of LCD displays, 
research into colour combina1ions suitable for application, means or 
reproducing the viewing angle of screen for security modes. 

Output - Repon, working demonstration model. 

Icon Research 
Duration S weeks; 
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Research and design areas - design icons that will negate the need 
for words to use the product, research other graphical interfaces such 
as EFT, information kiosks, web sites, and other unmanned 
interfaces. 

Output - Repon, updated computer model. 

Touch Interface 
Duration 5 weeks 

Research and design areas - Research and design button/touch 
including visual feedback, audio feedback, speed, and how they 
should work. 

Output · Working prototype on computer. 

Human Reaction 
Duration 12 weeks 

Research and design area - Extensive research into personal reaction 
10 different types of interface, colours, graphics, animations, sounds, 
prompts, help needs, and information flow. 

Output - Report and working prototype on computer of best solution. 

Help Definition 
Duration 8 weeks 

Research and design areas - An extension of the human reaction 
studies concentrating on help requirements. 

Output - Report of help requirements of the interface. 

Finalisation 
Duration I O weeks 

Output - Finalise working computer prototype. 

3.2 Development Process Plan 

8 

Using the job description and the PEC proposed project plan as a guide, the following 

plan for a development process based on the style of Ulrich and Eppinger (1993) and 

Moore and Pessemier ( 1996) was prepared. 

Clarify Companies Needs 
As identified by PEC in the project outline. 

Analyse Current Systems and Practices 
Familiarise with company, personnel, and company products. 

Familiarise with related technologies and similar products. 

Research the associated literature. 

Conduct analysis of user profile: 



Service station users survey, 

Focus group, 

Observational analysis. 

Identify technical factors that would impact on the product 
specifications. 

Identify and address additional personal skills required 10 carry out 
all aspects of the project. 

Create Product Specification 
List a precise description of what the product needs to do and comply 
with. 

Generate Producl Concepls 
Create a simple storyboard based on the specifications. 

Develop the storyboard to include further identified options. 

Technical Content Testing 
Interview company expens in areas of component processes as 
identified in the storyboard. 

Develop Product Concept 
Develop an interface to tit the selected storyboard. 

Initial Concept Testing 
Assess consumer reaction co the storyboard using the developed 
interface. 

Modify storyboard and interface in direction required by consumer 
sample and company technical experts. 

Physical User Interface 
Investigate ways to mount components in a forecoun environment. 

Develop company's choice of mounting. 

Model alternatives for the chosen mounting location. 

Detail Development 
Refine, modify, and add 10 graphical user imerface. 

Prototype interface on computer. 

Consumer Testing 
Assess individual aspects of the interface contenL 

Construct test area to house interface prototype. 

Fom1ally test Graphical User Interface (GUI): 

Study ofconsunters interaction with product, 

User questionnaire, 

Identification of areas of cxecllcnce and areas for improvement. 
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Modifica1io11 of Pro101ype 
Improve aspecis or areas oflhe interface identified during testing. 

Refine Product Design 
Repeat con.sumer testing and modification until the company is 
satisfied with the product design. 

Prepare Report 

Submit Product 
Submit product to company for incorporation into the next stage of 
the FST development and manufacture. 



4 Initial Research 

The overall project was separated into four main aspects: 

Multimedia 
Technologies 

Content 

Consumer 
Observation 

Survey 

Ergonomics 
Physical 

Cognitive 

Product Development Process 
Theoretical 

Applied 

Initial research in the form of a literature review, consumer survey and observation, and a 

technical review was carried out. The research aimed to determine existing knowledge and 

applications of the identified aspects, in order to form a basis with which the development of 

the Forecourt Service Terminal could structured around. 

4.1 Literature Search 

4. I. I Multimedia Literature 

Defining Multimedia 

Multimedia has been defined as the simultaneous use of more than one media 

type on a computer (Murie, 1993). The basic types of media available on 

computers are: 

Text, 

Graphics, 

Animation, 

Video, and 

Sound. 

11 
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1t has similarly been defined as 1he seamless integration of text, sound, images, 

and control software within a single digilal information environment (England 

and Finney, 1996). 

England and Finney (1996) give a summary of innuencing factors for !he use of 

each of1he different media l)'pes as follows: 

Video 
Video uses more space lhan olher media and may affect lhe 
interaction speed. 

The display size of any video needs to be appropriate for the 
content, needs oflhe viewer, and platfonn. 

Video graphics can be faster 10 produce but more expensive 
lhan computer graphics. 

Video graphics can give a continuity of slyle in applications 
where video features. 

Audio 
Audio is a versatile and cheap medium. 

Saves the overuse of text. 

h appeals to emotions. 

hs range and scope are unappreciated in most multimedia to 
date. 

Care is needed for sounds that become irritating when repeated 
in an interactive environment. 

Graphics 
These are versatile and have a wide range of quality. 

They can offer realistic and symbolic reprcsenlalions. 

Research findings indicate that graphics have value in all 
applications. 

Text 
Over time text has changed its role 10 a supponive one rather 
than a main component. 

Allhough used less now, care needs to be 1aken 10 ensure 1hat 
the lexl content keeps ilS quality in line with the other media 
components. 

Integrating text and maintaining quality can be difficult. 

Layout, size and legibility are importam. 

The new ways of organising text in interactive environments 
can pose problems for some users. 



Multimedia is most often used for presentations, training and education 

programs, sales demonstrations, information kiosks, games, and database front

ends. It is a technology that exists in many applications, and users are now 

expecting it to be a part of what a computer 'does' rather than some unusual 

feature (Murie, 1993). 

Multimedia Tools 

Icons 

Research on icons can be linked with that on signs and symbols. 

The use of symbols probably began fifty thousand years ago when man made 

his mark using simple abstract strokes cut into rock or bone. A symbol stands 

for something. It is visually precise. A symbol attempts to get at the essence of 

an idea either by being a literal miniature drawing or by being a non-literal 

visual metaphor. A symbol can give an identity to a subject and, by repeated 

use, can come to equal it (Holmes and DeNeve, 1990). 

The elements used to create a quickly understood symbol are the basic graphic 

shapes: circles, squares, diamonds, triangles and so forth. Each element comes 

with its own meanings, and when put together with each other in different 

combinations, the shapes can become very potent. Adding colour to the 

elements increases the range of possibilities. However, reliance on colour can 

be dangerous (Holmes and DeNeve, 1990). 

In multimedia any pictorial representation that a user can select is called an 

icon. But in the theory of signs, icons are images that are readily recognisable. 

They are not symbolic, but realistic to the extent that they are recognisable 

without explanation. Commonly, icons in multimedia encompass the complete 

range of images from abstract symbols to realistic representations. The user 

quite often has to learn what the symbols mean to use the icons effectively 

(England and Finney, 1996). 

Dreyfuss (1972) separates symbols into three different types: 

Representational 
Representational symbols present fairly accurate, if simplified, 
pictures of objects. 

13 
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Abstract 
Abstract symbols reduce essential elements of a message into 
a graphical form. These may once have been representational 
but have become simplified by design or degrees over many 
years, to the point where they now only exist as symbolic 
indications. 

Arbitrary 
Arbitrary symbols are those that have been invented, and 
accordingly must also be learned. 

England and Finney (1996) indicate that there is no equivalent to the miniature 

moving images sometimes used in multimedia interfaces, as sign theory relates 

only to static images. 

Interactive media allows for the combination and manipulation of information 

in new ways, with icons forming a part of the new vocabulary. Icons show that 

the user has choices and try to indicate what sort of information could be 

activated if the icon is selected. 

It is important that any new symbols used are suitable for the markets the 

product is intended for. According to England and Finney (1996) there have 

been many examples of cross-cultural misinterpretation of symbols. 

It is also important to limit the number of icons in use on an interface. If there 

are many icons, it will take the users a longer time to learn their meaning 

(England and Finney, 1996). This problem is accentuated in multimedia 

applications where the users are not expected to spend much time on the 

systems (ie. Kiosks). 

Icons are often related to everyday objects to convey their meaning. Using a 

metaphor such as a book or an office has been used successfully with individual 

icons relating to specific details consistent with the metaphor. This works until 

the concepts that the icons must deal with are new to the metaphor. A 

compromise to this solution is often to use a text name in addition to the icon. 

However, guidelines for international use do not recommend this practice. Text 

names often cause problems when they are translated, as they frequently cannot 

be fitted into the same space (England and Finney, 1996). 



According 10 England and Finney (1996), a lot of progress has been made in 

multimedia design due lo the use of icons. Overall icons provide better access 

10 the systems functionality despite their limitations. Instead of having to 

remember sets of symbols and codes like computer languages, icons provide 

prompts 10 help anyone activate the power hidden in the application. 

S01111d 

Sound refers to any type of audio use. This can include speech, warning bleeps, 

alann bells and so on. As sounds became easier 10 digitise, ii became apparent 

that overuse was unwise. People became irritated by repeated sounds (England 

and Finney. 1996). Some sounds that are initially attractive or entertaining pall 

quickly. 

Schuck ( 1994), investigated the use of auditory feedback in the design of touch 

input devices. In an experimem performed using a touch screen keyboard to 

type random characters and English words, testers were timed with and without 

auditory responses 10 their key presses. The results indicated that the addition of 

auditory feedback had a significant effect upon typing perfonnance in the use 

of touch screen input devices. Speed of response was shortened with the 

addition of auditory feedback with the number of errors made not being 

affe<:ted. 

Colours 

There can be several uses for colour such as ancntion cues. aesthetics. styHng 

and branding (England and Fi11ney, 1996). As with the use of sound. colour can 

please initially then become annoying for users. 

Colour d isplays arc attractive to users and can often improve task perfonna11ce, 

but the degree of misuse is high. According to Shneidennan ( 1992) colour can: 

Soothe or strike to the eye, 

Add accents to an uninteresting display, 

Facilitate subtle discriminations in complex displays, 

Emphasise the logical organisation of infonnation, 

Draw attention to warnings, 

Evoke strong emotional reactions of joy, excitement, fear or 
anger. 
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The use of background colours, the colour of text against a coloured 

background, colour linked with layout and the awareness of colour-blindness in 

a percentage of the audience were all factors that were researched before the 

availability of high-resolution screens and high quality colour. The main 

problems arose from poor selection of colours in relation 10 each other causing 

difficulties in reading and legibility (England and Finney, 1996). 

According to England and Finney ( 1996) one of the problems that still prevails 

is the changes in colour that occur due to their origins, the platform, the 

software, and the encoding process. Even with good planning colour shifts can 

occur. 

There are cross-cultural associations in the use of colour. This is pan of the 

aesthetic appeal of colours but it may become important as applicarions need to 

reach international audiences. Some cultures respond better to bright, strong, 

primary colours and other cultures prefer pastels (England and Finney, 1996). 

For applications that are intended to sell products, this could be more of a factor 

than other types of application. 

Some common examples of Western colour psychology are: 

Red 

Blue 

Green 

= stop, danger, heat 

cold, water, sky 

go, environmentally friendly 

Research in the area of colour psychology is ongoing. 

Multi.media Products 

England and Finney (1996) have divided multimedia products into the 

following categories: 

Presemarion 
- This is a growing source of business multimedia. Applications 

of this type of presentation include conference presentations 
and presentations for corporations 10 help project an 
internationally competitive company image. 

- Tools for computer based presentations are now making it 
possible for many people to produce the lower-level forms of 
multimedia presentation. 



Point of information (POi) 
There are a wide range of applications that fit this category, 
from tourist information systems to applications in museums 
that give specific information about exhibits. These systems 
are often intended for use by the general public. 

Point of sale (POS) 
These are retail projects where the application needs to sell 
products. These systems are often confused with Point of 
Information since the customer can usually get information on 
the products before requesting a sale. The deciding factor 
determining the success of a POS is whether the customer will 
commit to buying an article on the spot. 

Kiosks, of which POi and POS are types, are a significant area 
for multimedia. These require sophisticated and attractive user 
interfaces to encourage public use. Since kiosks are usually 
specially designed systems, the hardware configuration can be 
chosen so as to be the best for the task with few constraints 
other than cost. 

Training 
The training market has in the past been one of the strongest 
for multimedia. There is a strong emphasis on defining the 
expected changes in the users behaviour as a result of using an 
application. 

Advertising 
Advertising agencies are beginning to recognise the potential 
that multimedia might offer. This sector is likely to grow as 
advertisements are made more interactive. 

Education 
The standardising of curricula means that this is a potentially 
large market. 

The Internet is one such technology. It started as a text-driven 
method of communication, and is changing rapidly into a 
distributed multimedia channel for not only higher education 
but for business as well. 

Publishing 
Included in this category are record, audio-visual, and book. 
Some of the more popular examples of multimedia titles 
developed in this area include atlases, road maps and 
encyclopaedias. 

Multimedia has been described as having "a chameleon-like ability to pretend 

to be many things" (England and Finney, 1996, p2). The developer has the 

freedom to use any number of media types and techniques. For the end user, the 
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use of multimedia in the intended environment can improve the flow of ideas 

and information. 

A secondary side to multimedia is interactivity. Interactivity being, the 

capability for the user to interact with the multimedia production, causing 

things 10 happen or interrupting the flow of information. Interactive multimedia 

descends from computer-based training by way of interactive video. Good 

interactive video using videodiscs is only now being surpassed by all-digital 

multimedia (England and Finney, 1996). 

Design ing a Multimedia Product 

According to Murie (1993), designing and producing a multimedia project 

involves three major tasks: 

Design 
- The process of coming up with the idea. 

Production of elements 
- Creating the different media e lements that will be used in the 

project. 

Implementation 
- Taking the elements and puning them together based on the 

original design. 

A comprehensive breakdown of the project cycle has been covered by England 

and Finney (p6, 1996) in figure 4. 1 reproduced on pi 8. 

Funher description of the England and Finney ( I 996) project cycle is 

summarised below: 

The definition stage 
- Gaining an understanding of what the clients want - 'scoping 

the project'; 

Project timescale; 

Definition of costs; 

Project proposal to clients. 



Initial and Definition 

Production 

lm!IAdmin 

lml2l¼tii!edipeci6otion 

lm!JAdmin 

Level4.AisetProdu<tion 

lmlSAdnin 

Lml6Tt!ting 

lml 7 Com~,tion (Ext .. nal) 

lml 8 Com~etioo (lntffilal) 

Production 
Level 1 - Defining the developer/ client relationship; 

Level 2 - Defining details relating to content, platform, media 
and techniques; 

Level 3 - Recruitment of personnel ( completed in parallel to 
level 2); 

Level 4 - Asset creation. The production of the multimedia 
components; 

Level 5 - Administration of rights for material used (in parallel 
to level 4); 

Level 6 - Specificity testing of individual pieces and the 
integrated components; 

Level 7 - Final sign-off by client; 

Level 8 - Documenting and archiving project to aid with return 
business and upgrades. 

A Client-Centred Multimedia Project Cycle 

Scoping the Product 

Saiking the contract 
Ways ofworkmg defined 

Agree content 

Team Recruitment 

Audio 

Asset Rights 
Management 

Development.al Tesung 

Final Sign--o!T 

Archlving 

Platform 

Del.ailed contract 
agreements 

The Proposal 

Media and Techniques 

Manage the T earn 

Visual Text 

Systems Support 

Integration Testing 

Acceptance Testing 

Sign--offs 
at agreed stages 

Interface and Interactive 
Des,gn 

Integration 

Fig. 4. 1: Client Centred Multimedia Project Cycle (England and Finney, 1996, p6) 

Murie (1993) details the project cycle in six steps: 

The idea 
Every project begins with an idea, goal or purpose. 
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Establishing the constraints 
Before details of the product can be worked on, the constraints 
for the project need to be defined. The most obvious 
constraints include cost, time and materials. Some less obvious 
but equally important constraints include, defining who will 
use the product, what they will use it on, and what they expect 
from the product. 

Planning the production 
Three elements effect the planning of the production, the 
authoring environment, the data, and the user interface. 

The authoring environment is the program used to create the 
multimedia production and to bring all of the media elements 
together. 

The data is the main part of the production. It is the 
information that is to be conveyed to the user. 

The user interface deals with how the user will interact with 
the data. There are two main elements in interface design, 
structural elements and cosmetic elements. Structural elements 
include items such as menus, data fields, windows and buttons. 
These elements must be defined early in the development 
process (Murie, 1993) as changing these elements involves 
large changes in a project. Cosmetic elements refer to items 
such as the background graphics and the shape of the icons. 

Creating the prototype 
To produce a multimedia product by building a complete 
prototype and then building the final product from scratch is in 
Murie's opinion costly on both time and resources. The 
alternative he proposes is to work in 'chunks'. The first chunk, 
which provides the framework, being the implementation of 
the system structure. He indicates that graphics should be 
designed after the system structure has been completed. 

Adjusting the prototype 
Throughout the prototyping, consumer testing of parts or all of 
the system should be carried out. This allows the developers to 
see what users think, and then add to or change the prototype. 

Murie advises that testing is most valuable when input is 
gathered from as many sources as possible. When testing an 
interface, the most useful result is gained by using someone 
who has never seen the project before. It is beneficial not to 
tell the user how to do anything, but to watch what they do. 

One way to insure the developer has no input into the 
evaluator's actions is to have tests videotaped. With a video, 
the developer is not in the same room as the tester and 
therefore cannot interfere. The other benefit of a video is that 
the tape can be watched over and over again. 

Final delivery of the project 
The final delivery is the completion of the project. 



Assessing the Quality of Multimedia Pr oducts 

The quality of individual aspects of a multimedia product may be able to be 

defined specifically: for example, audio feedback being mono or stereo. 

Defining the quality of design is subjective ( ie. every person testing a 

multimedia system design looks at the aspects of the system that mean the most 

to him or her). The difference in perspective among the testers makes consensus 

difficult. In each project there will be some technical aspects but many 

subjective aspects for design quality. 

According to 1,ngland and Finney ( 1996), the best solution to date for assessing 

the quality of a multimedia-based product is 10 define a set of criteria that the 

product is to meet before any other decisions are made. Each project will thus 

define its own 'quality' priorities according to the subject and target audience. 

England and Finney (1996) used the following equation 10 define design 

quality: 

Design quality for media projects : content and treatment 
agreement 

The content means the information that is going to be 
presented. 

The treatment means which media and which techniques will 
be used and what it will look like. 

The Multimedia User Interface 

Each multimedia application has an infrastructure that links the component 

parts together so that users understand what the application contains, how the 

information is organised and what they need to do to activate the separate 

pieces. This structure is more commonly referred to as the interface. The aim of 

most interfaces is to provide smooth, easy access to any pan of the program the 

user wishes (England and Finney, 1996). 

Ravden and Johnson ( 1989) define the user interface as the programmable, or 

software, interface that enables the end user (ie. the person using the computer) 

to access and interact with a computer application system , to make use of the 
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facilities and functions which it provides, and to carry out the tasks for which 

the system has been defined. 

The user interface generally consists of information displayed to the user and 

facilities which allow the user to enter information into the computer, to 

manipulate information which is displayed, and to take control actions. It 

enables the end user to access and make use of the facilities and functions that 

the system provides, and to carry out the tasks for which it has been designed. 

The user interface provides the user with information about the system, about 

what it does, and about what the user can and should do. It enables the user to 

learn about the system and to build an understanding of how it works (Ravden 

and Johnson, l 989). 

Ravden and Johnson ( 1989) indicate that if the interface is poorly designed, it 

can severely restrict the user's ability to use the system. It can cause confusion 

and frustration, difficulty in learning how to use the system, misunderstanding 

of what the system is doing and of what the user should do, errors, and 

difficulty in using the system to carry out tasks successfully. 

For today's users, communication with a multimedia system has become at 

least as important as the computation by the system. "To users, the interface is 

the system" (Hix and Hartson, 1993, pi). 

England and Finney (1996) explain that when text was the dominant medium 

applications were strucnired through menus. The user had a choice that led to 

another text menu and so on. The user went down through the levels and 

returned by selecting 'exit' or the equivalent. This type of structure has become 

known as a tree structure. There are variants on this structure, which allow the 

user to select routes other than the reverse decision to return to the top level. 



As it became easier to include graphics, icon-d riven menus started to become 

common. England and Finney ( 1996} identified the following advantages I.hat 

icons have over lex1: 

They may take Jess space lhan text; 

They are not language specific; 

They are aesthetic and appealing: 

They can make access through the application easy. 

Usabi lity Testing 

An alternative to testing the qual ity of I.he mullimedia system is to test the 

usability of the user interface. The need for user friendliness is often heard, 

however, mos1 users are not looking for a friend in the computer but rather 

hassle free productivity. The real issue is usability. 

The human-computer interface, o r user-interface, represents the only part of I.he 

application system that the end user comes into direct contact with. The user

interface therefore plays a vital role in enabling the human to · use· the system 

(Ravden and Johnson, I 989). 

Usability has been defined by Ravden and Johnson ( 1989) as the extent to 

which an end-user is able to carry out tasks successfully, and without difficulty. 

using the computer application system. 

Tom Carey (c. 1992} (quoted in Hix and Hartson, 1993} a lecturer in the 

department of Computer Science a t Virginia Tech. USA had the following to 

say on usability: "If your computer were a person, how long ' til you punch it in 

the nose?u 

Shneiderman ( 1992} divides usability into the following user-orientated 

characteristics: 

Ease of learning, 

High speed of user task pcrfom1ance, 

Low user error rate, 

Subjecti ve user satisfaction. and 

User retention over time. 
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England and Finney (1996) indicate that multimedia does not have a strong 

tradition of testing. It has not developed a clear relationship with the methods of 

testing from other disciplines and has not devised its own. 

The importance of usability testing to ensure the best interface design is 

reinforced by Ravden and Johnson (1989). The programmable, or software, 

interface that allows interaction between end users and the computer plays a 

vital role in the effectiveness with which a human-computer system functions. 

It is therefore essential that the user interface meets the needs of those using the 

system to carry out tasks. 

The importance of user interface design should not be underestimated, and its 

evaluation should be expected to take some time and effort (Ravden and 

Johnson, 1989). In the longer term the benefits which are likely to result from 

the evaluation may outweigh the costs. 

Ravden and Johnson ( 1989) gave the following examples of benefits resulting 

from a well-designed and tested user interface: 

Reduced training time for end users; 

Reduced support costs, due to fewer and less significant 
difficulties; 

Reduced need for amendments, modifications and revisions 
after implementation; 

Where relevant increased sales, as a more useable, well
designed and acceptable product is produced; 

A greater willingness among end users to accept the system 
and to use it effectively; 

Greater efficiency and utilisation of computer resources; 

A greater awareness, amongst those developing computer 
application systems, of the requirements for 'user-centred' 
design. 

The Use of Touch Screens in Multimedia 

Touch screens are used as the input device for many public-oriented 

applications because of the ease of use (Micro Touch web page). 



According to Keister (1997), it was not long ago that touch screens were 

specialised tools limited to applications such as process control, military 

command, and air-traffic control. Reasons for using touch technology in these 

areas were defined by Shneiderman ( 1992) in the following list: 

Space is at a premium in these systems, 

Touch screens have no moving parts, 

Users can be guided through complex tasks. 

In early studies, direct pointing devices, such as the light-pen or touch screen, 

were often the fastest but the least accurate devices (Stammersand Bird, 1980; 

Albert, 1982; Haller et al., 1984). The speed appears to accrue from the 

directness of pointing, and the inaccuracy from problems with feedback, 

physical design, and use strategies. 

Over time, touch screen technologies have improved. The improved 

technologies used in the devices have made it feasible to build high precision 

touch screens and pens. Costs have dropped and parallax errors have decreased 

with the integration of touch screens during the display-construction process 

(Shneiderman, 1992). 

Up until the l 990's few of the general public had actually seen an operating 

touch screen (Keister, 1997). This has changed during the l 990's with 

supermarkets, post offices, restaurants, shopping malls, libraries, gaming 

establishments, and a variety of other enterprises now employing touch screen 

technology. 

According to Daniel Shore (quoted in Keisler, 1997), General Manager of the 

AccuTouch Business Unit of Elo Touch Systems, Inc. (Oak Ridge, TN), touch 

screen suppliers sell solutions to the following four primary markets: 

Point of Sale (POS) 
Touch screens simplify cash registers; 

Operator errors are reduced; 

Useful in areas with high employment turnover. 

Point of Information (PO!) 
Provide access to data in public environments; 

Give fast, easy information in users native language; 
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Used in computer-based training systems. 

Gaming Systems 
Touch screens are used to make games into more intuitive 
systems; 

Unlike their fixed button counterpans, 1ouch screen terminals 
are not limited to one game. 

Process Control Operations 
Can simplify man/machine interface; 

Stand up to coniaminant-rich environments like factory floors; 

Can be sealed to become watertight, making touch screens 
more durable than keyboards, buttons, and dials. 

Keister (1997) highlighted the following areas where touch screens have 

advantages over other input devices: 

Easily customised (ie. easy to switch between languages used 
to display commands); 

Able to be sealed and made water-tight; 

The user has direct contact with the interactive information; 

No computer literacy is required to use a touch-based system. 

Carroll Touch ( 1998), adds to Keister's list with the following points: 

As pointing or touching is a natural means of indicating 
choice, touch systems are ideal for selection-based 
applications; 

Selections are made by pointing al the screen, 1herefore no 
special software commands are required; 

Hand-eye movements do not need to be coordinated as the 
user does not need to look away from lhe screen to a separate 
input device (ie. a keyboard); 

Many graphic effects are possible. Touch targets can be 
different shapes, colours, and styles. 

Touch screens lend themselves to stand alone displays such as kiosks, and 

Keister (1997) indicates that the largest market by far for touch screens is lhe 

Point of Sale systems. POS systems incorporate not just cash register terminal, 

but fully computerised networked systems. 



4.1.2 Process Development Literature 

Generic Product Development Process 

"A product development process is a sequence of steps or activities that 

enterprise employs to conceive, design, and commercialise a product" (Ulrich 

and Eppinger, 1995, pl4) 

Moore and Pessemeir in "Product Planning and Management" (1993) have 

identified the steps in the new product development process based on work 

done by Booz-Allen (1982) as those shown in figure 4.2: 

New Product Development Process 

New Product 
Strategy 

- Idea 
Search 

Screening 

Business 
Analysis 

Product and 
'----" Process 

Development 

Product Testing 
__,. and Test 

Marketing 

'---i Introduction 

Fig. 4.2: New Product Development Process (Moore and Pessemier, 1993, p95) 

Some of these steps will be seen to be intellectual and organisational rather than 

physical, as described by Ulrich and Eppinger ( 1995). These researchers also 
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note that while some companies fo llow very precise and detailed process steps 

others are quite random in their approach. This reinforces the idea that 

approaches are individualised 10 match company needs and work practices. 

Moore and Pessemier (1993) also agreed that the best approach may not be 

known in advance and defined processes need flexibility. 

A well defined process however can be useful where it: 

Defines checkpoints against which to measure the quality or 
the developing product, 

Coordinates team roles, 

Times phases of the project, 

Compares actual events with established process thus aiding 
early problem identification, 

Promotes ongoing process improvement over time (Ulrich and 
Eppinger, 1995). 

The five phases or generic development processes put forward by researchers 

Ulrich and Eppinger ( 1995) are: 

Concept Developme/11 
Identification of target market needs; 

Evaluation of alternative product concepts; 

Selection or product for further development; 

Specification of product description; 

Analysis of competing produclS; 

Economic justification. 

System Level Design 
Definition of product architecture, sub-sys1ems, componenlS, 
and layout; 

Preparation of a preliminary process flow diagram. 

Detail Design 
Complete specification of geometry and materials, tolerances, 
and paru sourcing; 

Established process plan for fabrication is developed. 

Testing and Refineme/11 
Construction and evaluation including early proto1ypes, 
progressing 10 later prototype using actual parts; 

Performance and reliability testing of the later prototype; 

Implementing changes necessary in final product. 



Production 
Product preparation using the intended manufacturing system; 

Eliminating final flaws in manufacturing system and/or 
product. 

Managing the New Product Process 

Providing the new product in a timely fashion is important if value is to be 

created in the perception of the customer. Moore and Pessemier (1993) warn of 

the need to focus on development cycle time and cost management. 

Management tools such as planning and process improvement can expedite a 

products return on investment. 

Success of a New Product 

Moore and Pessemier (1993) state that the most important factor determining 

the success of a new product is a superior value in the eyes of the customer. 

Superior offers are based on a new product idea that meets the needs of the 

market and a product that lives up to that concept. 

To ensure that a new product is given every possible chance of succeeding, 

Moore and Pessemier (1993) have indicated that the following areas are of 

importance: 

Initial market research to identify unfilled needs or latent 
problems. 

An efficient product development process. 

New products that fit within the company's marketing and 
technical capabilities. 

Selection of a suitable target market. 

Well-directed and funded introduction of the product into the 
market. 

A study of failures in new products made by Cooper (1984) indicated that the 

reason for most failures is that several marketing activities ( eg, detailed 

marketing study, product testing, and test marketing) are inadequately carried 

out. A later study by Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1996) relates the success of 

individual new products to the completeness of the new product development 

process, and how well each of the steps were executed. Deficiencies in 
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preliminary market studies, initial screening, and detailed market analysis were 

cited most frequently. 

Hoo and McDonald (1983) asked respondents to indicate which activities 

needed more effort in order 10 improve the new product success rate. The 

acti vities highlighted were ( in order of importance): 

Market analysis and opportunity identification; 

Strategy formulation; 

Concept and positioning developmem; 

Basic research and development (R&D); 

Idea generation; 

Product development and testing; 

Pre-test market sales estimation; 

Concept test. 

Duri ng studies of companies with successful new product records, Booz-Allen 

( 1982) found that they were more likely to have a formal new product 

development process in place. Moore and Pessemier indicate ,hat a new product 

process should act as a road map, providing direction to new product efforts. II 

should remind people to go through the relevant steps in the proper order. 

In figure 4.2, the process has been made to look linear and orderly. In reality, 

the process is " usually quite messy" (Moore and Pesscmier, 1993, p I 03). The 

linear process can also convey the false impression that one functional area 

works on a part of the process and then hands its contribution off to the next 

group. However, Moore and Pessemier indicate that an interfunctional group 

should be assigned to a project from start to lini.sh (ie. preli minary studies 

should be going on at the same time Iha, technical work is being carried out). 

The Booz-Allen chart shown in figure 4.3 is more consistent with the views 

expressed in Moore and Pessemier ( 1993). The diagram shows that there is 

continuous consumer testing and the manufacturing concept is being developed 

at the same time the product is being developed. 



New Product Development Process 
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Fig. 4.3: New Product Development Process (Moore and Pessemier, 1993, pl03) 

4.2 Consumer Studies 

Market 

Time 

A number of studies were conducted prior to the commencement of the new FST 

product design in order to establish some potential user parameters. These studies 

were: 

A related technologies questionnaire, and 

A focus group. 

4.2.1 Related Technologies Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was compiled and left in a service station for customers to 

complete (see appendix i). The questionnaire was targeted at potential users of 

the new FST. It asked them to indicate their interest and degree of use in 

technologies related to the proposed FST. The related technologies included: 

EFTPOS, 

EFTPOS at the service station, 

ATM (Automatic Teller Machine), 

Computer, 

Computer based catalogues, 

Internet, 

Self service petrol fill-up, 
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Automatic snack/drink dispensers, 

Drive through at restaurants. 

From the questionnaires returned, the following results were noted: 

The majority of respondents expressed a high degree of both 
interest and use with EFTPOS and EFTPOS at service stations; 

The respondents were less interested in automatic teller 
machines than they were with EFTPOS machines, and the use 
of ATM's was lower than the use ofEFTPOS; 

The majority of respondents indicated that they were either 
very interested or not interested at all in computers, the 
Internet, and self-service filling; 

Most of the respondents indicated a high degree of interest in 
drive through restaurants but a low degree of use; 

The degree of use for the three computer based technologies 
was low. 

Based on the results of the questionnaire profiles of four main types of potential 

user were compiled as follows: 

Attendant 
It is assumed that an attendant will have been trained to use the 
equipment and technologies provided at the service station. 

Keen 
Confident with dispensing fuel; 

Conversant with different methods of payment; 

Has tried to use the EFTPOS at the pump; 

Would rather complete purchase themselves than let an 
attendant help; 

Inquisitive. 

Average 
Are able to dispense fuel; 

Has used the different methods of payment available instore; 

Doesn't mind if an attendant helps. 

Reluctant 
either 

or 

Not conversant with all methods of payment; 

Able to dispense fuel; 

Doesn't mind if an attendant helps. 



or 

4 .2.2 Focus Group 

Doesn't like to dispense fuel; 

A voids going to a service station if possible; 

Lets the attendant dispense fuel; 

Conversant with different methods of payment. 

Doesn't like to dispense fuel; 

Avoids going to a service station if possible; 

Lets the attendant dispense fuel; 

Not conversant with all methods of payment. 

A focus group of potential users was organised. The aims behind the focus 

group were as follows: 

To identify areas where the FST mark 3 could be used to 
improve the current service station environment, and 

To gauge the market acceptance of the proposed FST upgrade. 

Initially the group was asked if there was anything in particular that they liked 

or disliked at the current service stations. The comments made included: 

There is a huge difference between the service they say they 
offer and the service they give; 

Don't necessarily want the services they provide (windscreen 
wash, attendant...); 

Waiting in a queue to pay is one of the most annoying things; 

Need better sign-posting of the pump numbers - when going 
instore to pay, you need to know what pump you used. 

The group was then asked what they would like to see in their ideal service 

station. These were some of the responses: 

Portable EFTPOS machine - don't have to get out of the car; 

No pumps on court, just overhead nozzles; 

A parking base with mobile bowser for orders of fuel; 

Petrol pumps in supermarket car parks; 

A service to wash hands after filling up; 

Go inside and take what you want from the store, as you exit 
through the door the products are automatically scanned and 
added to your total. 
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The group were then told about the concept behind the FST mark 3. A touch 

screen interface mounted at the pump that would allow them to purchase, and 

pay for, fuel and other items at the pump. 

The general feeling amongst the participants of the focus group was that they 

would only purchase an item that they didn't need to see before buying. For 

example, the group felt comfortable about purchasing a can of lemonade, but 

would not consider buying a sandwich unless they could first see exactly what 

they were getting. 

When asked what type of items they would like to be able to purchase on the 

forecourt, the following list was compiled: 

Petrol, 

Car washes, 

Chips, 

Softdrinks, 

Sweets, 

Chocolate bars. 

When asked about the possibility of the interface offering other services such as 

road reports, or maps, the opinion shared by the group was that this type of 

service would cause delays on the forecourt from customers browsing the 

available information. It was also mentioned that unless map printouts could be 

offered to those seeking directions, the user would probably need to copy the 

directions down off the interface. 

The focus group participants were then given the opportunity to make 

comments relating to the proposed Forecourt Service Terminal. These were 

their comments: 

It would be good to have some pumps which only sell fuel -
express service; 

Have an option available that allows you to have no interaction 
with an attendant; 

Have access to the screen from the car; 

Order items at the pump and pick up like a drive through on 
the way out; 

Transactions need to be clean, straightforward, simple and 
uncluttered; 



Don't want to have food and petrol together on the forecourt as 
food might absorb the petrol fumes; 

With fuel cards - only some things can be paid for using the 
card (some companies won't pay for food etc); 

Don't want to wait around for petrol because someone is 
ordering an ice-cream; 

Only offer standard products that people know without seeing. 

Could cause a bad flow rate - would rather have two types of 
interface on the forecourt, one for petrol and one for other 
purchases. 

In summary, the members of the focus group felt that they would like to see an 

improved and updated version of forecourt service terminal in local service 

stations. The group all indicated that they would be willing to buy fuel and any 

standard items that they didn't feel the need to see before purchase, on the 

forecourt. The main concern was that the proposed system would cause delays 

at the pump. The overall feeling amongst the group was that if the system was 

to be a success in their eyes it would need to make visiting a service station 

more convenient and time efficient. 

4.3 Observational Analysis 

Following on from the focus group, a study was made into what customers, at service 

stations, do while on the forecourt a current system overview. There are two main 

current methods to purchase fuel at a service station: 

Paying by card at the pump using an FST, or 

Paying instore. 

4.3.1 Paying at the Pump using the Current m 

The flow of messages displayed on the current FST in relation to any user 

inputs has been compiled through observation into the figure 4.4. 

When completing a transaction using one of the current FST models, the user is 

required to make their purchase in one order: 

Swipe card, 

Select account, 

Enter pin number, 

Enter fuel preset, 
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Lift pump nozzle, 

Dispense fuel, 

Replace pump nozzle, 

Remove receipt. 

NormaJ Message Row for EfTPOS Transaction on Cwnnt FST 

.......... _ ........ 
~--._ ............... -(:-----
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... _ -- ,_,.._ -.;a-...... -·~ ----~ 
,_,._ -- ---_,. --......... .,. _,,_,... 
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-- --
.......... ~--·· 

Fig. 4.4: Normal Message Flow for EFTPOS Transaction on Current FST 
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0.2 Pa~ng lnstore 

One of the objectives for the FST mark 3 was for the system to allow the 

customer to make purchases and select a method of payment in any logical 

order. For this reason, paying instore was the more interesting of the two 

purchase methods. When paying instore the customer can choose how they 

complete their fuel delivery. 



To ascertain the ways in which people dispensed fuel, when unrestricted by an 

FST, customers coming into a local service station were observed. The time 

spent parked at the pump and the order in which tasks were performed was 

noted for each customer. The tasks of interest were: 

Removing and replacing the petrol cap, 

Lifting and replacing the pump nozzle, 

Placing the nozzle in the car, 

Removing the nozzle from the car, 

Entering a preset fuel amount, 

Dispensing fuel. 

It was also noted which of the tasks listed above were carried out by the 

customer and which were carried out by a forecourt attendant. 

There were 20 different combinations of the specified tasks that were feasible. 

The different combinations are displayed in figure 4.6. 

During the period of observation, all of the combinations were used. The most 

commonly observed order is shown in figure 4.5. This order was as follows: 

Drive up to pump 

Remove petrol cap 

Lift nozzle from pump 

Preset fuel amount 

Place nozzle in car 

Dispense fuel 

Remove nozzle from car 

Replace nozzle on pump 

Replace petrol cap 

Pay instore 

One potential problem arising from the customer performing their fuel purchase 

in the most common order is that the nozzle is in the users hand while they 

make their fuel preset. During the period of observation, the nozzle was 

occasionally used to press the preset buttons. There is a danger that if the user is 

holding the nozzle when entering a preset on a touch panel, that they will hit the 

screen with the pump. This could cause expensive breakages. 
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Dove up 10 pump 

Rcmo,·e noa:lc from"' 

Rtplace nozzle on pwnp 

£nttr ruct pt't'Stt 

Pay in~torc 

Fig. 4.5: Most commonly observed order used 10 make a fuel purchase 
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Drive up to 
pump 

Lift nozzle 
from pump 

Enter fuel 
prcset 

Remove petrol 
cap 

Lift no7 .. <dc 
from pump 

Remove petrol 
cap 

Enter fuel 
presct 

Fig. 4.6: Possible Order a/Tasks when Purchasing Fuel 

Remove nozz.!e 
fromcnr 

Replace petrol 
cap 

Replace noale 
on pump 

Replace nozzle 
on pump 

Replace petrol 
cap 

Pay instore 



Observations made while at the service station included: 

People asking for a cenain amount of petrol and handing the 
money directly to the attendant (didn't go instore to pay) were 
stopped at the pump for a much shorter time; 

The time taken to dispense the fuel was less than the average 
time spent instore; 

Even an attendant used the nozzle of the pump to press the fuel 
preset buttons; 

About half the customers wanted to have their oil and water 
checked; 

Most people had their windscreens cleaned by an attendant; 

Items purchased from the store by customers at a pump 
included: 

Bread, 
Milk, 
Cream, 
Paper, 
Chippies, 

Bottles ofsoftdrink. 

Most of the people who filled their own cars did not buy 
anything apart from the fuel; 

- The majority of people filling their own cars were male; 

Most of the people who had an attendant dispense their fuel 
went instore while the fuel was being poured; 

- The average rime parked at the pump was about 3.5 minutes. 

4.4 Technical Studies 
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Information providing guidelines on the technical aspects of the project. Information 

was accumulated, studied, and classified as follows: 

4.4.1 Standatdi and Specifications 

Relative standards that need to be considered during the project development 

include: 

ETSL regulations (ETSL approve electronic banking within 
New Zealand and Australia); 

Regulations for electronic equipment located on a service 
station forecourt; 

Ergonomic requirements for visual display terminals; 

Electrical safety standards. 



Throughout the duration of the project PEC monitored the relevant standards, 

as they will later be applying for product approval in the required areas. 

4.4.2 Touch Screens 

There are seven basic types of touch technology currently available. These are 

as follows: 

Capacitive overlay, 

Resistive overlay, 

Force vector, 

Guided acoustic wave, 

Scanning infrared, 

Strain gauge, 

Surface acoustic wave. 

All types of touch systems are attached to a display unit such as a Cathode Ray 

Tube (CRT) on a computer monitor or a flat panel Liquid Crystal Display 

(LCD). 

Each type of touch technology has attributes that are desirable for specific 

applications. Some of these attributes as identified in Carroll Touch ( 1998) are 

detailed below: 

Capacitive Overlay 
Voltage is applied to the four comers of the screen. Electrodes 
spread out the voltage creating a uniform voltage field. When a 
finger touches the screen it covers a few thousand pixels. The 
electrode field absorbs charge from the finger and identifies 
centremost point as hotspot; 

Most advanced touch screen technology; 

Offers fastest response time and clearest picture; 

The screen may be gasket sealed to protect from dirt and 
water; 

Gloves cannot be worn when using this touch technology. 

Resistive Overlay 
Screens use a flexible membrane with a coating of transparent 
metal oxide and a grid of spaces to locate the touch point; 

Works with any stylus; 

Not affected by dirt, dust, water, or light; 

Resistive layers can be damaged with sharp objects; 
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Requires repetitive calibration; 

The metal oxide coating and spacers may reduce the picture 
quality and brightness of the screen image. 

Force Vector 
A tenninal is placed onto a monitor. This is made up of a top 
plate resting on three-dimensional springs. Internal sensors 
measure lhe distance between the top plate and the base. When 
the display is touched, the force narrows the disiance between 
the top plate and the base changing lhe capacitance across lhe 
plates and determining the amount of movement in the 1x\ ty', 
and 1z' directions; 

Not affected by dust and dirt; 

Independent of display type; 

Sensitive to vibration and shock; 

Subject to drift - requires complex calibration; 

Slower response time than other touch technologies. 

Scanning hifrared 
Sends infrared beams ac,ross the screen in a grid panem. As 
the screen is touched the grid is interrupted and that 
interruption becomes !he touch point; 

Tolerant of vibration and shock; 

Not susceptible to scratching or breakages; 

No stylus material limiiation; 

If the grid panems are too large the screen will have many 
dead spots and precision touch can be d ifficult; 

Screen may sometimes react before a physical touch is made. 

Strain Gauge 
Consists of a CRT mounting shield, a clear glass overlay, and 
four strain gauge transducers at the four comers to measure, 
compare, and calculate lhe touch location; 

Not affected by dust and dirt; 

No stylus limitation; 

Sensitive to vibration and shock; 

Glass overlay can easily be broken; 

Surface Acoustic Wave 
Sends acoustic waves across the top surface of the screen; 

The finger absorbs a portion of the wave as it touches lhe 
screen and !he centre of !his touch point becomes the hotspot; 

No drift operation so it does not need to recalibrated often; 



Must be touched by finger, gloved hand, or soft-tip stylus. 
Hard objects do not work; 

Not completely sealable; 

Anything on screen such as dirt will interfere with the touch 
screen by slowing responses. 

Guided Acoustic Wave 
Sends acoustic waves through the screen substrate. 

Provides clearer images then surface acoustic wave screens; 

Tolerant of vibration but susceptible to shock; 

Not suitable for outdoor use as it has a low tolerance for 
surface contamination; 

Glass overlay is easily broken; 

Extraneous movement near the screen surface may be picked 
up and registered. 

PEC identified the guided acoustic wave and scanning infrared touch 

technologies as being suitable for the project. 

Micheal and Miller (www.dcl.vt.edu/-sgm/Report.html) indicate a range of 

tasks that are, and are not, suitable for touch screens. 

Touch screens were identified as being good for the following tasks: 

Pointing, 

Rapid pointing, 

Selecting. 

Tasks that are not suitable to be performed using a touch screen include: 

Dragging, 

Tracing, 

Tracking, 

Alphanumeric data entry. 

4.4.3 Touch Screen Interface 

Target Location 

The international standard ISO 9241, titled "Ergonomic requirements for office 

work with visual display terminals (VDT)s" specifies in part 9 that touch 

sensitive targets should be below shoulder height and within the reach envelope 
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of the user. For frequent tasks the location of targets should be within 50cm of 

the user. 

Target Size 

ISO 9241, part 9, specifies that the minimum touch sensitive areas for fingers 

should be at least equal to the 95 th percentile male distal joint breadth of digit 

two. This measurement equates to about 2.4cm x 2.4cm. 

A study performed by Micheal and Miller (www.dcl.vt.edu/-sgm/Report.html) 

determined that target sizes down to 1 cm x 1 cm were accurate. 

The U.S. Military standard MIL-STD-1472C specifies that touch sensitive areas 

will be within a range of approximately one to two centimetres, with an optimal 

area of 1.27 cm2
• 

Target Orientation 

Micheal and Miller (www.dcl.vt.edu/-sgm/Report.html) indicate that there is a 

user preference for horizontally-oriented targets, however they concede that in 

some applications vertically-oriented targets may be necessary or desirable due 

to space requirements. 

Response Time 

The response time for a computer is defined by Shneiderman ( 1992) as being 

the number of seconds it takes from the moment the user initiates an activity 

until the computer begins to present results. 

Response time guidelines according to Shneiderman (1992): 

Users prefer shorter response times. 

Longer response times (greater than 15 seconds) are 
disruptive. 

Users tend to change the usage profile in response to the 
experienced time lapse between activity and result. 

Shorter response times lead to short user think times (think 
times is the number of seconds which the user thinks before 
entering the next command). 

A faster pace may increase productivity, but error rates may 
also increase. 



The ease of error recovery ease and the time it takes to recover 
the error influence the optimal response time. 

Response time should be appropriate to the task. For example: 
Typing, cursor motion, mouse selection: 50 to 150 
milliseconds, 
Common tasks: 2 to 4 seconds, 
Complex tasks: 8 to 12 seconds. 

Users should be advised oflong delays. 

Modest variability in response time is acceptable. 

Unexpected delays may be disruptive. 

Empirical tests can help to set suitable response times. 

For a touch screen the response time is defined as, the time required for the 

touch system to locate a touch and transmit the message about touch location to 

the host system (Carroll Touch, 1998). Factors that influence the response time 

include: 

Touch system response; 

Host processing speed; 

Access to host electronics and application software. 

For capacitive overlay, guided acoustic wave, resistive overlay, scanning 

infrared, strain gauge, and surface acoustic wave touch systems, touch system 

response is typically less than 50 milliseconds for a single touch. Force vector 

touch screens have a typical response time of 150 - 250 milliseconds. 

4.4.4 Pump Authorisation 

Before a petrol pump can dispense any fuel it needs to be authorised. 

Authorisation can be given in a number of ways: 

Automatic authorisation 
Pumps are able to dispense fuel. Automatic authorisation is 
often given to pumps on an attended forecourt during normal 
working hours. 

Manual authorisation 
Each pump is told when it can dispense fuel to a customer. 
Manual authorisation is often used after hours when a 
forecourt is unmanned. 
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Card authorisation 
At a truck stop (unmanned station) or when using a current 
FST model, the pump is authorised by the user swiping their 
card and entering wrrect details. 



5 Product Specification 

The product is a Touch Screen Interface for a Forecourt Service Terminal (PST) to be 

incorporated into a developing system to facilitate purchases from a service station. 

5.1 System Overview 

The purpose of this system is to provide a method of payment at a petrol pump for 

purchases such as fuel, travel related products, car related products, and commodities. 

The aim of the project is to improve on the current EFTPOS at pump systems in order 

to give PEC a market advantage over competing fuel pump companies. 

The system comprises of the following: 

Terminal 
Card reader 

Printer 

LCD screen 

Touch panel 

Internal processor 

Interface 

Mounting 

Site controller 

Product criteria associated with the listed system components are given below. 

5.1.1 Terminal 

The terminal will house the Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen, touch panel, 

card reader, printer, and internal processor. It will be mounted in accordance 

with regulations for electronic equipment within a service station environment. 

The operation of the terminal can be separated into six main tasks: 

Payment using a card at the pump; 

Purchasing fuel; 

Purchasing other products or services at the pump; 
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Printing a receipt of the purchases; 

Communicating with the site controller; 

Advertising and providing information. 

Card Reader 
The unit shall have the ability to recognise and accept both 
magnetic and smart cards in the form of EFTPOS, credit, fuel 
or local cards. 

When a card is read, the site controller contacts the bank, via a 
telecommunication link, to provide authorisation for the use of 
the card. 

If the customer enters the wrong pin number more than a set 
number of times the card details will be logged and the user 
will be barred from completing a transaction at the pump using 
that card. 

Memory cards must be able to be captured for the duration of 
the transaction. 

A magnetic card read will either be performed manually with 
the customer inserting and extracting their card 10 get a card 
read, or automatically with a motorised version that captures 
and reads the card independent of the user. 

The collection of personal details such as pin numbers shall be 
in accordance with ETSL regulations. 

Printer 
At the completion of a transaction the terminal will provide the 
customer with a receipt detailing their purchases. This receipt 
can then be used to redeem any other products or services 
requested during the transaction. 

LCD Screen 
It is assumed that the LCD screen will be a 256 colour 640 x 
480 pixel 10.7-inch monitor. 

Touch Sensitive Panel 
The touch sensitive panel provides a medium for the customer 
to select and make choices guided by the interface. 

It is assumed that the choice of touch panel will be an infrared 
screen. 

Internal Processor 
The internal processor will store and process some of the 
information required to run the interface, and will 
communicate directly with the site controller for additional 
information and processing. 



Interface 
The interface, displayed on a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 
screen with a touch sensitive panel, will lead the consumer 
through a fuel purchase in a convenient and simple manner, 
while catering for impulse purchasing of other products and/or 
services. The interface will be able to be customised for 
individual service stations both in New Zealand and overseas. 

The computer human interface shall be in accordance with any 
regulations for touch screen input. 

The contents of the displays within the system shall be 
presented in a consistent, standardised manner. 

Where possible, standard practices for the positioning of keys 
shall be used. (ie. number pad, alphanumeric keypad, arrow 
keys etc.) 

The response time for a mouse click shall be between 50 - 150 
milliseconds. Standard tasks shall respond in less than 4 
seconds. Where the response time is slower than 2 - 4 seconds, 
a status indicator shall be used. 

Messages shall be concise while allowing the user to get more 
information if required. The user must perform an explicit 
action to make a message disappear. 

Audio feedback shall be provided. 

The layout of the screens shall make sense independently of 
colour. 

A high contrast between foreground and background colours 
shall be used. 

Colour connotations shall not be violated. (ie. green for go or 
O.K., red for stop or something wrong etc.) 

No more than four colours of text, three fonts or four font sizes 
shall be used. 

Static icons or buttons shall appear in the same place on all 
screens. 

Where possible, user actions shall be easily reversible. 

Content shall be evenly balanced across the screen. 

At least 25% of the screen shall correspond to white space. 

Not more than two rates of flash coding shall be used. Where 
one rate is used, flashes will occur at 3-5 per second, and 
where two rates are used the second shall be less than two 
flashes per second. 

The interface shall provide a logical flow of information with 
the emphasis on completing one task before beginning the 
next. 

Mounting 
The mounting will consist of a panel that houses the LCD 
screen, touch sensitive panel, internal processor, card reader, 
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and printer. The panel will then be mounted either in a petrol 
pump, in a wall, or in a freestanding pedestal. The mounting 
will remain a consistent size, independent of the screen size 
used. 

General 
Purchasing of fuel shall make use of the existing fuel counters 
to display running totals of the amount dispensed. 

Before fuel can be dispensed the pump must be authorised via 
the site controller. 

The terminal will allow the customer to preselect an amount of 
fuel required. 

Purchasing of other products while at the pump will be 
optional. 

The entire system shall be able to successfully complete a 
transaction in the event of a power failure. 

The type of information stored within the terminal will include: 

Sequence for the collection of personal details such as pin 
number, odometer reading, and registration number. 

Error messages 

5.1.2 Site Controller 

The site controller is to keep track of all the terminals within a service station. It 

provides each terminal with additional information that is not already stored 

within the internal processor, and communicates directly between the terminal 

and financial network to process card details. 

The type of information stored on the site controller will include: 

Advertising 

Customisable screen details 

5.2 Environment 
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The system is designed for use in an outdoor environment at a service station. For the 

correct functioning of the unit it is important that: 

The screen is visible under natural lighting conditions, 

The unit is protected from water, dust and fuel contamination, 

The unit is able to work at a range of temperatures and humidities, 



The unit is resistant to vandalism. 

5.3 Consumer Profile and Needs 

Typical characteristics of the consumer include: 

Drives a ca.r, truck or motorcycle, 

Purchases fuel at a service station, 

Using the fuel pump is only a small part of the customers day, week 
or month, 

Most, but not necessarily all, customers will have used EFTPOS as a 
method of payment, 

Most users will not have had much contact with touch screens, 

Some, but not necessarily al l, will have experience with the 
purchasing of products without first seeing the product. (ie drive 
through restaurants, mail order, vending machines etc.) 

General skill level will vary greatly across the customer group. 

Consumer needs from the system include: 

Must be able to be used without any prior learning, 

Where possible, sections of the transaction must be able to be 
reversed with change of mind, 

Receipt of purchases made. 

5.4 Aesthetics, Appearance and Finish 

This system is intended for use within a service station situation. The system shall, 

therefore, be able to fit into the layout and style of the different oil companies. 

5.5 Ergonomics 

The terminal is intended for use by adults standing at the fuel pump. 

S.S.I Phyiical 

The system shall be designed for adultS in accordance with good design 

practice. 

The card reader shall be located to the right hand side of the monitor in either a 

vertical or horizontal fonnat. 
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5.S.2 Conuob and Dil~ay 

The controls for the system shall be laid out in hierarchy of their importance 

and relevance to the user. 

Colour shall be used lo differentiate controls. 

The size of bunons, graphics and lC><l shall be suitable for use by standing 

adults. 

5.6 Manufacturing Facilities 

The system will be assembled by PEC (New Zealand) Ltd. 

5.7 Maintenance 

The tenninal shall have a hinged front panel that will allow service station staff access 

lo internal items such as the printer, to allow change of paper etc. 

The coding information for EFTPOS transactions is set and maintained by the bank. 

5.8 Standards and Specification 
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T he system shall be designed 10 comply with New Zealand Standards and 

Specifications. These include electrical safety, touch screen interfaces, service station 

practices, EFTPOS banking requirements, and telecommunications. 



6 Human Interaction and Computer System Action 

All of the events that will occur at the Forecourt Service Terminal (FST) can be separated 

into one of two categories: 

Human interaction 

Computer action 

Human interaction may be defined as any communication between the user and the system. 

Human interactions are independent of the computer actions. Computer actions are carried 

out by the system and are often unknown to the user. The computer actions are initiated by 

the human interactions. Examples of both types of action are detailed below: 

Human Interaction 
Inserting either a smart card or magnetic stripe card; 

Entering personal details, like PIN numbers, relating to the card inserted; 

Entering a fuel preset; 

Lifting and replacing a pump nozzle; 

Starting and manually stopping a fuel delivery; 

Multiple fuel purchases on one transaction defining the same or different 
grades of fuel; 

Purchasing other products on the forecourt or instore; 

Removing transaction receipt. 

Computer Action 
Card read; 

Telecommunications link to a financial network to check the validity of the 
card and the personal details entered; 

Controlling the amount and type of purchases depending on the restrictions 
imposed by the service station or the card used; 

Authorisation of the pump; 

Automatic fuel dispensing cut-off; 

Displaying error messages when required; 

Printing a transaction receipt; 

Advertising. 

Defining a possible flow sequence for human interaction and computer action creates a 

project storyboard. 
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6. 1 Two-Dimensional Flow Chart 

The first method used in this project to display a potential storyboard was a standard 

two-dimensional flow chart. However, the large number of possible options at each 

level caused the d iagram to be extremely confusing and bulky after only a few events. 

A few sections taken from the initial flow diagrams a.re illustrated in figure 6.1. 

-

Fig. 6. Ja: Computer Actions Following a Card biserted into the System 

Fig. 6.1 b: Computer Actions Resulting from Starting a Fuel Delivery 
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The two-dimensional storyboard is an essential part of the FST development. Initially, 

the paper charts were used to define the interface structure and to ensure that the 

technical content was correct before prototyping. 

Eventually the storyboards will be used by other members of the FST development 

team to assist with the writing of the hardware that will drive the final system. This 

makes it necessary to develop and display the flow of information and actions in a 

way that can be understood and used by others. The three-dimensional paper 

storyboard often also provides a useful tool for this purpose. 

6.2 Three-Dimensional Paper Storyboard 

In order to create a three-dimensional (3D) chart a system was set up such that each 

potential interface screen was named and assigned to a separate page. 

The 3D storyboard began with the default setting- the advertising screen. 

Each of the storyboard pages was divided into six sections. For a sample storyboard 

page see figure 6.2. 

The six sections were as follows: 

Previous screens 
This column told you the names of the screens that may have 
preceded the one referred to on the page. 

Screens 
This section consisted of two rectangular boxes representing the 
screen. The first box contained a list of any active buttons or fields, 
and the content of any prompts or messages. The second box was 
designed for use at a later stage in the development to hold sketches 
of the layout of each screen. 

In some cases actions were separated from the screens in order to 
make the storyboard easier to follow. If a page was assigned to an 
action only, these boxes were left empty. 

Actions 
This section was separated into three parts, active buttons, external 
actions, and internal actions. The active buttons are all the buttons on 
the screen, which have a reaction if they are touched. The external 
actions are any visible events occurring that were not caused by 
touching the screen. Internal actions are events that give the user no 
visible signs to indicate that they are occurring. 
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Reactions 
The reaction column lists the events that occur when an action is 
performed 

Conditionals 
This column lists anything that the action or reaction is dependent on. 

Destination screens 
The final column indicates which screen to go to when an action is 
performed. 

A sample of a storyboard page is shown below: 

Previous Screens: Screen: Fl.--. Nu"'ber Reaction: Conditional: Destination Screen: 

Active Buttons: 

S..iec\ acra~,,t 
0-9 (°'.'ls B..-st ~,..Mb,, of P•" P,'n 2 

W\L5Sll!3e o.sle.1~ !,,\Ser "to e,,-ler 
c\eo,- clears rn,J nu,....b,e,r a pi,... ""'-..,.!:,C!.r 

Pi""' ~u."'be.r 

OJ Cu 5J 8 OR lo~s "" i!"'ICOf'f'eC.-+ -Pl"J \11icoaed- Pl"r, @mm 0-c.lta.r w@m 
~ca.~ce.l 

cance..l e.><i+s ?'"'.'.("'"" Ao.ver+r.,"'.j 
0 +1'1AnSC..diot"\ 

External Actions: 

pic"-"l'f''""f' re5 i s+er t\,._1 +jP"- P,n Nc,ml,,r 

+,js -to -{_ -:,+art o.c,~sc"j Q!' P," Nu"'6.,. 
d•Sp<r>se .fuo.\ 

c.le.d ..,,ess"'~'-Screen Layout: 
Co.rd Fi.-sr l.,:. c.skt usu to e..,+cr 

CA•cl a.,tc,,\, .;·,,+ 
Internal Actions: 

Fig. 6.2: Sample Storyboard Page 
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This method of storyboarding was extremely good for recording all the details needed 

to program the interface. However, it was very hard for the uninitiated to navigate 

through a transaction or to determine whether anything had been left out. Another 

method of displaying the information was tried to convey details to those not 

technically involved, so a Macromedia Director storyboard was also prepared for the 

interface. 



6.3 Director Storyboard 

The 3D storyboards that had been completed were used to construct a basic prototype 

using Macromedia Director 6.0. The idea behind this prototype was to provide all of 

the buttons that would appear on each screen along with buttons to perform external 

actions, ( eg inserting a card), so that a user could check screen content and 

information flow without becoming lost in a sea of paper. The prototype had very 

little emphasis on the screen graphics and layout. 

This method of displaying the storyboard was unsuccessful. With the storyboard on 

screen, it looked too much like it was a full interface design attempt. Comments made 

by people testing the prototype were solely directed to the graphics and buttons, rather 

than the information and flow. 

6.4 Human Interaction Charts and Computer Action Charts 

A third paper-based attempt was made to define the information content and flow. By 

separating the user's actions from the system or computer actions, the storyboard 

could be simplified. 

Overall nine individual charts were constructed (See charts 6.1 6.9). The first chart 

was a Human Interaction Chart. 

The Human Interaction Chart (HIC) shows the possible combinations and orders of 

events that the user can implement when making a fuel purchase while the pump is in 

attended mode. 

In the second chart the computer actions relative to the users actions have been shown 

on the HIC as dots. The dots are colour coordinated, with each colour representing a 

series of computer actions. 

The final seven diagrams are Computer Action Charts. There is one chart for each of the 

actions displayed in the HIC. The Computer Action Charts (CAC) show the basic order of 

actions that are undergone at each stage by the computer. Positions for error messages 

have been indicated on the charts, however, the content of these messages has not 

been defined. There may also be more than one error message at each location. 
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The charts did not include detailed infonnation about the purchasing of any products 

and services other thao fuel, as this content had not clearly been defined at the time of 

chart construction. 

The screen graphics shown in the chartS were indicative only as the Graphical User 

Interface had not at that time been developed. 
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7 Development of the Graphical User Interface 

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been defined by Hix and Hartson (1993) as any user 

interaction that has windows, buttons, boxes, icons, "and so on", p85. 

7. I Concept Development 

The graphical user interface for the Forecourt Service Terminal (FST) will by specification 

provide a medium with which consumers can do the following: 

Make purchases; 

Receive information; 

Enter information. 

7. I.I Identify Range of Functions 

Preliminary data gathering yielded further details of required function that 

could be grouped as follows: 

Purchases 
Fuel: 

91 Unleaded, 
96 Unleaded, 
Diesel, 
LPG, 
CNG. 

Products available on the forecourt: 
Car wash, 
Oil, 
Fuel additives (ie. Valvemaster). 

Products available instore: 
Confectionary, 
Snacks, 
Beverages ... 

Receipt of Information 
Instructions; 

Fuel grades and prices available at the pump; 

Counters displaying dollar and litre values of a fuel purchase; 

Purchases made at the FST; 

Help. 
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Information Entry 
Fuel preset; 

Card related personal details (ie. PIN number); 

Selection of other purchases. 

7 .1.2 Preliminary Function Screens 

The GUI content detailed above was divided into the following five screen 

sections: 

Fuel purchases 
Entering fuel preset; 

Information relating to the pricing and grades of fuel. 

Car related purchases 
Car wash; 

Oil; 

Fuel additives. 

Other purchases 
Snacks; 

Confectionary; 

Beverages ... 

Payment details 
Smart or magnetic card insertion; 

Entry of personal details; 

Pay instore. 

Other Information 
Instructions; 

Fuel counters; 

List of purchases; 

Help. 

7 .1.3 Prototyping and Responding to Initial Consumer Opinion 

Macromedia Director 6.0 (an authoring tool for multimedia productions) was 

used to prototype the graphical user interface. 



The first prototypes contained functions to simulate maki ng a fuel purchase and 

paying using an EFTPOS card. These are the functions that arc available on 

current FST models in New Zealand. 

Receipt 

, .... , .... _ .. -"" .. 

fou1 

The division of screens was mode using "tab' dividers. Tabs are currently used 

within a rnnge of computer programs to enable the user to navigate through 

sections of information. 

- Fut.I 
Pul'Cms.u 7 

• 
H,lp Print Receipt 

(Finish} 

With a touch screen, the consumers felt they would rather have selectable items 

displayed as buuons. This would help to indicate which items could be pressed. 

A receipt detailing purchases made was displayed constantly on screen. 

Receipt 

J 

Total s ,,oo 

Receipt 

Receipt 

lltl-1 OOO I 
hi,., I OOO I 

c-f:I OOO I 
,, . ..,_-... ~ 

location of fuel 
coumer 
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The receipt was separated into two section, fuel purchases and o ther purchase, 

to aid the user with finding their purchases. The purchase total was d isplayed at 

the base of the receipt. When in the fuel purchasing section, a fuel counter was 

d isplayed over the fuel purchases section of the receipt. 

Initially the customer was asked to select where they would like to pay for their 

purchases, either at ihe pump or instore. 

This selection process was a redundant step as the user should be able 10 

indicate if they wish to pay at the pump by insenfog a card at some poim during 

Lhe transaction. 

A boxed section containing icons representing tasks 10 be completed was 

displayed in ihc upper lcl\-hand comer of the screen. 

The 'task list' showed the user the following infonuation: 

Completed tasks - represented by placing a tick over the icon. 

Available tasks - rcpresemed by a black icon, 

Unavailable tasks - represen1cd by a grey icon. 

The fuel purchases screen contained a select ion of buttons containing pre

defined preset values. Information relati ng to the type of fuel selected and the 

preset value was displayed to the right of the buttons. 



Fuel prese1 

Screens accepting card-related detai ls displayed buttons for selecting an 

account type along with numerical buttons for PIN entry. 

@@® 
0©© 
®®© e®o 

Se/eel act·oma 

Enler PIN number 

When an account type was required rrom the user. the numbered buttons were 

displayed in a lighter grey and were inactive. Once an account had been 

selected 1he numbered buttons were made active and the account buttons 

inactive. 

7. 1.4 ldentif,ation of Areas for further lnvelopmtnt 

Overall the initial design was found to have many inadequacies. Some of these 

arc listed below: 

If the fuel counter on the interface is Lo replace the fuel counter 
currently available in the pump head, the counter must be 
visible at all times; 

The receipt. appearing on the screen at all times. consumes a 
large proportion of the available real estate; 

The meaning of the icons on the ' task list' were not obvious 
enough; 
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The task list did not aid the user with keeping track or their 
transaction~ 

The tabs used to navigate between the screen types were not 
sufficiently obvious; 

Icons that could be selected needed to look as though they 
could be pressed; 

Buttons in the card details and fuel prcset screens were too 
small; 

The in formation on screen at all times needed to be organised 
in a beucr way so as to maximise the space remaining for 
items displayed temporarily; 

The text instructions needed to be more comprehensive. 

At this point the first real break through in the design sLrUcture or the interface 

was made. It was decided to separate the screen into two parts. A 'static 

screen', and a 'dynamic screen '. The static screen would contain all the buttons 

and infom,ation that was shown on the interface at all times, and the dynamic 

screen would show buttons and infonnation relevant lo wha1 the user was doing 

at the time. 

Some of the concepts generated to divide the screen into dynamic and static 

sections are shown in figure 7. t. 

Fig. 7. I: Selection of concepts for dividing the i111erface illlo static and dynamic parts 
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7 .2 Detail Development 

lni1ially 1he dynamic screen was drawn as a rcc1angle in 1he top left-hand comer of the 

in1crface. and the s1a1ic screen in an ' L ' shape around 1he dynamic sec1io11. The 

in1crface was divided in this way 10 aid in 1he final programming of 1he system, as 

pic1ures displayed on 1he LCD screen are defined and drawn wi1h 1hcir rc'Ciangular 

boundary. 

fi: r·.ff ..... 
I "" 

This design restriction was la,er overcome and the square interface design gave way 

to a more curved split between the two screen sec1ions. 

The la1er curved design was described as being more 'friendly' and 'modem' by those 

reviewing the interfaces, and was named as the preferred layoul. 
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7.2.1 The Static lcretn 

The static screen contains all the information that is available 10 the user 

throughout their 1ransac1ion. This infonna1ion includes: 

The fuel company logo or branding; 

A fuel counter showing 1he amoun1 of fuel purchased in both 
dollars and litres: 

The ce111s per li1re value of Die fuel grade sclec1cd; 

An instruction box; 

Navigation buttons which allow the user 10 select which 
dynamic screen they view a1 any one time; 

A completion buuon 1ha1 allows 1he user 10 finalise their 
transaction at 1he pump. 

Over a six•month period the design underwent several iterations to the 

individual aspeclS of the static screen. These iterations arc discussed below. 

The Counters 

-
I\" . " """"" OollUI 0.00 

"°""' 
OOO 

OOO I"" Urft 

u ... OOO 0.00 
OOO c.tup.ru,. 

~potl11~ 
C.~e!f_l!lf! 

.. 
TOUII Putd• _... 

OOO 
TotaJPtr<m~ 

0.00 

Version I Version 2 Version 3 

ln 1hc fi rs! design 1he counter section contained infonnation relat ing 10 the 

dollar value of foci purchased, 1he number of litres of foci purchased, and the 

price per Ii Ire of fuel purchased. 

ln 1he nex1 iteration of die design a fourui value was added 10 1he cou111er. This 

value shows 1he 101al purchases made by 1he user. As the FST mark 3 differs 

from olher systems by allowing !he purchase of other products al !he pump, it 

was fell 1ha1 1he founh 101al was required 10 refiec1 this design change. The 

single to tal was also seen as a compact way of giving 1hc user inforrna1ion 



about the total items purchased. Providing the customer with an item by item 

list of all the purchases made during their transaction was too demanding on 

screen re.al estate-. 

The other major change made to the counter section was the increa.<e in size of 

the dollar and litre totals. These 101als were incm1sed in s ize to meet pump 

standards requiring 1he characters to be displayed at a size no less than 10mm 

high. 

The Instruction Box 

(' 

Version I Version 2 Version 3 

The instruct ion box was designed to give the user a place 10 look where they 

would know tlu,t they could always find guidance on what to do next. In the 

first version of the static screen it consisted of an indented grl!y box containing 

black text instructions. This format was changed in the second iteration of 

design to have a black backing with white tex1. The background colour change 

was made to make the instruction box stand out from the o ther displays on the 

static screen. The grey box was not bold enough to catch the eye of the 

customer us ing the interface and hence was frequently overlooked. 

The third version increased the size of the instruction box 10 allow the inclusion 

of black and whi1e animations. The animations served the double purpose of 

drawing the users eye towards the movement and hence towards the 

instruc1ions while also providing a visual guide on wha1 10 do. The wording of 

the instructions was also changed in 1his modification. 

In the later versions of the interface the instruction box was used as a means to 

display a receipt of the users purchases. Pressing the instruction box would 

either show or hide a copy of 1hc receipt on the dynamic screen. 
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The Navigation Buttons 

=:'/I~ Version J 

I • 

Version 2 

I G Version 3 

I c·~ Ver.slon 4 

I Version 5 

The navigational bu11011s are used to move between the dynamic screens. Each 

of these buttons was assigned a colour. The colour of the bulton corresponding 

to the background colour of the related dynamic screens. The fi na lise 

transaction button was assigned Lhe colour 'red'. as red is associated with 

stopping. In ~te first iteration there were buttons for the following dynamic 

screens: 

Fuel preset; 

Card details; 

Car related purchases; 

Other purchases; 

Help; 

Complete transaction. 

The help butlon was removed from subsequent versions as it was felt that the 

help did not perfonn the same kind of function as the remaining live buttons. 



The help function would provide guidance relative 10 the area the user was in, 

where as the other navigational buuons changed the focal area. 11 was decided 

that when a help function was implemented into the design. the access would be 

through the individual dynamic screens. The help function is not going 10 be 

wri11en into the system unti l the o ther aspects of the interface have been 

developed and tested. This will allow the help 10 be tailored towards the areas 

of the system where users required the cxtrn guidance. 

The shape of the complete transaction bunon was changed between the fi rst and 

last versions. Completing the transaction differed from the other navigational 

buttons in that it was not designed 10 be toggled between. Once this buuon was 

pressed the transaction would be finalised. To renecl the different action or this 

bullon it was drawn as a different shape. A triangular shape pointing out of the 

interface was chosen. 

The text displayed on the complete transaction button changed many times 

during the initial intcrt"ace design. The first iterations used the word ·exit'. This 

caused some confusion amongst computer users who thought that pressing 

·exit' would shut the program down. The wording was changed 10 ·finish'. This 

in turn caused different problems. Users began 10 press ·finish' when they had 

finished with the dynamic screen section they were looking at. The wording 

was changed for a 1hird time 10 read 'bye'. Either the meaning of 'bye' or ·buy' 

would be applicable to the bunon. 

After the first version the colours assigned 10 each of the buuons was made 

brighter 10 help the bunons smnd 0111 againsl the grey background. 

The appearance of the buuon corresponding to the dynamic screen section 

visible was altered to help aid the user with linking the bunons 10 the dynamic 

screens. The first method tried was to darken the colour of the selected bunon. 

This did not work at all. As all the navigation buttons were different colours, 

there was nothing 10 compare the darkened colour with that would indicate a 

different state. Instead the bullon was greyed out when its section was in use. 

This caused confusion amongst the interface testers who 1hough1 that a greyed 

bunon meant that it could not be pressed. While the fact that the button could 

not be pressed was true, the user was not making the connection between lhe 

buuon and the dynamic screen. A second variation was experimented with. The 
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indemed ring around the greyed bunon was given the colourings of the dynamic 

screen section. Users noticed that the selected button was different 10 1he other 

bunons, but the appropriate connection between the button and dynamic screen 

was not made by all. A third variation was tried. The selected button was drawn 

indented and left wiLh its original colourings. This combination was the most 

successful. Users associated the indented button with something that was 

already pressed and therefore understood why no further actions were made by 

Lhe system if Lhey Lried 10 press the button again. The colour association with 

the dynamic screen was made by most users due to the colour remaining in the 

button. 

Another limiting aspect of the interface shown on the navigational buuons is 

when the user cannot acces.~ the section of the system re.presented by the button. 

This situation arises from a number of situations. One of the most common 

would be thaL once a user has inserted their card and entered their card details, 

the card section of the interface cannot be used again. The other main situation 

occurs when the card used (ie fuel card) has a restriction of the type of products 

that can be purchased. 

Version I Version 2 

Two possible solutions Lo display non-accessible area of the interface were 

investigated. The first version placed either a tick or a cross over Lhe buuon 

depending on whether the area had been completed or could not be accessed 

because of a restriction. Ln later versions, buuons that could not be pressed were 

displayed in grey. This decision was made following the responses to the way 

the navigational buttons were displayed as being selected. Users associated a 

greyed butlon as something that could 001 be pressed. 



7.2.2 Dynamic lcreens 

There arc five different sections of dynamic screens. These sections correspond 

LO the five navigation buuons on the static screen: 

Fuel prcset 

Car related purchases 

Other purchases 

Method of payment 

End transaction 

The buttons appearing on the dynamic screen are all raised from the 

background. This helps to differentiate the dynamic screens from lhe static 

screen where all the buttons and infomtation boxes are indented. Two Jcvels are 

created, with the background of the static screen appearing 10 be raised above 

the background of the dynamic screens. 

Fuel Preset 

r ,~ ·- 81 .50 
0.00 

( ~ ·- 0.00 
86.50 

.. ~·- ,.T_. "i ' if;;so1 re rg 
l,O(oll'w,.._ • . ., 0 .. 

The fuel prcsct screen contains the following buuons and information: 

Instructions; 

0-9 keys; 

OK and clear buuons; 

Fill preset button; 

Fuel grades and prices available at pump; 

Prcset selected. 
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Instructions 

Version 2 

Jn Lhe first iterations of the interface al l instructions were displayed in the 

instruction box on the static screen. Having all instructions in a separate 

location to the data entry broke the users now of concentration. In subsequent 

versions of the interface, a cut down version of the instructions displayed in the 

static screen was also displayed near the top of the dynamic screen. 

Keypad 

.:, L.V, VV 
.,, .(.V, VV 

.., .JV,VV 

1 2 3 
I 1 2 3 
. ' 4 5 6 

4 5 6 ., 

7 8 9 
7 8 9 

• 0 o, 0 

Version I Version 2 Version 3 

T he keypad fol lowed the layout and colour scheme used on the existing 

keypads available on the pump. The buttons were designed 10 look like 

keyboard buttons, with the ' ok' and ' clear' bullons in green and red 

respectively. 

The key size in the first version was found to be too small. In the second design 

iteration the bunon sizes were increased. A change was made to the style of tl1e 

' ok' and ' clear' bu11ons. The shape of lhe buttons was altered to make them 

stand out more from the 0-9 keys. The triangular shaped bunons were more 

visible. ~Jowever, when the buuons were made large enough to be accurately 

pressed, the layout of the keypad was no longer tidy and compact. 

A third modification was made 10 the 1wo coloured bunons. The bunons were 

returned 10 their original square shape with the style of button altered 10 gain 



the desired 'different' effect. The colouring or all the buttons was brightened to 

lit\ them 01T1he background and to make them more visible under bright light. 

Fill Prese/ .. 
fib Tank C -

Version I Version 2 

A petrol pump does not require a ' till' preset button. Placing a pump nozzle in 

the car and starting filling does the same thing as selecting a · fi ll' presct. When 

a cars tank is full. the pump will stop dispensing fuel. However, customers are 

used to being able to tell the petrol pump that they would like to Ii II their car. 

I lcncc a ·fi ll' button was also included in the interface design. 

Initially the · fi ll' button was in the same style as the 0-9 keys. In later versions 

it was changed to match the style or the ·ok ' and 'clear' buttons. The style or 

the buuon was changed lO reflect the foci Ihm the 'fill' command had a different 

effect than the 0-9 key commands. When entering a preset amount from the 

keypad. pressing 'ok' logs the preset. llowever, the ·fill' command 

automatically logs the request without needing to press 'ok'. The colour of the 

' li ll' button was lei\ grey 10 indicate that it had the same purpose, to set a presc1 

fuel amount, as the keypad keys. 

Fuel Grades and Prices 

:I~ 
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Version 2 
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In the later versions of the interface information relating io the grades of fuel 

available at the pump and the prices per litres for each of these grades was 

displayed. As it is possible that the FS'f may replace a petrol pump head, the 

interface must be able 10 display all the infonnation currently required on a 

pump head. Standards require fuel pricing information 10 be available at the 

pump. 

Selected Prese/ 

... "' ~ .......... ··-·· , ... 
$ 20.00 I $ 30.00 

... I ,.. I ,.. - --
Version I Version 2 

When a presct fuel amount has been entered, the value is displayed above the 

keypad. In the initial versions of the interface nothing was displayed on the 

screen unti l the customer entered infonnation using tl1e on-screen buttons. It 

was not clear to the users what effect pressing the buttons would have on the 

interface. Between the first and last versions of the interface a box was added 10 

surround the entered preset. The white box was visible at all times, indicating to 

the user where information would displayed when entered. The white text box 

has been used throughout the dynamic screens to indicate to the user when they 

are able 10 enter infonnation and where the information they enter will be 

displayed. 

Card Details 

Cl 
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l11c card screens arc designed to allow the user to cmer infom1ation in three 

di1Tcrc111 forms: 

Selecting an account type from a range of buttons; 

Entering numerical information such as PIN numbers and 
odometer readings; 

Entering alphanumerical information such as registration 
numbers and driver names. 

When the customer enters the card section of the dynamic screens they nre 

asked to insert a c."d or press a button indicating they would like to pay inslore. 

If the user insertS a card they are then asked lo enter relevant card details. The 

card details arc then processed and access to use the card is son from the bank. 

The card will then be ejected (Some cards need to be captured for the entire 

transaction, this type of card would be ejected after the transaction had been 

finalised). 
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The card details screens contains the following buttons and information: 

Instructions; 

Account type buttons; 

Nwncrical keypad; 

Alphanumerical keypad: 

OK and clear buttons; 

Pay instorc button; 

Box for displaying information entered. 

fnstructions 

The instructions in the card details section follow the same guidelines as the 

fuel preset section. 

When the user has emered all the necessary information, the bank is contacted. 

During the wait while bank clearance is attained a message is displayed on the 

interface screen. 

Version I 

Verrfylf'lg card details 
. Please wai1 

Version 2 

In the first version a watch was displayed on the screen to indicate to the user 

that something was happening. An explanation of the delay was giveo in the 

instruction box on tl1e static screen. The users' indicated that they would prefer 

to have a message explaining the delay on the dynamic screen. In the following 

iterations of the design, the watch icon was replaced by text. 

Account Type 

rsnvings J 
[ ' Cheque J 

r Crect,1 J 

Version I 

Savings 

Ver."ion 2 



The account 1ype buttons in lhe firsl version were displayed next to a greyed 

out numerical keypad. Once an account type had been selected the account type 

buttons became greyed out and the numerical keypad became active. The later 

versions displayed the account buttons on their own. fo llowed by the keypad 

beside the bw on of the account type selected. 

Initially the account buttons were displayed in the keyboard style, but the s1yle 

was changed 10 mirror the change in the ·fill tank' button on the preset screens. 

Numerical Keypad 

1 2 3 2 3 - 1 •2 ';3 -4 5 6 a ~ 6 • rs 'i5 
8 9 

0 
8 9 -0 ... 

r, r8 re-aro ... 
Version I Version 2 Ver.1io11 J 

The numerical keypad. along with the ·ok' and 'clear' buttons. in the card 

details section is identical 10 1he keypad in the fuel preset section. The two 

keypads arc also located in the same place on the screen. This gives the user 

some continuity. 

Alphanumeric Keypad 

Version I Version 2 

A QWERTY keyboard layout was used as opposed to the alphabetically 

ordered keys on the current FST. Alphabe1ically ordered keys compact into a 
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smaller area than Lhe standard keyboard layouL However, it was felt that using 

the keyboard layout would help 10 aid the users 10 locate the keys faster. 

The buttons are displayed in the same style as the numerical keypad. 

Pay Ins/ore 

In an attended service siation the FST will allow customers 10 make their 

purchase at the pump and then pay instore. When the FST is in this mode a 

bunon asking the user if they would like to pay instore is displayed at lhe same 

time as 1he insen card message. If 1hc ' pay insiorc' button is selected the system 

will 001 ask the user to insen a card again. However, Lhe user may change their 

mind and inscn a card al a later stage iflhey wish. 

lnformarion Boxes 

lnfonnation such as PTN numbers, odometer readings, registration numbers, 

and driver names 1ha1 are entered by lhe user are displayed on the screen in the 

same way as a fuel prcset. 

To ensure that PIN numbers are securely entered into the system the keypad 

bunon does not visually respond to a touch, and each digit of the PIN number is 

displayed on screen as 4
• '. 

Other Purchases 
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Other purchases refer 10 any items available at the FST with the exception of 

fuel. The static screen separates the other purchas,,s into two distinct sections, 

car related purchases and non-car related purchases. For the purpose of 

development these two section.~ were lre.altd as one. 

I nfom1a1ion presented on these screens can be broken into the following forms: 

Menu selection buttons; 

Individual product bunons. 

The development of the other product purchasing is detailed below for 1he non, 

car related produc1s. A similar developmen1 process was followed for 1hc car 

relaied products. 

Menu Selec1io11 (Version I - 3) 

- .. 
. -,. 

.... ~ ............. 

·-· 
~ -.... 

1, ........ -

Version I Version 2 Version 3 

The types of purchases were divided into eigh1 categories based on 1hc 

supermarket division ofproducis. Initially each of the categories was assigned a 
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bunon down the left-hand side of the dynamic screen. Products within a 

category would be displayed on the right-hand side of the dynamic screen when 

their category was selected. It was decided that there needed 10 be a more 

visible division between the category button and the product bu1tons to help 

user make the link between product and ca1egory. 

Iteration two made the category buttons into tabs. The category selected was 

darkened to match the grey used behind the product buttons. Tabs are used 

regularly in computer programs to navigate between sections of information. It 

was hoped that this connection might assist the user. However, some of the 

users testing the interface felt that the tabs did not look like buttons. and hence 

were not sure if they could press them. 

Version three provided the user with a full screen menu, from which one of the 

categories could be selected to display the associated products. The eight 

c.ategories were drawn as rectangular buttons. A represe-nta1ive picture for the 

category was displayed on the left-hand side of each bunon. When the user 

selected a category, the related product buttons were displayed within a box 

covering the category titles. The category pictures remained visible allowing 

the user Lo toggle between product screens. Initially some confusion was caused 

due to the category titles being hidden. Displaying the selected title within the 

associated products area solved this. A 'menu' buuon was also provided to 

allow the user to rerun, to the main category selection screen. 

l'roduct Selection (Version I - 3) 

II 

Version 2 Version 3 



The individual products that can be purchased from an FST will vary between 

service stat ions. It is therefore necessary to allow the service station to 

customise the products available on their interfaces. 

In the fi rst versions the individual items that could be purchased were displayed 

using picmres of the product. The appropriate product pictures would be called 

from a database and displayed on the interface. Two main problems arose from 

this fonnat. The fi rst problem was that the items were not displayed as buttons 

and hence users were not sure how 10 select the item. This problem was easily 

recti fied in the later versions by placing the picture on top of a button icon. 

The second problem with screen space arose. The number of product types that 

could potentially be available at the FST was huge, and most of these products 

had a combination of different sizes, flavours and brands. To display all of the 

products would take up more screen space than was available. 

A third tier was added to the product interface. The product buttons in each 

category were reserved for a single type of item such as chocolate. After 

pressing the product button relating to the rypc of item the user wante.d to buy, a 

funhcr screen was displayed with the combinations of size, flavour and brand 

for that product type. 

-
Chooolate ----i ,~., . 1~ ... . . . . 
a. !! • ~ !! -- 1111111 ,.,, .. ...,.. - SA , =: - "' c..,., ... ... 

"-"' 
0 0 0 0 0 

t<ltlg $ tt, 

~ 0 0 0 0 0 

,..,.,. • . in 

Q 0 0 0 0 0 .. 
Version 3 

A matrix of buttons was displayed. Each button corresponding to a different 

combination of si,.c. Oavour and brand. When a button was pressed by the user, 

the 'O' was replaced by a · I '. If the user pressed this button again a '2' would 

then be shown. 
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Another feature, a swi1ch, was added 10 the screen. The switch had two possible 

states, adding and deleting. When the switch was set to the ·+• side, any button 

pressed added one of thal item to the customers shopping list. However, when 

the switch was set to '·', a button press caused one of that item to be deleted 

from the purchase list. This allowed the user 10 correct purchasing errors. The 

' clear' button would delele all purchases made in 1he product type category 

displayed. The user presses the 'ok' bu1ton 10 return 10 the produce category 

screen. 

Menu Selecrion (Version 4 - 6) 

VcrsimJ 4 

fl 'i [I I 
I 

Version 5 

Ver.sion 6 

The shear numbers of items 1ha1 can po1entially be sold a1 the PST are huge. 

This caused problems with the user not being able 10 find U1e item they wished 

10 purchase amongs1 Lhe numerous products available. 

It was necessary to consider how bes1 10 deliver the ordered items 10 the 

customer. If the customer needed lo go i11S1ore 10 collect their items, lhe general 

feel ing from the focus group was tha1 they would also pay ins1ore. 

The lacer versions of the non-car related product screens were designed to be 

used with au1omatic vending machines located near the pump. The PST will be 

able to link directly to the machines to dispense the items ordered by the user. 

Instead of the eight produce caiegories used in the earlier versions, produces 

were divided depending on which vending machine they appeared in. Buttons 



containing pictures of each of the vending machines were used to allow the 

customer to toggle between product screens. 

The vending machine buuons were placed along the top of Lhe screen 10 

ma.ximise the area available for the individual product buttons. 

The way in which the selected vending machine button was displayed was 

investigated. Initially the button was darkened. This did not differentiate the 

activated buuon sufficiently. The next version removed the bouom icon from 

behind the vending machine and placed an arrow at the base of the picture 

pointing towards the product bunons. Users testing the interface preferred to 

have Lhe button remain behind the picture, as some did not realise that icon 

without the button was in fact one of the categories. The third iteration replaced 

an extended button under the vending machine icon and arrow. This was the 

preferred combination. 

l'roduc/ Se/eel ion (Version 4 - 6) 
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Version 6 

The screen allowed 1he display of up to eight individual products. 11 was 

discovered 1ha1 users had problems locating i1ems when they were faced wi1h a 

large number of bunons. Each produc1 bunon displayed the following 

infom1ation: 

Pic1ure represen1ing the product; 

Si1..e of producl (ie 40g, or 355ml) 

Price per item; 

Quantity ordered by the customer. 

The siz.c, price, and icon for each product would be called from the service 

s1a1ion's database. This means lhat any product or pricing changes would be 

automa1ically implemenlcd by 1hc in1erface. 

The swi1ch function introduced in the 1hird version was also used in 1he laier 

version to toggle bc1ween adding and dele1ing products. To help users with 1he 

meaning of the '+ ' a:nd ·-· options, the words 'add items• and 'delete items ' 

were added to the switch. 

Between the first and second i1eration of the design, the graphic represeniing 

the product was changed from a pic1ure of the i1cm 10 a rectangular block 

containing the branding. This change was made to the design 10 ensure tha1 1he 

icons used were easi ly interchangeable to allow the service stations to 

customise. 

S1andard snack vending machines 1cnd 10 hold somewhere between six and 

fony different products. This meanl 1hat the interface had to be able 10 display 

more than tl1e eight produc1s allocated for a screen. To cater for this. ' more' 

buttons were placed on screens that required them. The two triangular buttons, 



one pointing to the left and the other to the right, could be used to move 

between the contents of a vending machine. Text indicating how many screens 

were available for each vending machine was displayed between the ' more 

buttons (ie. 3 of 4) . 

In the last iteration, a bolder bar was used to separate the vending machine 

selection from the product selection. While earl ier versions had the two sections 

separated, the differentialion was nol clear to all users. 

Car Related Purchases 

The later version of the car related purchases screens arc shown below. 

Car wash selection 

) 
- 130Yl,.sof --120w1&0I 

-....-., ,sw,cof 15w1•0J OU grade selection 

-..-: tOW/401 '"' , IOWt.&01 

t 5Wl50 I .,._ f (1'1114/J I 

Oil $ize selection 

The main differences between the non-car related purchases screens and the car 

related purchases screens are detailed in the following paragraphs. 
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The main selection bunons in 1his section of dynamic screens are: 

Car wash; 

Oil; 

Valvemastcr. 

The car wash and Valvemaster purchase screens incorporate the use of up 10 

four long bullons as opposed to the eight shorter buuons. With the car wash this 

allows the features of each wash 1ype 10 be detailed. 

The oil selection screen required an extra level lo the selection process. The 

first level allows 1he user lo select the grade of oil they wish to purchase. Once 

the grade has been selected the system displays a second menu that allows the 

users to select the amount required. n,e second menu contains the size. price, 

and amount purchased for each item. A 'menu' button is also displayed 10 allow 

Ll,e user 10 return to Ll1e oil grade selection. 

Completing the Transaction 

.,. .... _ .... ..... ·-· - ........ - -·--· .... . .. -. .. ... . ·-·· .. .. _ .,_ 
. - ·· . .. . - .. . . ' - ,. .. . .. . .. ... . . .. . ·-- .. .. . -- ··-.................. ----,- .
--:.-::-:.--

r r 

·-34.70 
f I'"' , ... 

,_ ... _ .... -
----- ..... - ----'" . .. .. . ._. .. ..... . - ·· ... .. - .... . -- ·· ·-· - ,. .. . .. - .. . . ... - .. . . -. .. .... .. 

I •, - • • 
. _ .,._ 
----.. -



Once the user has made all their purchases, the complete 1ransac1ion button on 

the s1a1ic screen is pressed. lf the customer has not inserted a card during the 

transaction or selected 10 pay ins tore, diey arc asked 10 do so al this point If a 

card were captured by lhc FST for the duration of the 1ransac1ion, 1he card 

would now be ejected. Otherwise Lhc customer is shown their receipt on screen 

while a paper receipt is printed. Flashing arrows along with messages, indicate 

10 the user where 10 remove their card or receipt When 1he user has removed 

1he card and receipt from 1he FST, a thank-you message is displayed. Following 

this message the system resets itself and resumes displaying advertising. 

Receipr 
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2 , Oft t6 ltlhtOl4 no i» 
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Version I 

nc J,,.,.., -
,.,.,., • n "" '°" u.,._,.. 

- .. -··-·?,,, 1-i..,,, .. _,, •••• 
<rt n 

,.. .. ~ •h.._ ... m,w 
I r,-,1-.- UM 
I-,.: uH<Oo1t J<,O 

1 -•-_, n• I 1<1oO • .,_U.., tl .M 
'Ill 1 .,,. .. ,t,, , U .«1 
.. , :-.-ow 
.. • "'° II 116 .. , ,,.., n• 

... ,u1-.., ,._, • 

----· .. u,o 

--··''"""""'···.............. 

Version 2 

The customer can request to view the purchase receipt nt any stage during their 

transnction. Once the transaction is being finalised the rcceipl is automatically 

displayed on screen. 

In the earlier iterations of the interface the receipt contained a list of 1he items 

purchased and the total value or the purchase. The later receipts were modi lied 

10 display 1he infonnalion in a similar formai 10 the printed receipt. The users' 

preferred this layout as it gave them the confidence 1ha1 wha1 they were seeing 

on screen was what they had purchased. 
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Tha11k-Yo11 Message 

Thank you lot visltir,g this 

lo1'11COU!t--
. Please pay lnetote as ,.,.. ..... 

Paying instore 

Thank you lor viaffing lllia 
loracourt-termlnal 

Paying <1t pump 

If the customer selects to pay instore, their receipt will not be printed at the 

pump. The user will be shown their receipt and prompted to pay instorc along 

with the thank-you message. 

Users' who have paid for their products at the pump will be displayed a 

message thanking them for their service. 

Following the final message the screen resets to adve11ising. 

7.2.l TimMul and Error Messages 

I '~ - 30.00 ·-34.70 
t .. ,..u. 

•M 

-·-,,,. 

100 
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Timeout Messages 

27.42 ·-31.70 
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For security reasons the FST system must be able to terminate a transaction if it 

feels that the customer has forgoncn to do so. If the system did not have this 

capabi lity and the user left the pump without completing their transaction, 

subsequent customers could make their purchases on the first user's account. 



I . 

A timeout message will appear on the screen if the FST detects no action for a 

certain length of time. The message stays on screen for a period of time, after 

which, if the user has not requested otherwise, the transaction will be 

terminated and completed. 

-· 

Version I Version 2 

Do 'f0U ¥Jsh 10 rnek~ 
•"Y~rtl'ltf put~$? 

Version 3 

The lirst version of the timeout function displayed a rectangular box over the 

current dynamic screen. The box contained a message asking the user if they 

wished to make any further purchases. A clock was used to display the time the 

user had lcfi to respond. The 'yes' and ' no' buttons in the timeou1 box were the 

only active button~ on the sc:r~n. 

In the second iteration, the dynamic screen was dulled behind the 1imeou1 box. 

and the navigation bunons on U1c smic screen were greyed 10 indicate that they 

were not acLive. To encourage the user to mnke the link between ending their 

transaction and pressing the red triangular button on the static screen. the ·no' 

bunon was displayed in the same fonnat and location on screen. The 'yes' 

bulton was relocated above the 'no' button on the sta1ic screen. 1bc s1ylc of the 

'yes' bunon was changed 10 reflect 1he style or 1he ' no' bunon. The triangular 

shape points back into the interface, and the green colourings represent 'go' or 

'slart'. 

ln version 3 the shape of the timcout box was changed to ma1ch the curves on 

the static screen. 
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Error Messages 

Error messages are displayed when something unexpected occurs during a 

transaction. Once an error message has been displayed on the screen the 

message remains on the screen until the user acknowledges it. 

2 
• 
• I 4 I 5 I s· 

I • I 

-----, 8650 
You aseunablo lo 

purctwue that arno,.,nt 
01tuo1uslngi11a1card. 6.50 

' • 
Version I Version 2 

Initially error messages were displayed using the standard computer operating 

system alens. This was a temporary step perfom1ed to enable the content and 

location of the error messages to be tested. 

The linal versions display the error messages using the same structure as the 

1imeou1 box. The error messages appear in the same location on the screen and 

the two active buttons have the same functions. The green button returns the 

user to the interface while the red (bye) button exits the user from the interface. 



8 Development of the Physical User Interface 

The physical user interface refers to the system that houses the components of the FST 

terminal. These items are listed below: 

LCD screen, 

Touch sensitive panel, 

Internal processor, 

Card reader, and 

Printer. 

There are four possible scenarios for the physical user interface: 

Redesign the Pump 
The entire pump could be redesigned incorporating an FST unit. 

This would allow for the most flexibility in design, layout, and location. 

A pump redesign would be costly to produce both in time and resources. 

Existing service stations wishing to invest in the new FST technology 
would be required to purchase the entire integrated pump mechanism. 

Replace the Pump Head 
The FST system could replace the head on a petrol pump. Pump heads 
currently contain the counter displays. It is intended that the FST screen 
will eventually replace the existing pump counters. 

Approval would need to be attained by PEC to replace the current pump 
counters. 

This option would allow freedom in the design of the physical user 
interface as sizing and layout would not be restricted by existing pump 
heads. 

Retrofitting of the FST system would require the old pump head to be 
removed and replaced by a new head containing the FST. 

Mount the FST in the Pump Head 
The physical user interface could be designed to fit inside a pump head. 

This would allow the FST to be retrofitted into pumps at little extra cost to 
service stations. 

The design would be restricted by the sizes of the current pump heads. 

Not all of the current range of pump heads would be physically able to 
contain all of the components required by the FST. 
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Fig. 8.1: Design Concepts for the Physical User Interface 
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Mount the FST Independently 
The fourth option would be to mount the FST unit in a freestanding 
pedestal, or into a wall or column. 

Having a separate unit means that additional space 1s required on the 
forecourt to house the FST. 

The FST unit could be retrofitted into any existing service station 
environment. 

FST units could also be mounted away from the petrol pumps to be used by 
customers making purchases other than fuel. 

A selection of early design concepts for the mounting of an FST unit into a pump are shown 

in figure 8.1. 

PEC has decided to pursue the third option, mounting the FST system into the pump head. 

In early focus groups, some participants indicated that they would like to be able to remain 

in the car to use the PST. In order for the customer to use the PST while remaining in their 

vehicle, the PST screen, card reader, and printer would need to be able to be moved. This is 

not a feasible solution within the service station environment. As vehicles are constantly 

driving up to and away from petrol pumps, the risks involved with having a moving physical 

interface are too great. Breakages caused by people either driving away with or driving into 

FST units would be costly to mend or replace. The physical user interface therefore needed 

to be able to be solidly attached into the pump head. 

Fig. 8.2a: Front Elevations showing preferred Physical User Interface concepts 
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Fig. 8.2b: />Ian Views showing curve on front surface of1he Physical User Imerface 

A range of shapes was tested for both horizontally and vertically mounted screens. Different 

combinations of curves and straight lines were investigated along with varying aspect ratios 

to determine the most visually pleasing solutions. The two designs selected are shown 

below. 

Full size custom-wood models were made of the two preferred phys ical user interface 

concept,. The models were constructed to be used in the consumer testing of the FST 

Interface. 

Photographs of the two custom-wood models are shown in figure 8.3. 

Fig. 8. 3: Cus1om-wood models of Physical User Interface 

It was decided to pursue the horizontal mounting of the FST, as the shorter and wider 

footprint is more compatible with existing pump heads. 

Within PEC, designs for the physical user interface are being constructed to encapsulate the 

components housed within the unit in the most compact form. Diagrams indicating sizing for 

the current FST physical user interface are shown in figure 8.4. 
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Fig. 8.4a: Plan and elevarions of currenr Physical User lmerface 
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Fig. 8.4b: Section rhrough side elevation indicaring locarion of printer and paper 
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Fig. 8.4c: Plan seciion showing card reader and printer 

A foam model of the physical user interface shown in figures 8.4a-c was constructed to help 

visualise the shape and size of the unit. 

The foam model, as photographed, is shown in figure 8.5. 

Fig. 8.5: Foam model of Physical User Interface 

The model has been used within PEC to help "sell" the concept of the FST to the marketing 

unit. 

The physical user interface is constantly changing with the continuing modification and 

development of components such as the printer and card reader by PEC staff. 
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9 Testing and Evaluation 

Testing and Evaluation procedures used during the various stages of the product 

development included: 

Observation 
Current forecourt users (see chapter 4); 

Test rig users. 

Canvassing Opinion 
Current user survey (see chapter 4); 

Focus Groups (see chapter 4 and l O); 

Technical opinion on initial storyboard (see chapter 6); 

Director storyboard evaluation (see chapter 7); 

Director storyboard survey form (see appendix ii); 

Management decision sought on desirable specifications and preferences. 

Formal Consumer Testing 
Interface components; 

Interface prototype mounted in test rig; 

Refined product design. 

Further detail is provided for the formal consumer testing conducted on the developing 

multimedia touch screen interface. 

9.1 Interface Component Testing 

A short questionnaire was constructed in Macromedia Director 6.0. The questionnaire 

was designed to be completed by a person using a computer with a touch screen. 

Responses were saved on the computer desktop. 

A selection of four different shapes of button were presented for 
pressing to survey preferred size and spacing. 

A range of icons and words that might be used to represent a subject 
or action, were presented to survey preferred verbal or pictorial 
association. 

Colour test screen preferences were offered but the number of 
responses did not allow a clear preference to be identified. This 
testing section would benefit from extra development. 
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9.2 Development of Test Rig 
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According to Hix and Hartson (1993) there are two different fonns of testing for a 

user interface, laboratory testing and field testing. 

Laboratory testing involves bringing the panicipant to the interface within an 

unnatural working environment for the system. 

Field testing involves the testing of the current interface in situ, in the nonnal 

working environment in which users are expected to use the interface. 

The earlier versions of interface prototype were evaluated using the first method, 

laboratory testing, where the majority of conditions were artificial. Testers viewed the 

interface models while sitting at a computer desk, with a mouse in the place of a touch 

panel, and a keyboard to define external actions such as inscning a card. 

It was necessary 10 test the interface in a more realistic environment. Field testing 

within a service station can only be carried out once the hardware to drive the FST has 

been programmed. However the user interface needed to be tested and defined before 

the hardware programming could begin. 

An intennediate step in the testing process was required. It was decided 10 construct a 

test rig that would place the user in a setting as close to reality as possible. 

A test area was constructed on a trolley to aid with its mobility. Features of the rig 

included: 

The latest version of the Director prototype interface. 

Touch panel mounted into custom-wood physical user interface 
model; 

Computer monitor at eye-level (when standing); 

Existing pump head casing; 

Card slot and card; 

Push buttons to simulate pump nozzles. 

An existing product made by PEC for an Australian client incorporates a 14-inch 

television tube into a pump head. A picture of this pump head is shown in figure 9.1 . 



Fig. 9.1: Existing pump head 

The perspex panel in the front facia made this head ideal to be used in the test rig. The 

facia was bolted to brackets on a trolley and used to hide the computer components 

driving the interface. The use of the existing pump head gave the test rig a believable 

front-end, and helped to remove the idea that the FST was a computer based 

application. 

A rear view of the test rig trolley indicating the configuration of computer peripherals 

behind the existing pump front is shown below: 

Fig. 9. 2: Rear view of test rig showing location of computer 
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A 14-inch SVGA computer monitor, displaying the 10.7 inch interface screen, was 

propped behind the perspex section of the pump head. Jn the final product the screen 

will be a Oat Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) as opposed to the curved computer 

monitor. 

An infrared touch panel was mounted into the custom-wood Physical User Interface 

(PUI) detailed in chapter 8. The PUl was then attached to the front of the pump head 

using Velcro. 

To replace the previously used keyboard commands simulating external actions such 

as lifting a pump or insening a card, a combination of push buttons and a micro

switch were hard-wired to the keys contacts. 

Push buttons were allocated to three different grades of fuel (indicative of the range of 

pump nozzles available on a forccoun). When one of these bunons is pressed, the fuel 

delivery counter is either staned or stopped depending on the filling status of the 

system before the press. 

A micro-switch mounted inside a card slot was used to simulate an EFTPOS or 

fuelcard transaction. When a dummy card is pressed into the card slot the system 

registers a card read. Similarly, removing the card from the slot ejects the card in the 

interface simulation. 

Two additional push buttons were added to stan and stop the FST demonstrarion. 

The trolley on which the test rig was constructed raised the height of the touch panel 

and screen to around eye-level. Testers trialing the interface were required to stand 

while using the system. This mirrors the scenario that would occur when an FST is 

mounted into an existing pump head on a service station forecoun. 

The external action section of the test rig and the trolley used 10 mount the system are 

shown in figures 9.3 and 9.4. 



Fig. 9.3: External action buttons Fig. 9.4: Test rig mounted on trolley 

The following picture of the final test rig shows the mounted FST unit used to 

consumer test the interface. 

Fig. 9.5: Test rig 
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9.3 Test Rigged Interface Testing 
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A questionnaire was developed to enable the interface to be evaluated by a variety of 

people, with differing backgrounds and expertise, as representatives of the possible 

end users. The application of the questionnaire provided a means of identifying areas 

of excellence, plus any problems, difficulties, weaknesses, and areas for improvement. 

The questionnaire was divided into four sections: 

Introduction, 

Detail, 

Expectations, 

General. 

The first section was specifically concerned with any usability problems that the 

evaluator encountered while carrying out the tasks. 

When answering a question in the first three sections, the evaluator ticked one of five 

options. The options in the first section ranged between ' no problems' and 'major 

problems·. In the middle two sections the options ranged between 'always' and 

'never'. Of these, ' always' was the most favourable reply, and 'never' was the least 

favourable. There was a space beside each question for the evaluator to make linked 

comments. 

At the end of the middle two sections, a space was provided for the evaluator to add 

any other comments, good or bad, of relevance to the issues raised within the section. 

This was followed by a five-point rating scale, ranging from 'very satisfactory' to 

'very unsatisfactory', which enabled the evaluator to give a general assessment of the 

interface in terms of the criterion and questions within the section. 

The final section consisted of general questions on system usability. The questions 

were 'open', allowing the evaluator to express opinions of various factors including 

the best and worst aspects of the system, those aspects which caused the most 

difficulty, and any suggested improvements. 

A prerequisite to the questionnaire, was that the evaluator used the FST interface to 

carry out a series of tasks representative of those which the interface was designed ro 

perform. 



A set of four 'shopping lists' was compiled to direct the evaluator into testing as much 

of the system, and as many functions, as possible. The four lists asked the evaluator to 

purchase items representative of those they might purchase when faced with the 

system in a forecourt environment, and to pay for those items using the different 

methods offered by the system. 

According to Johnson and Ravden (1989) some reasons for constructing set tasks to 

ensure the validity the user interface evaluation are as follows: 

Tasks, which are realistic and representative of the work for which 
the system has been designed, provide the most effective way of 
demonstrating the system's functionality. 

This approach enables those evaluating the interface to see it not 
simply as a series of screens but a part of the application system as a 
whole. 

By carrying out tasks, evaluators can be exposed to as many aspects 
of the user interface as possible. This is necessary if they are to 
comment usefully, and in detail, on specific features, problems, 
strengths and deficiencies. 

Many significant problems and difficulties are only revealed when 
carrying out tasks. 

In some cases, there may be important aspects of usability that can 
only be captured by using the system. 

In this project the evaluators were casually observed while completing their set tasks. 

Observation was used to help identify difficulties, confusions, and common mistakes 

that the evaluators experienced when interacting with the system. 

In addition, the system was set up to independently record information about the 

evaluators' run through on the FST interface. The time taken, method of payment, and 

items purchased were recorded for each shopping list. The first and fourth shopping 

lists were very similar in content allowing the time taken for the evaluator to complete 

the first and last lists to be compared. The method of payment and items purchased 

were compared with those on the shopping list, indicating which tasks were able to be 

carried out successfully by the evaluator. 

The need to involve the end users in the design and evaluation of computer based 

systems is important (Mumford, 1983; Gould and Lewis, 1985). Ideally the same user 

interface and system should be tested, before implementation, by a cross section those 

likely to use the system (Johnson and Ravden, 1989). 
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Due to the commercial sensitivity of the system, the testing of the interface was 

restricted to PEC employees. This was not limiting as the number and variety of staff 

members at PEC provided a large base of potential evaluators. In addition to the 

represe,ntative end users, other evaluators such as the FST project team who had not 

been involved in the design and development of the interface, were used to provide an 

objective viewpoint from a technical perspective. 

Different consumers were used 10 test the interface components and the interface to 

avoid adding an unnecessary bias to either set of results. 



I O Results and Analysis of Interface Testing 

I 0.1 Interface Components 

Section 1 

78.5% 

The first six screens asked the user to select the icon or word that most depicted 

the following events: 

Buying fuel 

Entering card and payment details 

Buying a car related product 

Buying a product 

Completing a transaction 

Buying Fuel 

Which icon'' 
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The most commonly selected icon depicting a fuel purchase was the petrol 

pump. 

Entering card and payment details 

Which icon? 
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71.3¾ 

$ 
10.7¾ 3.6¾ 3.6¾ 
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3.6% 3.6¾ 3.6¾ 

The majority of teste~ selected either the plain card or set of three credit cards 

to depict entering card and payment details. This indicates a connection 

between a card and payment. 

Buying a car related producr 
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The most common icons selected to represent purchase car related products 

were the two car icons, followed by the oil can and the tyre. 

Buying a producr 
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~ 
46.4% 

The majority of responses to this question indicated that the trolley icon most 

depicted buying a product. None of the remaining seventeen icons received 

more than one vote. 

Completing a Transaction 

Which teen? 

• © I, 
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21.4% 14.3% 
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Exit Bve 

Finish Done Stop 

Leave Next Ouit 

$ ... 
10.7% 3.6% 3.6% 

The most commonly selected icon was the tick. However, with less than half of 

the testers selecting this icon, further research is required. The receipt received 

the second highest vote. 

done 

57.9% 

finish 

21.l % 

exit 

10.5% 

end 

10.5% 

The majority of users selected the word 'done' to depict completing a 

transaction. Like its icon counterpart, the majority vote is not high enough to 

indicate universal recognition and understanding. 

Section 2 

The next eight screens asked the user to select the smallest button they would 

feel comfortable about touching accurately and then to select the smallest 

spacing they would have between buttons of this size. The four different button 

shapes used were square, rectangular, triangular, and round. 
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Fig. JO.Jc: Triangular button sizing 
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Fig. JO.id: Round button sizing 

Figure 10.1 shows the button sizing preferences for the four different shapes 

used. The mean button size selected for each shape was used to indicate a 

suitable button size for use in the interface. 

Mean button sizes: 

Square 56.4 pixels 
(1.86 x 1.86cm) 

Rectangular 55.2 
pixels (1.31 x 2.55cm) 

Triangular 56.8 pixels 
(1.89 x 1.89cm) 

Round 56.4 pixels 
(1.86 x 1.86 cm) 

The shape of the target area appears to be insignificant when determining size. 

The mean button sizes selected by consumers answering this questionnaire 

were smaller than the button sizes used on the FST graphical user interface. 

Button Spacing 

Prefet'T'ff Button Spacing - Square 

Fig. 10.2a: Square button spacing 
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Prefernd Button Spacing - Rectangle 
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Fig. 10.2b: Rectangular button spacing 
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Fig. 10.2c: Triangular button spacing Fig. J0.2d: Round bu/1011 spacing 

Figure I 0.2 displays the button spacing data collected from the interface 

component questionnaire. The most commonly selected button spacing for each 

of the four shapes was S pixel' s or about 2mm. As with the button sizing, the 

preferred button spacing appears to be independent of the button shape. 

I 0.2 Test Rigged Interface 
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10.2.1 Using the Interface Prototype 

The firs t and last of the evaluators four anempts on the FST prototype were of 

the most interest. The items that the user was required to purchase were very 

similar in these two lists. It was hoped that an improvement in the form of a 

lower error rate and faster performance time would be seen. The degree of 

difference between the two sets of results would give an indication of the 

learning time. 

Each of the tasks on the list required selection of a product type and quantity. 

Errors assigned to each task were: 

Task Pair Error Assim,ed 
Correct product and correct quantity 0 error 
Correct product and incorrect quantity O.S error 
Incorrect product and correct quantity O.S error 
Incorrect product and incorrect error I error 
Additional purchase I error 
Missin2 ourchase I error 

The results for the first and last purchase lists are shown in figure I 0.3 and 

10.4. 



Time taken vs Erron made for list I 
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Fig. 10.3: Graph showing time taken vs errors made by evaluators using List 1 

Time taken vs Errars. made for list 4 
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Fig. 10.4: Graph showing time taken vs errors made by evaluators using List 4 
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Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show the evah1.,1ors made a s ignificant improvement in 

perfonnance between their first and fourth anempt. The average time taken 10 

complete the list went from 2:56 to I :5 I and the average number of errors made 

per list dropped from 0.64 to 0.06. 

Feedback from the evaluators indicated that once they had seen and used a 

funct ion they were able to reuse it with no further problems. This statement 

supports the data collected through the trial interface runs. 

Some confusion was caused due to the test rig not creating an identical 

environment for use. There were button simulating the pump nozzles and 

foreeourt vending machines were not available for the user to view potent.ial 

purchases. However, all of the items on the four lists were able to be 

successfully completed by the testers. 

A full version of the data collected during testing is displayed in appendix iv. 

I 0.2.2 The Questionnairt 

Section 1: introduction 

Question I 
When using the system did you experience problems worki11g 
out how to use the system? 

1:1 
0.lll z.o j > ~ 1:1 

it 
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The actual numbers of responses in each division are given at the base of 

diagram. 

Question I related to how well the evaluator was able to work out how to use 

the system. The majority of responses to this question indicate-d that minor 

problems were encountered. The problems described by the evaluators mainly 

related to the first run through, working out how to use each of the functions 

available in the system for the first time. Once each function had been used a 

few times the evaluators generally had no further problems. 



Question 2 
When using the system did you experience problems 
understanding how to carry out the tasks? 

(f) 

E 
0 Q) 
ZJ5 

e 

(f) 

> 
.._ E 
-~~ ~e 

Question 3 

c.. 

4 I I 3 2 0 

Question 2 asked the evaluators how well they were able to carry out their set 

tasks. One main confusion was not knowing which of the categories (fuel, car 

related products, other products, and payment method) to find each list item in. 

Problems were encountered by some of the evaluators who did not know what 

all of the items on the lists were. Purchasing 'Valvemaster', a fuel additive 

required by some cars, caused the most confusion. However, in a real situation 

a customer purchasing a product would almost certainly know what that 

product was. The other main problem encountered was how to end a 

transaction. To most of the evaluators' pressing the button marked 'end' was 

not obvious. 

c.. 

When using the system did you experience problems knowing 
what to do next? 

(/) 

E 
0 a, 
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Question 4 
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Question 3 related to the user knowing what to do at each stage of the interface. 

Most of the evaluators' experienced some problems. The first few times 

through the system caused the most confusion. The instructions, in the bottom 

left-hand comer of the screen, provided to guide the user through the system, 

were not seen by all the evaluators. Another feature causing problems was the 

receipt. A receipt showing all the purchases made by the user was available at 

all times by pressing the 'instruction box'. Pressing the instruction box when 

the receipt was visible caused the receipt to become hidden and vice versa. 

However, the message explaining this action was not always displayed in the 

instruction box, this lead to confusion about how to get rid of a receipt which 

was possibly covering up essential parts of the screen. 

a. 

When using the system did you experience problems 
understanding how the information on screen relates to what you 
are doing? 

(f) 

E 
0..92 z .0 

e 
c.. 
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Question 5 

Question 4 asked the evaluator if they understood how the information 

presented on the screen was relevant to what they were doing at the time. 

Overall few problems were encountered. 

When 11si11g the $)'Siem did you experience problems finding the 
information you wanted? 

Question 6 

6 I s I 

Question S asked the evaluators if they had any difficulties finding information 

they wanted. This question showed that the majority of users experienced some 

problems. The main problem area was the product purchasing. The system has 

the potential to be able to sell a large range of products. This however brings in 

problems relating to the user finding the item they wish to purchase amongst 

the numerous entries. To cover all the items available in a standard sized 

dispensing machine (up to 40 different items) the prototype required several sub 

menus. The evaluators were not always sure which of the sub menus would 

contain the item they wished to purchase. 

When 11sing the system did y ou experience problems with I le 
information that was difficult to reod clearly? ,g ~--~> i ~ 

Q. 1--...---,----,--~----l 

Question 7 

to I , I I I I I o 

Question 6 related to how easily information on the screen could be read. Two 

main areas were highlighted. The first was the instruction box. The text size (14 

pt) used to display instructions was small compared to other text displayed, and 

some of the evaluators failed to notice this text. The second area was the 

product names displayed in the other purchases section. Branding logos were 

used, as opposed to straight text, to help aid in the recognition of products. The 

use of the logos made some of the product names a little difficult to read. 

When using the system did you experience problems with too 
monycolours on the screen? 

19 I o I o I o I o 
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Question 8 
When using the system did you experience problems with 
colours that were difficult to look at for any length of time? 

IJ) 

E 
0 (I) z::a I 
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Question 9 

e 
c.. 
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Question 7 and 8 asked the evaluator about the colours used in the interface, 

whether there were too many colours or whether any of the colours were hard 

to look at. None of the evaluators' had any problems with these aspects of the 

system. 

c.. 

-when using the system did you experience problems being able 
to do things the way you wanted? 

en 
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Question 10 

e c.. 
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Question 9 asked the user if they were able to perform the set tasks the way in 

which they wanted. The majority of comments that were made about this 

question related to the physical test rig as opposed to the interface. The test rig 

used an ordinary computer monitor behind the touch sensitive panel, instead of 

the flat LCD screen that the system will eventually use. The curved monitor 

caused parallax errors making accurate presses of buttons on the screen more 

difficult. The other main problem, also arising from the test rig, was the use of 

physical buttons to mimic the operation of the pump nozzles. Confusion 

occurred when instructions on screen asked the user to lift a pump, meaning 

they had to press a button on the test rig. This type of confusion would not be a 

problem in a real situation. 

a. 

When using the system did you experience problems losing 
track of where you were in the system or of what you were doing 
or had done? 

en 
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0,.92 z ..0 e 
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Question 10 asks if the evaluator experienced any problems associated with 

losing track of what they were doing. About half of the evaluators' had no 

problems. Minor problems were experienced by most of the other testers. The 

biggest problem area highlighted was the receipt and purchase total. Some of 

the users did not realise that their purchase total was visible on the screen at all 

times and a receipt showing a breakdown of their purchases was available at all 
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Question 11 

times. Others discovered how to view their receipt but not how to hide it again 

once it was visible. 

When 11si11g the system did you experience problems with 
unexpected actions by the system? 

Question 12 

11 1 s1012 10 

Question 11 relates to any unexpected action made by the system. One problem 

was perceived by an evaluator who believed that once payment details had been 

completed no further purchases could be made. The system has been designe.d 

to be flexible and allow users to purchase items and enter payment detai Is in 

a.ny order. Hiding and showing lhe receipt was once again highlighted as a 

problem. Once a receipt was made visible it remained visible until the user 

asked the system to hide it, some of the evaluators' were expecting the receipt 

to automatically be hidden on other screens. Another function that caused 

confusion was lhe add/delete switch used to toggle between adding and deleting 

products. When the switch was on lhe '+' setting, pressing a product button 

added one of lhat item to the purchase total, and similarly, when lhe switch was 

on the ' -' setting, pressing a product button deleted one of that item from the 

purchase total. 

When using the system did you experience problems with the 
touch screen being difficult or awkward to use? 

!r1 '------,> -~ ~ :i:e 
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Question 12 asked lhe evaluators how they found the touch screen to use. Most 

experienced some problems. The majority of problems arose from the use of a 

curved computer monitor rather than a flat LCD panel behind the touch panel. 

The monitor could not be pressed flat against the touch panel meaning that 

parallax errors occurred unless the user was looking perpendicularly at the 

interface. The parallax errors were accentuated by users leaning against a 

nearby wall as opposed to standing directly in front of the system. The different 

heights of the evaluators also caused problems. As the screen was around 2cm 

back from the touch panel at lhc comers, some of the information and buttons 

on the screen were obscured to taller users by lhe touch panel mounting. 

Q. 



Question 13 
When using the system did you experience problems having to 
spend too much time inputting information? 

U) 

E 
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Question 14 
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Question 13 asked the evaluator whether they had had any problems with the 

amount of time it took them to enter information. Most of the evaluators either 

experienced no or very few problems. Problems that were experienced related 

to the users not being able to quickly locate products in the menu screens. 

0. 

When using the system did you experience problems with 
having to be very careful to avoid errors? 
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Question 15 
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Question 14 related to the problems that the evaluator had had avoiding errors. 

Most of the evaluators indicated that they had experienced some degree of 

difficulty in avoiding errors. However, the majority of these problems arose 

from the use of the touch panel and computer monitor as described in question 

12. 

(/) 

a. 

VJ When using the system did you experience problems working 
out how to correct errors? 

E > 
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Question 16 
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Question 15 asked evaluators whether they had had problems correcting errors. 

The 'add/delete' switch once again caused problems, leaving users not sure 

how to remove unwanted purchases from their totals. Evaluators also raised the 

point that a backspace key had been omitted from the keyboard used for 

alphanumeric data entry. This meant that a mistake made during the data entry 

required the user to re-enter all of the characters. 

When using the system did you experience problems with 
having to carry out the same type of activity in different ways? 

E 
0 ..92 z ..0 

e 
c.. 

12 I 6 I o I o l o 
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Question 17 

Question 16 related to consistency of perfonning similar tasks. All of the 

evaluators perceived either no or very few problems in this area. 

When using the system did you experience problems feeling 
confident about the system being secure? 

ig ~---'> -~~ 
:::: e 

Question 18 

16 I 3 I o I o I o 

Question 17 asked the evaluator whether they felt confident about the security 

of the system. No significant problems relating to this aspect of the system were 

raised. 

Q. 

When using the system did you experience problems with 
20 
! ~---,> £! 

system errors or malfunctions? §. - . I :. 

Question 1 

1-..;;;;,...-~-~-~-.;;;;;i 
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The final question in the introductory section asked the evaluators if they had 

had any problems with system malfunctions or errors. Most of the evaluators 

experienced no problems. The problems that were raised were not actually due 

10 system errors or malfunctions, and have been discussed in previous 

questions. 

Section 2: Detail 

When entering information on the screen, is it clear: 

l > ~ j ., 
c( z 

Where information should be entered? 
In what format it should be enrered? 
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13 
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I 0 0 
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Both the speed and efficiency of an interac1ion will be increased if a user can 

see where they should enter infonnation on a screen, and if the format in which 

the information should be entered is obvious to them. No significant problems 

were highlighted in this specific area by the evaluators. 



Question 2 
Does information appear to be organised logically on the screen? i g? 

Question 3 

<( 

Q) 
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If the location, layout and order in which the information is displayed appears 

to be logical to users, then they are likely to find the required information more 

quickly. Similarly, users may find it easier to understand what the screen is 

displaying, if information is organised in a way that makes sense to them. 

Difficulty in finding some of the non-fuel items within the purchase screens 

was experienced by a few of the evaluators. 

Are different types of information clearly separated from each 
other on the screen? ~ 

Q) 

Question 4 

z 
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It is important for the user to be able to identify different types of information 

on the screen quickly and without difficulty. All of the evaluators indicated that 

they the different types of information had been satisfactorily separated on 

screen. 

Does the use of colours help to make the displays clear? gz 

Question 5 

-> Q) 

z 

11 I 3 I o I o I o 

The effective use of colour can enhance visual clarity, especially for those 

unfamiliar with the screens. The evaluator responses indicated that the use of 

colour was beneficial to the clarity of screens. 

Are the different colours used consistently throughout the system? 

i -----> ~ 
Q) 
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Question 6 

Consistency is important as it helps to reinforce user expectations by 

maintaining predicability across the interface. Users indicated that the use of 

colours was consistent. 

Is the clarity of information on thescree,is sati;factory? 

Question 7 

s I s I 4 I 2 I o 

This question highlighted a few areas of concern. Some of the evaluators did 

not see vital information such as the instruction box. The navigational bunons 

using icons to indicate meaning were not always obvious. Other problems arose 

in the product purchasing section. Items were displayed using their logos or 

branding. Not all of the evaluators knew the branding for the product they were 

looking to purchase. In a real environment, the product, in a vending machine, 

would be visible to the user. 

Are icons, symbols, graphical representatio,is and other pictorial !(?. 

information used consi;tenrly throughout the sy,iem? J 

Question 8 
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The consistent use of pictorial representations is important so that users can 

learn to use them quickly and accurately. No problems were highlighted in th.is 

area by the evaluators. 

Is the same type of information (eg instructions, messages, 
pictures) displayed consistently: l I > ' ., :z < 
In the same location on screen? 
In the same layout? 
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The consistent display of similar types of information helps users to learn 

where to look to find information on the screen. The evaluators indicated that 

there was no problem with the consistency of the information location. 

However, some indicated that noticing the information for the first time was not 

always obvious. 



Question 9 
Is the way in which the system responds to a particular action ~ .___> consistent at all times? ~ 

Question 10 

<( 

15 4 0 0 0 

Having a system that responds in a similar way helps to build predicability. 

Users indicated that responses provided by the system were almost always 

consistent. 

Are messages displayed by the system relevant? 

Question 11 

8 9 2 0 0 

It is important that information in the form of instructions and messages is 

concise and to the point. The main area highlighted for attention was the 

receipt. A message explaining how the receipt could be displayed and hidden 

was only shown when the user was in the purchasing screens. This caused 

confusion on how to use this feature when in other areas of the interface. 

Is it clear what actions you can take at any stage? 

f gz 

Question 12 
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The response to this question indicates a need for improvement in this area of 

the interface. Problems were highlighted with the complete transaction section 

as users were not sure what the 'bye' button was for. Some of the evaluators 

were unsure when they were able to insert a card. In the existing FST there is 

only one place where this action can be performed. In the FST mark 3 

prototype, card and details can be entered at many stages. 

Does the system clearly and promptly inform you when it detects ~ 

! an error? ~ 
<( z 

6 I 3 I I 2 I 
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Question 13 

The only comments made in response to this question were that the panicular 

evaluator did not receive any error message. As error messages could definitely 

be activated in the system, the lack of error message perhaps indicates the 

intuitive nature of the product for those people. 

Do error me.isages explain clearly: 

f > !,l 

What errors are and why they occurred? 
How to correct the errors? 
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As with question 12, comments indicated that the majority of users did not 

experience an error message during the evaluation process. 

Question 14 
ls there an easy way to 'undo' an action and step /Jack to the -= 
previous stage"' screen? ! '--~> j 

Most of the evaluators expressed having trouble at some stage during the trial in 

this area. One of the main issues raised related to a 'backspace' key omitted 

from the alphanumeric keyboard. 

Overall how would you rate the system in terms of detail? 

Very satisfaclOI)' Moderately Neutral Moderately Very 
satisfactory unsatisfactorv unsatisfactorv 

tl 6 I 0 0 

All of the responses made to this question were favourable to the interface in 

the area of detail. 

Section 3: Expectations 

Question I 
Are colours assigned according to convemiona/ associations ~ 
where these are important? ~ 

tO I 8 I 
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Question 2 

The evaluators did not highlight any major problem with this aspect of the 

design. 

Where icons, symbols, graphical representations and other 
pictorial information are displayed: ~ 

! t 
.... 

> Q) 

a, 
z 

Are they easy to recognise and understand? 

Do they follow conventions where these exist? 

to 
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Question 3 

Some problems were experienced by users with the recognition of product 

branding used to indicate the item of purchase. An icon highlighted as 

confusing was the car wash logo and symbols. An evaluator also experienced 

some degree of difficulty with finding all the list items, as they didn't associate 

the icons displayed at the top of the purchasing screens as buttons. 

Is information entered into the system displayed in the way you en 

expected? j -> 

Question 4 

<( 

Overall, evaluators were satisfied with the way information was displayed and 

entered. 

Are established conventions followed for the format in which g?., 
~ particular types of information are dfaplayed? ~ 

<( 
Q) 

z 
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The majority of responses indicated that conventions were followed. The data 

entry causing the most problems was the "+/-" switch used to add or delete 

items from the purchase total. This switch was not intuitive for its function. 

Question 5 
Does the sequence of activities required to complete the task g?., 

follow what you would expect? ~ 
<t: 
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Question 6 

The main area of concern highlighted in the responses to this question was the 

expectation of a confirmation of purchases before the completion of a 

transaction. 

Is the touch screen appropriate/or the tasks 10 be carried out? L--> 

Question 7 
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Responses to the question indicate that a touch screen is a suitable input device 

for the FST interface. 

ls the way in which information is presented appropriate for the ~ 

tasks? ~ 

Question 8 
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Evaluators indicated that the information provided was mostly appropriate to 

the tasks. No specific comments identifying areas for improvement were made. 

Does each screen contain all the i11/ormatio11 that is required ro ~ 

'--~> I carry out a task? J 

Question 9 
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No significant problems were highlighted. However, comments were made by 

some of the users indicating that for the first time user some of the instructions 

were not sufficiently "idiot proof". 

Are you provided with all the options necessary ar any particular !:?. 
stage in a task? ¾ 
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Overall, most users experienced few difficulties in this area. Some of the 

evaluators indicated the need for a way out such as a ' back' button, and the 

need for better prompting with the receipt feature. 



Question 10 
Does the system work in the way you think it should work? 
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The responses to this question indicate that the system worked in the way the 

evaluators expected. No comments were made to the contrary. 

Question 11 
Can you move to the different parts of the system as required? .... 

Q) 
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The navigation of the interface ceased to be a problem for the majority of users 

after they found where all the sections were for the first time. 

Question 12 
Is it clear what part of the system you are in? 

! z 

II 7 2 0 0 

Overall the users location within the system was known. The area causing the 

most confusion was within the sub menus of the purchase screens. 

Question 13 
Is it clear what the different parts of the system do? ~ .... 

ctl > ! s: 
<( z 
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Question 14 
Is the system well organised.from the user's point of view? ~ > <ii 

ctl :> s: Q) 

<( z 

7 9 3 0 

Question 15 
In general, is it clear what the system is doing? u, .... 

>, > Q) 
ctl > s: Q) 

<( z 

7 9 3 0 
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Mixed responses were made to questions 13, 14, and 15. The general trend 

indicated that most evaluators found the system clear and organised. The testers 

offered no specific areas of note for improvement. 

Overall how would you rate the system in temis of expectation? 

Very satisfactory Moderately Neutral 
Moderately Very 

satisfactorv unsatisfactorv unsatisf~ 

9 
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The evaluators who came into the testing with no expectations of what the 

system would be like, were either satisfied or moderately satisfied with what 

they encountered in the prototype interface. This was very encouraging for the 

developer. 

Section 4 - General 

Written comments relating to the interface were made by the evaluators on their 

perceptions of the: 

Best aspecis of the system; 

Worst aspeclS of the system; 

- Areas of confusion or difficulty; 

- Irritating aspecis of the system; 

- Commonly experienced difficulties; 

Desirable changes. 

Best aspects of the system for the user: 
- Simple interface; 

Easy to use logical steps for performing tasks; 

Screen is uncluttered; 

- Once mastered is easy and flexible to use; 

- Clear graphical interface; 

- Recognisable icons; 

Bold colours help to identify different things on screen; 

- Novel organisation of screen; 

Looks elegant, simple, and inviting; 

- Touch screen more natural than off screen buttons; 

- No queuing at an instore counter; 

- Comprehensive services. 



Worst aspects of the system for the user 
It was not obvious how one should complete the transaction; 

No confirmation was given of your transaction either at time of purchase 
selection or at time of payment; 

Needed better prompting; 

The process of adding and deleting additional purchases using the "+/-" 
switch was not intuitive; 

Instructions were not obvious enough; 

User having to stand in wind and rain to use the system. 

Parts of the system that were confusing or difficult to understand 
The concept of the possibilities for making other purchases while fuel was 
being dispensed was not immediately obvious; 

Knowing which button to press to end a transaction; 

Navigating through system for the first time. 

Irritating aspects of the system 
No help key; 

Lack of confirmation of actions; 

Not knowing how to hide the receipt once it is displayed on the screen; 

Small buttons on alphanumeric keyboard. 

Commonly experienced difficulties 

User not sure if they have performed the correct actions; 

Initial learning period was difficult; 

The system did not take the user anywhere - the user needed to direct the 
system. 

Evaluator suggested changes 
Clearer prompting; 

Advertising during fuel delivery; 

Beep when a button is correctly pressed; 

A help wizard; 

Have "+" and"-" on each purchase button, rather than"+/-" switch; 

A few screens giving a system preview; 

Confirmation of purchase; 

Clearer method of payment; 

Larger keypads; 

Have the terminal as a money machine as well. 

As a final question the evaluators were asked to indicate whether they would 

like to see the prototyped system on a service station forecourt. The unanimous 
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answer was yes, and one evaluator wanted to see thousands of them out there as 

quickly as possible. 



Product Evaluation 

I I. I Modifications 

Following 1hc fonnal testing of the imcrface prototype, a focus group was held to 

discuss areas for improvement as identified in the questionnaires. The aspects of the 

imerface discussed by the focus group included: 

Helping the fi rst time user with learning what 10 do and where to find 
things; 

Emphasising the instructions in 1he instmction box; 

Method for displaying and hiding receipt: 

Navigating the sub menus in product purchasing screens; 

Making the addition and deletion of products intuitive: 

Making the completion of the transaction clear. 

Changes and additions were subsequently made 10 the interface prototype based on 

1he brainstonning session points detailed as follows: 

The Instruction Box 

Some of the evaluators made comments that chc instructions in the instruction 

box were 100 detailed while others indicated that 1hc opposite was true. As a 

compromise, 1he length of messages displayed was maintained bu1 a range of 

new messages was added to give extra guidance in the areas wherc user 

di01culty had been identified. 

To address the issue of the instruction box not being seen by the user, the focus 

group suggested Oashing the messages. However, whi le a message is flashing ii 

is very di01cull to read. A perceived problem arising from Oashing the message 

when it is first displayed is that a user who already knows the location of 

instructions will be delayed while the message flashes. This could cause the 

learned user 10 become annoyed with the system. It was important that any 

solution found to solve a problem did not imroduce another problem of its own. 

The instruction box has been modilied to d isplay additional appropriate 

messages in the existing location. If the system dcteclS no interaction after a set 

short period of time, the message now Oashcs to draw the users a11cn1ion to 1hc 

instructions given. 
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The Receipt 

In the prototyped interface a receipt showing purchases made by 1he user was 

available 10 the user a1 all 1imes. The method of activating 1he receipt or of 

h iding the receipt was to press inside the instruction box (ie. the receipt would 

remain visible once activaled until the user specifically chose to have it hidden). 

Consumer testing showed this to be confusing. In addition , instructions 

dc1ailing ~1e receipt function were only visible when the user was within e ither 

lhe •·car1
' or uother productu screens. If the user left those screens the 

instructions about the receipt were replaced by instructions speci fic for the 

newly selected screen. 

When the receipt is visible, its size means than a large sect ion of screen 

becomes hidden. If the user cannot hide the receipt, in a ll probability they will 

not be able to complete their purchasing al the pump. It was 1hercfore necessary 

to find a beuer solution for displaying the receipt. 

A buuon was placed in the upper right-hand comer o f ihe dynamic screen. The 

bunon remains visible and active throughout an entire. transaction. 

ll• -
~ f I j jV ,n Road :·· • · . 

8 : 48 Pt1 •. ; 
·345-6 78 :• . .;;:. 

( 
Unleaded 91 

I o -1 r:..n I 
Show receipt bu110 11 

oioe------------ [ 
)3 

Hide receipt button 

The receipl butlon 1ha1 was selected is shown above. When the bunon is 

pressed the reeeipl is d isplayed and the button icon is changed . To hide the 

receip1, 1he user can either press the hide receipt button or press 1he receipt 

d isplay. If 1he user moves to another screen section while the receipt func tion is 

activated, 1he receipt w ill automatically be hidden so full detail of 1he new 

screen is visible. The user can reactivate the receipt when required. 

The focus group panicipants indica1ed 1hat having the purchase total displayed 

on the screen would be another useful feature. and 1hat having the 101al might 
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negate the need for the user to view their receipt olicn. This was another ca.se of 

the users not noticing a feature of the interface. The purchase totals had been 

displayed on the static screen of the interface consistently from the early 

prototypes. 

A feature has been added to the total purchases box so that when the purchase 

total is altered in any way, the background colour in the box changes, drawing 

the users eye towards the display. 

Navigating th e Sub-Menus 

An additional benefit from introducing the receipt button is that the instruction 

box is freed to display more detailed instructions about purchases in the car and 

otl1er product sections. 

The instruction box can now guide the user with additional messages that 

indicate which buttons to press to view th\! product lists or the sub menu 

screens. 

Add ing and Deleting Producl Purchases 

The product add and delete switch confused the consumer testers. 

The preferred solution suggested in the focus group was 10 have two buttons for 

each product, one with a"+" and one with a ..• , .. 

~ ..... ~ .... ,.,, .. r ... ~o···· "'i... >)> I 
~ - 1_.~·_···_t_r-_, __ . ____ »_> __ s_s_oo _ __, 

$700 I J 
long producr b1111ons 

I ~ .~ --... 
$250 -

I 170 O I S250 
Sltort Product bullons 

I 200g I S2.50 

• + ,en .. -
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The existing product buttons have been divided into two separate buttons. A 

small square button on the lefl and a larger rectangular button on the right. The 

smal ler button contains a "·" sign. When none of the product had been 

purchased the minus sign is greyed out and the button is inactive. The larger 

button containing most oflhe product information and a"+'' sign is used 10 add 

items to the purchase list and the tally of selected items is shown. 

This solution is proving to be more intuitive and actually cuts down on the total 

number of button presses required. 

The Fuel Purchase Screens 

Some additional functionality was suggested within the fuel preset screens. The 

first was in response to expressed confusion over whether a fuel prcset had been 

accepted by the system. The interface has been modified so that once the user 

has successfully selected a fuel presei, the keypad buttons become greyed out. 

The button with the function to clear the order remains visible to allow the 

purchaser to change their mind before they dispense their Fuel. 

._ 
$ 20.00 ~ 

l 
I 

.1 , 
II ..-,1 
... ·~·11 

Greyed fuel preset b1111011s 

The second suggested alteration was made in response to the need to inform 

users of the purchasing capabilities of the new FST. An advertising message 

box is now displayed if fuel is being dispensed while the user is within the fuel 

purchasing screens. The advertising space will allow the fuel companies to 

show product specials and availability at the pump. 



9 Li 20.00 

Super Deal 

Advertising during (1 fuel delivery 

Card Screens 

An cxira func1ion ha< been included in the card dc1ail section of the scre<:ns. An 

Hejcct card" buuon was added to allow the user to cancel their card transaction 

and remove 1heir card al any stage during the cn1ry of personal details. 

£jeer and car</ b1111ons 

Error and Timeout Messages 

To aid users in finding the appropriate byes·· or ·'no" bultons when an error or 

1imcout message is displayed, 1he message box has been moved closer 10 the 

active reply bunons. 

' • 
Error message 

1.45 
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Completing the Transaction 

The ftmctionality of the complete transaction bunon was not clear to all of the 

users. The wording on the button has been changed from "bye" 10 "done" (the 

word identified in the component questionnaire as being most associated with 

ending a transaction). 

Done bullon 

Many of the evaluators expressed the need to have their purchases confinned 

before they accepted a transaction. The focus group proposed the addition of 

another step in the complete transaction screen section. 

The interface has been modified 10 include an extra set of screens. When a user 

presses the ··done" button they are Ulken 10 a screen like the one shown below. 

,r.c 1\.,.1.1,M -,,_ . ,, .. 
~ II•-•• - --·~'"'.a,,_ __ 

2' tl L 11>,l_ .. •btt 
I -.U-• ~ .. ' ' ~ _,,.-1 ... 
I •••1-..... tl tt 
I .. ..._Wtt 
l 2N • """""- 112 M --M 
._.. ,.. , .. ...,,.... .. u. • •.. . ...... , 

>< -~------
Confirm purchases 

The receipt detailing purchases made is shown along with two bunons, "accept" 

or "change". Pressing "accept" ends the transaction as before. If the user wishes 

to modify their purchases they are able 10 press the "change" button. 



When the "change" button is pressed the user is taken 10 another screen 1hat 

contains all of their purchases. The purchases that can be altered arc displayed 

as product bunons and others that may not be allercd are d isplayed as text. 

An "add more items" button is also available for the user who wants to 

purchase a d ifferent item. Pressing the "add more items" bunon takes 1he user 

back in10 the main interface screens. 

When 1he user is satisfied they press the ' ·done" button 10 return 10 the confim1 

screen. 

. .............. ·-

"I .... :~., 
l],0 + ... ---

Change purchoses 

11.2 Interface Navigation and Flow 

A paper navigational aid has been created for the interface to assist with hardware 

programming. 

Thirteen charts have been constn,c1ed (see chans 11 .1 - 11 .13). 

The navigational chart (chart I I.I) shows the possible combinations and orders of 

events that can be implemented during a transaction. The chan contains interface 

navigational buuons and independent user actions. Each button and action then has 

one of the other charts associated with it 

Each bunon on the navigational chart corresponds to a Dynamic Screen Section (OSS) 

of the interface. 111e DSS charts show the basic order of actions that are undergone by 

the computer relative to the choices made by the user. 
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Each lndependeni User Ac1ion (IUA) shows 1he basic order of aclions that are 

undergone by 1he compu1er when inOuenced by an ex1emal input 

11.3 Further Work 
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The Forecoun Service Tenninal is an ongoing projecl for PEC. Funher developmem 

is to be completed in the following areas: 

Graphical user inlerface developmenl 

Individual componcnl developmcni 

Physical user imcrface developmem 

Internal tesLing 

S1andards approval 

Field ICSling 

11.J. I Graphical User lnierface 

The graphical user imerface pro1otype has been 1hrough one complcle cycle of 

formal testing and is currently undergoing its second iteration of testing and 

retinemen1. The process of 1es1ing and refinemeni will continue until the 

produc1 reaches the level 1ha1 allows commencemen1 of 1he hardware 

programming. 

Tes1ing of some of lhe imerface components (ie. the preferred foreground and 

background colours for displaying easy 10 read 1ext) is ongoing. 

AspcclS of lhe sys1em still 10 be inves1igated include: 

Audio feedback, 

Help func1ion. 

Audio Feedback 

Curremly 1he system "beeps" wilh every correct press of an ac1ivc bunon. This 

indica1es 10 1he user when they have successfully made comac1 wi1h an ac1ive 

area of the screen. Olhcr fonns of audilory response and assistance are still to 

be assessed. 



Help Function 

One of the last features to be included into the prototype interface will be the 

help function. Once the interface prototype has completed several iterations of 

testing and refinement, the areas requiring additional help will be able to be 

identified. The development of help assistance for the interface needs to be 

concise so users are able to quickly and successfully access the required 

information. 

Development of Interface for Other Markets 

The current FST units are sold in many countries. In order for the redesigned 

FST mark 3 with the graphical user interface to be suitable for sale within these 

areas, the interface and unit must be able to be modified to meet with local 

standards, languages, conventions, and practices. 

11.3.2 Component Development 

Other components and technologies comprising the FST unit are being 

developed in parallel with the work on the interface. 

PEC staff are currently developing the following components: 

Card reader, 

Printer, 

Touch screen, 

Internal processor 

Site controller 

Physical user interface. 

11.3.3 Standards Approval 

The FST system will need to comply with appropriate standards. The standards 

include those of: 

Fire-rating, 
AS2420 for fire retarding rating of housing material. 

Electrical safety, 
AS3000 for electrical safety, 

AS2381 for wiring below vapour barrier. 
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General safery, 
ULl950 (US} and IEC950 (Europe} - Safety of lnfonnation 
Technology Equipment including Electrical Business 
Equipment. 

Touch screen interfaces. 

EFTPOS banking, 
- Able to read cards meeting 1SOnEC7816.3 and ISOl 177. 

Service station practice.,, 
- AS2229 - Electrical Equipment for Explosive Atmospheres -

Electrical Systems for Dispensing Equipment - Flammable 
Liquid Dispensing Equipment, 

Telecommunications. 

Environment, 
IP56 for waterproofing, 

- Able to operate in temperatures between - 20'C and 70'C, 

- Contaminant resistant to all grades of petrol, ear and truek oil, 
and lead replacement additives. 

11.J.4 field Testing 

After the prototyping, testing, and preliminary approval of the individual 

components has been completed successfully, prototype FST units will be 

constructed for field testing within a service station. 

It is envisaged that the FST incorporating the touch screen graphical user 

interface will be ready for field testing within the second quarter of the 1999 

business year. 
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12 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The product development process is often presented in a linear and orderly way. In reality 

the process was observed to be complex and quite fragmented. The theoretical process gives 

the impression that as one area of work finishes another begins. In practice, however, 

multiple tasks were always in progress and at different levels of completion. 

The first phase of most theoretical product development processes, according to Ulrich and 

Eppinger (1993); Moore and Pessemier (1995), work towards defining a set of specifications 

for the product. The specifications are determined through the analysis of competitive 

products, definition of economic restraint, identification of the needs of the target market, 

and the definition of needs corresponding to required form, function and features of the 

product. The target specifications are to be set early in the project and, following the 

selection of an initial concept, the project team must theoretically be able to commit to 

specific values of metrics that reflect the product constraints. 

The identification of consumer needs is an integral part of the concept development phase of 

the design process. The resulting identified customer needs guide a project team in 

establishing product specifications, generating concepts, and selecting concepts for further 

development. The consumer needs are usually determined from raw data gathered from 

actual customers (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1993). 

In practice, the most useful data was gathered through visual contact with the consumer 

either in a focus group environment or in an observational study of how the customer used 

and interacted with a similar product. The developer needed to be aware of all the aspects of 

a consumer's response as some of the features considered important in the final product 

were not necessarily articulated by the customer. The customer is advising from the point of 

what they know, understand, and would like, but often not from a leading edge perspective 

associated with product innovation. 

In a theoretical product development process the product specification is defined and set 

before most of the design work begins. The specification has a distinct location within the 

project plan and achieves task completion early into the development process. In practice the 

desired early task completion was not achievable. While large sections of the specification 

were able to be accurately set near the start of the project, this was not true for all aspects. 

Technology is constantly changing and creating new possibilities. Some of the benchmark 
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technologies available at the commencement of the project had been superseded by the later 

stages of development. In practice therefore the specification and development were found 

to occur simultaneously with one providing infom1ation for the other. 

Ln the theoretica.l product specification, all values are quantifiable. The specification is a set 

of metrics on which everything can be tested and defined (Ulrich and Eppinger, 1993). In 

practice it was very difficult to quantify all of the values. Current multimedia design does 

not appear to have recognised quantitative benchmarks from which a realistic product 

specification could be developed. 

From product specifica tions theoretically come a range of product concepts that meet the 

identified customer needs. Concept selection o r screening follows the concept generation. 

Practically a range of people were needed to screen concepts, as in some cases an individual 

had a predetermined expectation of what the product should be. In this s ituation concepts 

that did not fi t the envisaged mould were often ignored despite having aspects of merit 

Within a theoretical process, product testing is conducted at several stages . Early testing is 

used to gauge buyer reaction. Ideally testi ng is repeated whenever the product undergoes a 

change (Moore and Pessemier, 1995). The process of development and testing is supposedly 

iterative with the results of product tests used 10 improve the product 10 the next prototype 

stage. In practice, testing at inappropriate stages of the design can be detrimental to the 

project. Putting excessive emphasis on the testi ng of a product can curb creativity by 

knocking out valid solutions before they can be investigated fully. As well , the commercial 

sensitivity associated with a developing product can often limit the range of potential buyers 

available from which to seek reaction at various stages. 

Traditionally, the fi rst models are created to test technical feasibility. These models are often 

able to test functions of the final product but may not look anything like it (Moore and 

Pcssemicr, 1995). With a multimedia-based product, prototyping is performed using the 

medium of the final product (ie. The computer screen). The physical interface that the tester 

communicates with is thus similar if not identical to that which will appear to be being used 

by the actual system. For this reason it was very difficult to get an evaluato r to test the 

prototype solely in terms of technical feasib il ity. The init ial reaction of the tester was to 

assume the visual appearance of the screen was representative of the final product, and 

rather than concentrating on the technical content they became judgemental about the 

device. The testers were unable to look past the user interface into the desired content. This 
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was detrimental to the developing product as while no useful feedback was gained, 

preconceived negative feelings appeared to be emerging towards the project. 

To successfully test the individual aspectS of a multimedia product the prototyping tool used 

would need ideally to be different from that of the final product. 

During the later stages of development, the multimedia product was able to be successfully 

prototyped and tested using the medium of the final product and this was found to be 

invaluable. Trial introductions of the product in conjunction with conducting and analysing 

consumer research were used to increase the likelihood of customer acceptance. 

The types of products that may be sold at the FST are customisable for the individual service 

stations. Further research will need to be carried out by the service stations to ensure that the 

products available at the pump are suitable for the location. The FST is intended to improve 

the llow of customers through a service station. The sale or delivery of inappropriate items 

at a fuel pump may have a negati vc effect in this area. 

The touch screen interface that has been developed is innovative, technically sound, is 

inviting to customers and easy to use, allows incorporation of advenising and customisation 

for use in other countries, meets the companies specifications, and has polled well in 

consumer tests when incorporated in a simulated mounting. 

Published product development techniques which incorporate consumer testing checkpoints 

throughout discrete phases of product creation were found to be useful in practice. but only 

if the checkpoints were chosen appropriately and the tests customised for the developing 

product. 

Appropriate tim ing and tools for the development of a computer human interface were 

applied throughout the duration of the project at PEC (New Zealand) Ltd. 
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Appendix I - Related Technologies Questionnaire and Responses 

Questionnaire 

=~ ,,} 
MASSEY 
UNIVERSITY 

Research Project 

Fill in this form to be in to win one of two $50 petrol vouchers 
(The draw will be made on I September 1997 and the winners contacted by phone) 

A new user-friendly terminal is 

currently being designed for use at 

petrol pumps. The aim of this 

questionnaire is to identify potential 

users of the new terminal, and to 

give people the opportunity to be 

involved in the development through 

discussions or trials. 

Please indicate your degree 
of interest in each of the 
following 
(TICK ONE BOX FOR EACH OF THE 
OPTIONS BELOW) 

>, 

OPTIONS ~ 

EFTPOS ..................................................... o 
EFTPOS at Service Station ........................ o 
ATM ............................................................ o 
Computer ................................................... D 
Computer based catalogues ...................... D 
(such as the library catalogue) 

Internet. ..................................................... D 
Self service petrol fill-up ............................. D 
Automatic snack/drink dispensers ............. D 
Drive-through at restaurants ...................... D 
The following information will be kept strictly confidential 

Name: 

>, 
ai 
1il 
ai 

"O 
0 
E 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Phone Number: (Hm.) ______ _ 

Occupation: 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Please indicate which of the 
following you use at present 

(TICK ONE BOX FOR EACH OF THE 
OPTIONS BELOW) 

>, 

'§ 
.:!' Q) 

:, >, <ii 
O' '§ C 

<ii Q) 0 
./= Q) ·u; ro c :, (I) 

O' (_) 0 Q) : (_) 

> 0 C 

D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 
D D D D 

(Wk.) ______ _ 

I would/would not be interested in taking part in discussions or trials of a new terminal 
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Responses 

fattrtst Ust 

Ttdlnology 
"IT moc1, .... ~ sighdy not It • "IT frt<1utndy ocwion~ly flOI It IJI 

fnaody 
tftpo, 23 s 0 I 22 1 0 0 

t~ it SfM<t sulion 19 9 0 I 23 J 3 I 

, 1m 10 8 ' 8 8 11 4 6 

(Offlpoltf 10 6 2 9 9 ' 1 10 

compat.u utalop 6 4 s 14 s 2 6 16 

inmnt1 12 J • 10 6 J 2 19 

stir mvi« ptirol 12 l 2 11 9 4 8 8 

iu,omalic <tipf:Mtn 1 6 8 ~ 2 2 14 II 

drivt dlrO<lfl 14 4 s 1 7 s 1 10 
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Appendix ii - Interface Questionnaire and Responses 

Questionnaire 

Version: 
Date: 

Introduction: 

My name is Katharine O'Driscoll. I am currently working on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for 
PEC's new Forecourt Service Terminal (FST mark 3). The FST will comprise of a card reader, a 
printer, and a touch screen overlaying an LCD screen, and will allow customers to purchase fuel and 
other products using eftpos or fuel cards at the pump. 

The interface prototypes have been modelled using Macromedia Director. The computer keyboard is 
currently being used to input external information such as picking up a pump. The following 
commands may be useful when trialing the interface. 

C Insert card ( or remove card if a card is already inserted) 
I Pick up 91 Unleaded pump (or replace 91 Unleaded pump if the 91 pump is lifted) 
6 Pick up 96 Unleaded pump (or replace 96 Unleaded pump if the 96 pump is lifted) 
D Pick up Diesel pump (or replace Diesel pump if the Diesel pump is lifted) 
F Start pouring fuel ( or stop pouring fuel) 
R Remove receipt 

In order to improve the interface I would appreciate your comments. 

Please tick the appropriate box 

Overall Look: 

I. What did you think of the overall appearance of the screens? 

D 
D 
D 
D 

OK 

Boring 

Crowded 

Other (please explain) 
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2. What did you think about the choice of colours? 

D OK 

D Too dull 

D Too bright 

D Some were acceptable but others weren't (please explain) 

Buttons: 

I. What did you think of the button sizes? 

180 

D Too big 

D About the right size 

D Too small 

D Some were acceptable but others weren"t (please explain) 



2. What did you think about the button placement? 

D 
D 
D 

Content: 

Acceptable 

Too close together 

Other (please explain) 

1. Did the FST allow you to do everything that you expected? 

D 
D 

D 

Yes 

No (please explain) 

Allowed you to do more than is necessary (please explain which events are surplus 
to requirement) 
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2. Did you know what to do when first viewing Lhe FST Interface? 

D 
D 
D 

D 

Yes - knew scraight away 

Was able to work out what to do 

Required additional help (please explain where the cx1ra help wa., needed) 

Didn't know what 10 do (please explain) 

Navigation: 

I. Were you able to find your way through the Interface screens? 

182 

D Yes-knew straight away 

D Ves - afterl try 

D Yes - after it was explained 

D No (please explain) 



Flow: 

1. How did you find the flow of events? 

D Logical - easy to follow 

D Got a bit Jost 

D Couldn't follow it- got completely lost (please explain) 

Usage: 

1. Would you use the FST mark 3 in a service station? 

D Yes 

D Maybe 

D No (please explain) 
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Comments: 

Do you have any other comments? 

Thank you for your tinre 
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Responses 

Section 1: Overall Look 

Comments 

I. What did )'OU think of the overall 

l 
Gm.at. Ptrltt.f,s tht A!XI could«~,. 

appearance of the screens? .w ~ IAht.l tht moon, re gh>t d• MStr some 
V 

"' e .,, 
~ "'what tht:)1 an p . c~ "" 

0 ,ll '-' 6 abubkwl 

7 s Grt01 - low ltOIU, no, ove«rCM:kd. 1w 
,ofilw.s & C'Mn'f.$ /J lhtno,iy stpi~ 
"'colow of tcOtU.. e.g. 1'lmfp - omng~J 

r...-,, ·"""'°'-""" card. "'1gg,d ~ 
on Cllt\-C. I am ""' :,;un al,o,,,t W .l(OiU 

bting ddfertnt heighu. Do JW n«d IN 
P""fJV>IOlhrcotollM-K. bwrtcatrl 
g,,ap/tle #tOIJd JWSI show Notrting «ud, I 
dtJn 't l,k (N -..'Oldl mi dl(ring the card 
0(1/JrO"l'O/ «'l'ttfL 'Tbml should b, C1 m'(Yr.>/ 
""""' 111, ~ box nttds IQ ,,. 
hlghligh~d Icon cltang<., as J()On cu pn.~, 
- has bm, pr,SStti. 

/Joad_ 

Yoy .. sra,e of dw an"'. ~kmo,.~ rta..lJ)I'* 

KT«n u cn,der don ,at - -..·hot obo111 
dropping, tht mian'Oll'a,,d hawng a bnr« 
m(h'tng r«tjX 

I /tic,;,. 

&al1y near- ap«lally tltt curwd or.-

2. What did you think abou1 the choice of 
£ 

Ex"lltnt .. l'U)' jr-:nd}y. 

colour'/ .,, 
B«Jwound ()(Jk)un tN't rorh,._-.,-pak. 11 

-5, 8 P~rhetpsn()lpinJ:, a; 0 

:& m 

" u JAM coloW'J- IIOM' do tllt)• loot otmide 

"' ~ ~ 
E 

0 ~ J thW. they M!Ostk/ hi:rt~ .., IN brlghw 111 tht ·-9 3 
On tlw wltok //tkrd tht: ~ ltu11Jioughl 
h ~ -..as,1 't oomplimi,UOry.. ukttl ~ 
coJo,,u,,~w ,o d11t 4 rowwl bl.lllOm. 

Co,4,w BJ,n,:Jtm lnt}'#tt WM oolottrs. 
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Section 2: Buttons 

Comments 

1. Wliat did you think of the bu1100 silts? ,, $ome b1111MS nttd kl«lll'tg, IO inthcalt, lhtir 
l! .,, -· ·,:; 5 

Buaontnud ,o be IBmnl milt -5, Q. 

:g i .'!!> ·c 
Ii Dmft /SO ,dj,rlOUChKrttn-· .,, 

1 e btlt10tl sa qf ot kosl I :,q cm . 
~ . 8 < ~ cl! PLU bWtOttS bit big - othv I hkd 

11 I I 
rspedal/y N -I round and. 

PartiaJarly tiu h ~~rat ~lmdt!l# -
2. \Vhai did you lhink about the buuon placement? i 8 

P~TM/)t i/ irey ••rt Jobekd ,, tt'(}Ul:1 bit 

!I }'kwilkr. 

i v b TM otltu pwc}wt$ memi bwons nttd re· 
< ~ 6 si!ihg 10ft in ,own arta. 

II I I 
BuUOM nttd IO M I 8,m,/ min. 

11,t o,dtr of"""""' nttib~. O,,d 

/tnt and-.... """""' •• or<kr (/wl. 
car. Jhoppir,g baskt). Card tk1:1Js haw. ,o 
be ,n~ro.i- StJ .... 1ry hqvt, it as a,i option?-
TM card dtt:rlb 1$ ht>t an optJOn - It Is 
simply (1 s.kn1 indlCOIOr, 

PW Oth!SO bltclo.~JKrhops. 

Section 3: Contents 

Comments 

I. Did the FST allow you tO do everything that you I! '1~ mviv didn *rw(ri, 

expeetOd? ~ 0 0 

z ::. OOirJ«ti(Jn hitng. 

9 2 I /.a. -°""8 pumpdop/Qy. (Allho"/{h 
don'l ~ WN1f't en go#ltg ,odo it.) 

1/wl can 'I l't¥/lr,,r $0/e a, you ar, go..,, 

Hod IO pnss ok wMn I prased tht fill 
buaon. 

2. Oki you know what to do when firsl viewing ;; 
Mort m.J.ll'llC'l'iM in fqi,.v_,,-ltjt xrttn. 

the FST interfaoe'! 0 .. Would be much t.as.kr ,,.,uh ,Ml modeL ~ -l! .; > 
~ ~ " ! Comptdt:rll«lt,tolog,1 llli~ Ma)' be ~ .,, 

J " ~ nrn '()u,- as t, -..>ntre I() Sl(Zrt, l e. I/ they 
.'1 

·3 C prw tl,,e wrong one • -htrr 'lnll ti"')I t.nd up. " s .,, u 
< "' Worktd OUI m.t I could /Jlff1 • lMilroru 

2 8 2 
but ditJn 't J;;;nqw I «wld prus tht ,cr«n 
tlll)''lt'httt IOt.NU fotl. 

I am ftMro!Jy a bll of o duffer Milt 
mteMnlCIQ/ thi,tgs & got o bit ~ 
with k.eyboard and~ fanctlons ;,. WI. 
Vtuf lt)tll;hsr:rwi tJri., U'(/u/d Jt(>'()C¥JU. 
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Section 4: Navigation 

Comments 

l. Were you able to find your way through the C Ajier playing for a while. Need more 

interface screens? 
0 helpful instructions either on the buttons or 

;,., ·.g 
in lower leji screen. ~ § 

~ £ p. But I felt that other people might get lost. 
.:E: >< - 0 
OlJ ... ... Would be much easier with model. '@ 0 0 

~ 
q::: q::: 0 
<!'. -< :z Bit unsure of what exit did within each 

3 8 1 
screen. 

Section 5: Flow 

Comments 

1. How did you find the flow of events? ~ 
Acttve icons need lo be brighter. Car 

- .s wash/oil selection no obvious what lo do . 
"' ;§ .s Needs a real setup lo really get good - -c3 ii 'c feedback on flow. 

u ~ "O 
'5ii 0 ~ Help messages in black area could be used 0 0 
,-l CJ u to help even farther. 

l 5 

Section 6: Usage 

Comments 

1. Would you use the FST mark 3 in a service 
0 

If it worked ... 

station? .D 

"' ~ The only time I think I wouldn't is if I 
0 0 

>- :2 :z thought the pump might leak and make my 
hands smell if I am going lo work If some 

8 3 "helpful" chappy was looking over my 
shoulder I'd get flustered & refuse lo use il 
Don't want anyone lo see my PIN number 
either. 
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Section 7: Comments 

Do you have any other commems? 

Ajru /mdll~. ~,haps,~ MU:r should H prompted. J/yo11 hm·t never u.ttd ;, }'(Ml woJJd not .btow who, to do. hrhap, /abtl 
tht irons. Mok.t JM lime0111 ltss. Change tM EXn' Wt1on to - finalisuule. 

n~ S!*~tp is good. Nice oltd graplticcl 

nw 'M'O(clt display dunng/wlllftg dots not memr <m)fhtng, Either 1nd,cote 'lll'hol u ltapptttJng,;ust di,pensmg. E.Fi tranwclion, 
or 'lllharll 

$.tqU<"" of ~Ynt.s uems str<1ngt. &l«t (ln rJrnOunt of fat/, (nSfrt f'l()::.:lt ,md ,,arr jlllmg ln#rt card & tnttl' dnalh. fumovt 
no:=le (Jlop pumping}. Proce.uing & then rtmo,~ card - 1his is tht bit that sums odd I can now odd mis«llaneous ilem.J to 
tht tOtal actounl S /JJd I \.'e token my CtJrd 01,11/ ls thl.J oA? I Jwt thought I shouldn ·, ~ obit tb remoi~ cord until tra,uactlon 
jinoliMdl If JWOp{t r1ttd 10 rt-emer info. eg. lncorrec,ly tnltre.d PIN, It took Mt a w·h1/e. to nof,ce rM message ,n tlN black 
Jerun - nud t() emphasi.tt - ntt.d to n-4!nler Uifo, tg. C.htu~ eolour of l ~en. Nttd m,~ - if /imWd prtM txlt 10 print 
rtuipL 

You etni get a stot(l m which tiw sy11tm I.Jmkrngjor fhtfuel amoMllt. Jfyo·11don'1 lllantfatl, tMrt Uno way OMt - car/shoppi',rg 
Opli(»U art disa/J/d, 

Cr.nu ptr ltrre mDuld nOI d/JtJ{,ptar .,.,,,.,,, )'0¥ Jt<YW p11.mp w:r.dt. ComtntJonal opvonon slto,.Jd bt allowed (lr. Optrate J1t.11 
as if thtrt was no Fsn - 01 the momtlfl it g4l4 stud at t,ld of dtln~ry. lik.e prompting for car wosh,'o!llw1Jv111t(1Jt.:r q/ter 
dtlh~ry- sho"ld tiint<tul b,t quiehr (Otht.rwl.u ,1t:tt C1dlOMtr wl/1 fill on my cord). Show trailing ~ero, on do/Ian and lure,_ 
Wlzy is uit ba.ttr.,n /Ne on sro.rtup scrc1lfJ GJTy out PIN mtry screen. 

Exlr button - ltOI really ob,•ious of ,u fanction. Con·, rt'l'itw what ittm.s a~ w1Ulm o so~ dwing o sole. l.,o\•1 th.e sha/H oft~ 
.. O'lal"' for M\·utiJu,g & ltJlt liljormo11tm etc. Q,J company may want mor~ them tMlr t1r1b<n.ud logo Icon on IM maJn .scr~~n. 
u,,,Mng good 

Wliat about lrOnllatio,, ,eq,nrfmtnts'I - ,e. L<ft to r.ght languogu tic. What about rtoet/ofufro,n ()lMr cultuns. 

I 1hought this Wa.J ,~edit,ly int1resting. I foll I might impuls, biq ot~r thing, jllSf to try out ~ S)'lltm. Hqw M'OrJd I get m)' 
car wcu,\ d1111y. my 01/ ere? Would Jomtont rwli 0111 with uJ, a machfnt pop It ot11?. <N would I picJ: It up at tlN drn'c by 
window o 1M way ()U/'I, o, go 10 J/,()p (Ind pruu,t r~ipt (1.,,d g,1 gfren tM gOOtb? I really didn't r,otb lM col4~n. si=t of 
l,a,tto,u tw-Vl hod bttn/rw..uroltd bylhtm I MY)U/d h<A-e. TM random chtmgr o/tht ath 11 a /111/adlsconurlmg, whilt you 
ou C(HtttnJroJ/ng on t!N: Oil~, 1htng., )'Oat an do1111,;. Ct1n tgnon oftu )'ON'"' loohd to su ~hot '.f Wrt. 
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Appendix i ii - Interface Component Results 

Icons 

lt'$ttf Pump kOA Card kon Car Icon Othtr kon fiooh kon EDCI W0<d 

I pump credit cards .., trolley , ... 
l pump ca,d oil can trolley rct,istc.. 

J pump cud oil can crolley receipt 

4 - hllOd pomti~ car trolley 11,k 

I pump dotlat 11ign catbonMtup SD1Ck food muw 

6 pump crtdjt cards arbonnct up 1rolley dotlar sign 

1 pump , .. d Oil C8tl holdillg money uck 

8 pump W'nding .., register tick 

9 pump card car !JOiiey dollAt sign 

10 nonk 1t1 c&relc cud Cflt boo.net up trolley 11,k finish 

II pump catd car bonnet up 1rollcy 1,ek C:<tl 

ll pump cud c-.ar boonc-1 up trolley Stop SlgD <Joo, 

13 pump card car 1rolley 1,ek doo, 

14 pump cud car u~llcy register ... 
II "" card car bonnet up uolJcy rc<:c1pt doo, 

16 pump card , .. , uollcy rcttipc <loo• 

11 drop in tank cR'dit catds car trolley register <loo• 

IS pump cud .,,,. \'Codi~ dollar $lfj.n <loo, 

" pump cud car uollcy «<etp< cod 

10 pump card .,,,. trollC)' IICI: finish 

ll nouJe keyp,d .., uolky ,kl< """' ll pump holding 1not1cy cat trollC)' rcgl\tcr linis.h 

ll pwnp cud cou gt()C(,Y ba.g tt«ipt lincsh 

14 oooJc wd ea, trolley tick end 

ll pump "'1d car lrolley rt«ipt done 

16 pump <11d CU uolley tick done 

ll pump ca,d ea, uolky 1,ck done 

28 pump <Ard "" ,rolky uck don, 
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Button Sizes and Spaces 

!qum !tttanglt '""'P G,ci, 
Ttntr 

liu lp><t ~,. lpa<t ~,. lptct Siu Sp,<t 

I 60 IS 50 10 60 10 60 s 
l so 0 50 s 50 s so 0 
J 60 IS 60 10 70 10 60 10 

4 60 s 60 s 60 s 60 s 
5 70 s so 0 60 0 so 0 
6 60 0 60 0 60 0 60 0 

1 40 s 50 5 50 5 so s 
8 so 0 so 0 so s 60 0 

' 70 5 60 5 70 5 70 5 

10 50 5 •o 10 60 5 60 s 
II 70 IS 50 IS 70 10 so 10 

ll 50 0 60 l so 5 50 0 
I) 40 s 40 l 40 10 •o 5 

14 60 l 60 s 60 s 60 l 

IS so 20 60 20 so 20 60 20 

16 so s 50 s so l so s 
17 80 5 80 s 80 5 80 l 

18 40 10 50 10 50 10 60 10 

" 70 5 80 5 70 5 70 l 

10 50 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 

l l 40 0 40 0 ,o 0 •o 0 
l l 60 15 60 10 60 10 60 10 

ll ,o 10 40 10 ,o 10 40 10 

14 50 0 so 0 50 0 50 0 

15 90 20 90 20 80 1l 80 IS 

81mon Siu !qc,~ !tttangi< Triingle Grdt 

40 5 s 4 • 
so 8 9 8 7 

60 6 g 7 10 

10 4 0 4 2 

~ I 2 2 2 

9() l I 0 0 

100 0 0 0 0 

Sunoo Sp,cing Square l tCU!>glt lriang~ C.dt 

0 7 6 s 8 

s 10 10 II 10 

10 2 6 7 s 
15 • I I I 

10 2 2 I I 
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Appendix iv - Formal Questionnaire and Responses 

Questionnaire 

PEC Forecourt Service Terminal 

Interface Questionnaire 

My name is Katharine O'Driscoll;. I am a Masters student in Technology at Massey 

University. Over the past 12 months I have been working with PEC on the development of a 

touch screen interface for the next generation of EFTPOS at the pump. 

Thank you for taking the time to participate in the testing of the new forecourt service 

terminal interface. Your responses to the questions will help to insure that the interface 

which goes into production will look, work, react, and contain what you, the consumer, 

expects and wants from the system. 
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Section I: Introduction 

When using the system did you experie11ce problems with a11y oft he following: 

~ 

~ j E .. 
>! ~· a. ~ 

0 0 
z ·;;r 

I: 
Comments 

I. Working ou, how lO use lhe system? 

2. Under.;ianding how lO carry oul lhe tasks? 

3. Knowing 'wilat to do next? 

4. Undemanding how lhc information on 
screen relates 10 what you are doing? 

s. Finding I.he infonnatioo you want? 

6. lnfonnation whicll is difficuh lO read 
clearly? 

7. Too many colours on lhe saeen? 

8. Colours whicll an: difficult 10 look at ror MY 
length of1i11e? 

9. Being able to do things the way you wanted? 

10. Losing track of where you are in the system 
or ofwhai you are doing or have done? 

11. Unexpected aciions by lhe system? 

12. The <ouch screen being dilf1CUlt or awkward 
to use? 

13. Having to spend too much time inputting 
infonnation? . 

14. Having 10 be very careful lO avoid errors? 

15. Working out how 10 correct errors? 

16. Having to cany out the same type of 
activity in different ways? 

17. fe(ling confident about I.he-system being 
secure? 

18. System errors or malfunctions? 
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Section 2: Detail 

The way the system looks and works should be consistent at all times, while the information 
displayed on the screen should be clear, well organised, unambiguous and easy to read. 

"' L. 

~ >~ ~I 
<( z 

Comments 

1. When entering information on the screen, 
is it clear: 

a) Where the information should be entered? 

b) In what format it should be entered? 

2. Does information appear to be organised 
logically on the screen? 

3. Are different types of information clearly 
separated from each other on the screen? 

4. Does the use of colour help to make the 
displays clear? 

5. Are the different colours used consistently 
throughout the system? 

6. ls the clarity of information on the screens 
satisfactory? 

7. Are icons, symbols, graphical 
representations and other pictorial 
information used consistently throughout the 
system? 

8. Is the same type of information ( e.g. 
instructions, messages, pictures) displayed 
consistently: 

a) In the same location on the screen? 

b) In the same layout? 

9. Is the way the system responds to a 
particular action consistent at all times? 

10. Are messages displayed by the system 
relevant? 

11. Is it clear what actions you can take at any 
stage? 

12. Does the system clearly and promptly 
inform you when it detects an error? 
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t1 
... 

>l < Comments 

13. Do error messages explain clearly: 

a) What the errors are and why they 
occurred? 

b) How to co= me errors? 

14. Is there an easy way to 'undo' an ac1:ion 
and step back to a previous stage or 
screen? 

15. Aie there any comments (good or bad) that you wish to add regarding the· above issues? 

16. Overall, how would you ra1e the system in tcnns of detail? 
(Please lick 1he appropriale box below) 

Very Moderately Neutral 
satisfactory satisfactory 

Section 3: Expectations 

Moderately 
unsatisfactory 

The way the system looks and works should me.er with user expectation$, 

~ 11 
... > t z 

I. Are colours assigned according to 
conventional associations where these are 
important? 

2. Where icons, symbols, graphical 
represcmations and other piCIO<ial 
infonnat~ narcdispbyed: 

a) Are they easy to recognise and 
understand? 

b) Do they follow convenlions where these 
exist? 

3. Is infonnation entered into the sys1em 
displayed in the way you expected? 
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Very 
unsatisfactory 

Comments 



"' L >- >~ ~I 
<( z 

Comments 

4. Are established conventions followed for 
the format in which particular types of 
infonnation are displayed? (e.g. pin 
numbers, key pads) 

5. Does the sequence of activities required 
to complete a task follow what you would 
expect? 

6. Is the touch screen appropriate for the tasks 
to be carried out? 

7. Is the way in which information is presented 
appropriate for the tasks? 

8. Does each screen contain all the infonnation 
that is required to cany out a task? 

9. Are you provided with all the options 
necessary at any particular stage in a task? 

10. Does the system work in the way you 
think it should work? 

11. Can you move to different parts of the 
system as required? 

12. Is it clear what part of the system you are in? 

13. Is it clear what the different parts of the 
system do? 

14. Is the system well organised from the user's 
point of view? 

15. 1n genera~ is it clear what the system is 
doing? 

16. Are there any comments (good or bad) that you wish to add regarding the above issues? 

17. Overall, how would you rate the system in terms of expectation? 
(Please tick the appropriate box below) 

Very Moderately Neutral Moderately 
satisfactory satisfactory unsatisfactory 

Very 
unsatisfactory 
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Section 4: General 

Please give your views on the usability of the system by answering the questions below in the 
spaces provided. There are 110 right or wrong answers. 

I. Whai arc lhe besl aspects oflhe system for lhe user'? 

2. What are lhe worst aspec,s oflhe system for lhe u.s"'1 

3. Are !here any J)"'1S of lhe S)'Stem !hat you found confusing or difficult 10 undemand? 

4. Were 1hcre any aspec1s of the system that you found panicularly irritating although they may not 
have caused major problems? 
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5. What were the most common difficulties you encountered when using the system? 

6. What changes would you make to the system to make it better from your point of view? 

7. Would you like to see this system on a forecourt in a service station? 

8. Is there anything about the system you would like to add? 
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Results 

Section 1: Introduction 

When using the system did you experience problems with any of the following: 

~ 
~ j E .. >"e -g I 
L 0.. 
0.. L 

0 z 
0 ·;;r 
:c 

Comments 

I. Worlcing out how to use the sys,cm? I 14 4 0 I After IWO transactionf I staried I() 

feel comfort1bk._ 

Too.la while t() "d,c>. ... 

$omtthing MM• & df/fermt. 

OM or nt'O mi.nor confu.ttOn.J. 

Oil "'MII button .. , cltllr 
ugord,ng Junc1/on. TtXI .. 
bolrom ~.r $lff(J)/ 

2. Understanding how to carry out the tasks? 4 11 J 2 0 KM1,n1,g wht.T# fltto/)Jtctsort 

End>,g••-· 
3. Knowing whai to do next? I 9 s 2 0 No pn,bltnu afiu firJt til'M. 

R«tipt open whrn WIil to fat I & 
still ow:rlay1 sv-ten but doun't 
ny lt<n.- to rt men.._ 

4. Understanding how the information on 14 s I 0 0 
screen relates to what you are doing? 

5. Finding the Ulformat:K>n you want? 6 8 4 2 0 KNIWing whue rM obj«u on. 

S11b ,wr,us t0M VJlfft sMrChing. 

6. Information which is d i1f1CUlt to read 10 7 I I 0 Vtryclffl' 

clearly? l'rcdvct l ltJmft ""'Small. 

Ytry ta.I)' u, tWXJ. 

Text in bfod bo, small but 
crittcol. 

7. Too many colours on the screen? 19 0 0 0 0 (i()Od balontt. 

Onr qf tht but M~Cl$. 

T()Omuch11n JCrttn. 

Loottnb, 

Ynrcasy to ruxl. 

Tut in black box s ,11all bu1 
crltico/. 
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Ill 
Ill E E QI 
QI 

> J5 :g I e 
1.. c. 
c. 1.. 
0 0 
z "tU" 

:r: 
Comments 

8. Colours which are difficult to look at for any 19 0 0 0 0 
length of time? 

Looks nice. 

9. Being able to do things the way you wanted? 7 7 2 2 1 Mouse not calibrated 

Fuel purchase - could not get past 
entering card details. No fael was 
pumped. Instructions did not say 
to push button. 

Alignment of finger. 

Fuel card option. 

10. Losing track of where you are in the system 9 5 4 l 1 No evidence to tell what has been 

or of what you are doing or have done? sold summary. 

View receipt always available but 
not always prompted. 

11. Unexpected actions by the system? 11 5 0 2 0 When finishing payment entry a 
product menu appeared. I 
interpreted this as a request to 
review the product selection even 
though I thought I had just paid. 

On the last shopping list I viewed 
my receipt half w,iy through the 
transaction. When I came to 
select the account to use the 
receipt popped back up and 
covered the bu1tons. 

"+ -" at some lime know what 
response. 

Car wash number - see later. 

12. The touch screen being difficult or awkward 5 9 4 1 0 Mouse not calibrated. 

to use? Finger seemed to hit bulton 
below. 

VDU too far back from the touch 
screen. 

Too sensitive. 

Due to my height. 

Numeric pad should be bigger. 

The screen "beeps" even when I 
missed the key. Was confusing 
when entering PJN's for example 
- had to check screen to see if I 
had really hit the key or not. 

Distance of glass. 

Minor parallax issue, but I accept 
ii is a demo problem. 

Keyboard for rego. 
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"' § E 
.!l! >l .D I e 
Q. L 

0 z 
0 ·;. 
I: 

Comments 

13. Having to spend too much time inputting 9 9 I 0 0 Sl<JW' for a itar1, 

information? Setue.hiitgfer prodJICU. 

14. Having to be very careful 10 avoid errors? 6 7 3 3 I add!dcltte 001 fnrnith 'e, I-low to 

<:<>m:el an ttem • 1.c, cokt • J. 

8teall# of I 1. 

Can '1 bacbpat~. 

Kt,-l>oardfort't'go. 

IS. Working out how 10 corTeCt errors? 7 7 3 3 0 No bod.f P""· U#'l,ng o,u tM 
backspau ,., ,h, Qwury 
keyl>oord Mff'OIU «1mpltlt rrtntry 
o,iomlJu:tU. 

Fwlcord. 

lxlt.tt l1tm, b,mo" IOOi. o mm11t~ 
10 •'Ol'.t ollt, n·~·th!ng tl# ok. 

16. Having to carry oul the same type or 12 6 0 0 0 11w)ught II MIU qufk co,ut.wnl. 
activity in diffe reni ways? 

17. feel ing confident about the sys1em being 16 3 0 0 0 Could« (1ff I.Jsw. 

secure? Is anytl11ng real/)' thot stcttrt 
tm)'ll'0'.\'1 

18. System errors or malfunctions? 14 l l I 0 No • b11t a badwards lnlllon 
woMld bt good. Also a ca,,ccl 
buttQn m1ghl bot appr()flt'IO.te.. 

Orr 1he last shopping lisl I 'tiNl!d 
my rutipt half way llrror,,gh tM 
1,ansoc.tlon. WMn I camf' to 
sdtcl tht account to un the 
recd(U pop~d back 11p and 
e,oYe.rtd ,~ buttons. 

A co11pl~ of r,1/,wr sugg~111oM., 
sn Ja,~,. 
Dfdrl'th<n~any. 

Section 2: Detail 

The way the sys1em looks and works should be co11sistenl 01 all times, while the i11/orma1io11 
displayed on the screen should be clear. well organised, unambiguous and easy to read. 
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~ ~ 

11 >! 
Comments 

I. When entering infonnation on the screen, 
is it clear: 

a) Where the information should be c:nwrod? 6 13 I 0 0 PIN enuy conf11Jlng btcawt 
mimbuJ loot gn,'td out, 

o"" th.l CMCfpll ar, "grasped", 

Not alM'Q)'S surt wltue to /JM 
thi.ngL 

~ or r-·o minor sr,~ti()nJ., stt 
lour . 

... &- ·" fer qr.an1iry good bt11 not 
/1)(1¾ intuitl\'t, 

b) In what formru ii should be ent«ed? 13 6 0 0 0 

2. Does infonnarion appear 10 be organised 10 9 I 0 0 7"t ,nitnU for $N}f)fftng (CU'l lttlfU It) 

logically on 1he screen? Jtm.y 114'0 lrvds. Mak.t Vitt all tab 
dmvn ·"" ... ,.,., on(, . 
T~ lfttS IS bortitg, 

Somit co,yid;ibtt on A:ncN·1t,ig "'hen 
.. find .. 

"• &, •" }>r qllOPIII/)' good btt/ nt>l 

/()()% irm1ilriv. 

3. Are different types ofinfonnation clearly 14 6 0 0 0 
separated from each other on the screen? 

4. Does lb<: use of colour help to make the 17 3 0 0 0 Pomcu/orl)' Uktd ,1,~ layo111, 

displays clear? ~ours and c/0111>• t;/ tat. 

5. Are 1he different col= used consistently 13 ~ 0 0 0 J hmv no probltnu. 

1hroughou1 d,e system? 

6. Is 1he clarity of information on 1he screens s 8 4 2 0 P<rhapl ha,·t a /tw .,,.menus 

sruisfac10ry? uplaimng what to do, 'g. 
uamplts. 

Tut • ico,, is probably clWllr, 

Whtn sJ,oppurg far .some items, ii 
W'QJ' hard u, pkk the correct ON 
btcallSt I w·as not /om1l,ar with 
tht colo"r and logo of tht 
prod!JCt. 

/,utr11c1ton, critical bul not 
al\Jnl)'$ h1gJ,/igli1£d 

7. Are icons, symbols. g,nphical 14 6 0 0 0 
representations and othe< pietorial 
infonnation used consistently throughout the 
sysiem? 

8. Is lb<: same type of infonnation (e.g. 
insuuctions, messages, picrures) displayed 
consistently: 

a) In the same location on 1he screen? 14 s 0 0 0 I J:,u,d /nJtruCtiotu on xrem not .,.,,,.~-
b) In the same layout? 14 4 0 0 0 
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f, ... 
>i < z 

Comments 

9. Is the way the system responds to a 15 4 0 0 0 WMn/illlng or bll)'U,a only <riJ1lo.1 

particular action consistent at all times? co,,firmorion g~n. 

10. Are messages displayed by the system 8 9 2 0 0 One or ,w,o minor t uggtJuo,u, 

rekvant? scc ktlu. 

Ruttpt lntSMlgt not always 
displo,-ed. 

11. Is it clear what actions ) 'OU can take ar any 4 • 8 2 2 001 lt»t looking for the ~tro/ 

scage? p11mp n<>;:lt, T()()k o whdt 10 
rtolistt 10 push tltt' h111ton iluttod.. 

It MW nor clear 10 m~ 1ha1 tht 
"byt' b1mon was more liifl o 
"lnt)•" buuon. I N'OS ttNN'Tkd 11to1 
prtuing tht b)·t b utton wo11ld 
tt..rmlnote llfJI s,I,cti""3, 

Rtc~lpt Jntssage not always 
displayed & mJtr card. 

12. Does the sys1ein clearly and promptly 6 > I 2 I Don'l A:nolf, did11'1 ~ on trror. 

infonn you when it de1eetS an e-rror? Dolt't A:.ltow, didlt't g<ntrot, all)', 

Becauu rt0 sol~ wtncfow no, smw 
when )'OU OU i'n a $#}f. 

Dtdn '1 Ut MY trror mtssagt't, 

()()pJ. Was I sllP{)OJtd 10 makt 
,m,rs? 

No trl'(N's. 

13. Do error messag~ explain clearly: 

a) Whru the enors are and why they 8 > I 0 0 Didn'tg"-1'117)'. 

occurred? f!o ,rror,. 

b) How to correct lheerrors'J 6 4 2 0 0 

14. ls there an easy way to 'undo' an action 2 2 7 4 I D;tin>try. 

and step back to a previous stage or R~ ,ttimbtr. 
screen? , 

Dfdn'l ht:n~ IO 

Ponicrdor/ya, kl)'/Jooni. 

15. Aie there any comments (good or bad) that you wish to add regarding lhe above issues? 

J lhmJ. tMs iJ 4«/lfnt and.,.v,u/d ~i w,11 with a proper pe-trol pW11p mst,ado/ (X)lifo,mg m, by puumg o Inmon Jn lnstt.od. 

'l?N:re wa., ,,,, "end" buttqn • I thought I wo'Nld get q "C{)rljirmalien". 

Wo.r llf'UW'e on C01'1pk{i(Jn q/pu.rthos,,ts. whot todo. 

Cor,fin,m110,1 o/purclwu c.0J1ld Ix ck/JT4r i e.. It ;, slill dif/inlt to knuw thtn ) tlat l,rn·e ~tfl(l/fy l,ro~/r1 t'ln t1em. 

I particul(lr/y ld.td the graphics, (;(N()'Ws, and si:e of b'Nltons and lot, Everything 1o1·as ~ry clear and toty IO read. 

In the si:e of oil pack nJtnU tM oil nun11 bvuon iJ not U111111tvtly named. T1tt llctfpl up on lhe scr~t.n when t~ MXI Ju~tion 
~r/<>tm~ 7 no mt.wg< how I() clear r«:tfpl. 
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16. Overall, how would you rate the system in terms of detail? 
(Please tick the appropriate box below) 

Very Moderately Neutral 

satisfactory satisfactory 

11 6 1 

Section 3: Expectations 

Moderately Very 

unsatisfactory unsatisfactory 

0 0 

The way the system looks and works should meet with user expectations. 

"' L.. 

f >~ I 
:;a: z 

Comments 

1. Are colours assigned according to 10 8 1 0 0 From my perspective no problems. 

conventional associations where these are 
important? 

2. Where icons, symbols, graphical 
representations and other pictorial 
information are displayed: 

a) Are they easy to recognise and 10 4 3 2 1 When shopping for some items, ii 

understand? was hard lo pick the correct one 
because I was not familiar with the 
co/ow and logo of the product. 

Not sure about car wash symbols 
otherwise ok 

Not obvious that icons at the lop of 
the oil, car wash etc, shopping pages 
are actually bullons. 

b) Do they follow conventions where these 11 7 0 0 0 
exist? 

3. ls information entered into the system 8 8 2 0 0 Ok 

displayed in the way you expected? No expectations. 

4. Are established conventions followed for 12 6 2 0 0 PIN number entry numbers need lo 

the format in which particular types of be darker grey. 

information are displayed? ( e.g. pin Ok 

numbers, key pads) "+-" bullons rather than add I delete 
switch, see later. 

Fill key. Del key on keyboard 

Keyboard missing backspace key. 

5. Does the sequence of activities required 5 9 3 2 0 I thought I would get Are you sure. 

to complete a task follow what you would ok 
expect? 

Room fer variation while still 
functioning. 
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~ ~ 

f1 >~ z 
Comments 

6. Is lhe iouch """"1 :,ppropriare for lhe ,asks 16 4 0 0 0 Mi$s k,)wl o j,,, tima 

IO be carried out? <>l 

0,,dd b< df/k,,k far l""I"' w'11, 
l1mikd rkxkrily 

O.fa,uely. 

7. Is lhe wiry in which infonnation is presented 6 11 1 I 0 
appropriate for lhe 13Sks? 

8. Does each saeen coo1ain all !he infunnation 10 4 s I 0 
Knowing •,r~lltN IO find rJliltgs. 

Iha! is required 10 carry out a ,ask? }/(JI SIR /t(Jw -, procttt/ at J;Ome 

""*"'· 
T1w .11tft/11Cliof'I.J' are not "itm1 
,-r. 
- ,,,.,n ~ far fir,, -
llvowglton l+'ht.rt «>find. 

Rtttf')ton $/Cf"t-€11 prompt 

9. Are you provided with aH the op1ions 8 8 2 2 0 
"Bad..,._ 

necessary at any partia.ilar stage in a taSk? P<z>-mtm in dttbtd. 

&tt/pl on lt:rWI/Jl'Ol'fPI. 

10. Does the system work in the way you 9 9 0 I 0 
think it should work? 

11. Can you movcio different part.s oflhe 16 4 0 0 0 Ontt Jj:,wtd'tt'Nll uaR-..m 

system as required? 

12. Is it clear whai part of the system you are in? 11 7 2 0 0 Y~ Ind ii would M nltt ,o blow 
)t>Mr'JtJMIOIDI. 

S'1ib me,n,s ;, prodllcts Wflld be 
dijficulJ. 

13. Is it clear what the differenl partS of the 9 7 2 I I 
syStem do? 

14. Is lhesyslan well orgW1iscd from !he user's 7 9 3 I 0 
point of v;ew? 

I 5. In general. is it clear what the system is 7 9 3 1 0 
doing? 

J 6. Are there any comments (good or bad) that you wish to add regarding the above issues? 

t, wmfun, ()1,tt fa,.,,f/inr u "w emJer thr, 1nd lime. I expecr.:d more c.htcks &. confirmatiOn.. 

Som~ pofntl aftu ke,·Jng irrj1Nma11on, an, ,m,n,re ,t sys11m hos pr°"11d in/()ffltatiM. Ufi me Lhmk!itg • have I missed 
J.Omtth,ng,. 

Good graphical uuufact~ /I wo11fd bt 11;« to hm-e o running '"'al <>f 111'N'lt maAu wp 1M soli. 

O'nc~ )'OM hovt fam1harl.ud )'OfffS,J/ wflh the sysum it i.r $0<>d. but the Jmtlal Ide t.J o mart~, of trial {1.lld Cll()r & <Dn « 
co~t,w. 
I did lttn-e IO stop and 1n;,,1 far Q'WhJlc on the fin, shopping It.St on ... Mrt, to ji,wt thing, No problems c>n $ubsh/utnt J.hoppfng 
lilt$. /1<,M-t:,vr. thl.t /111110/ cor,/usion ,nay .srop mar,y people uplQring tlw 3)'31#.m In a lh't: sitw1tion. 
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17. Overall, how would you rate the system in terms of expectation? 
(Please tick the appropriate box below) 

Very Moderately Neutral Moderately Very 
satisfactory satisfactory unsatisfactory unsatisfactory 

9 6 3 0 0 

Section 4: General 

Please give your views on the usability of the system by answering the questions below in the 
spaces provided. There are no right or wrong answers. 

1. What are the best aspects of the system for the user? 

Simple interface, clear & obvious what to do & how to do it. 

Easy to use logical steps to follow to do simple tasks. 

The screen is uncluttered. The icons & graphics provided are crisp, clear & to the point. Very intuitive. 

Quick &fun. 

Touch screen is a lot more natural than off screen buttons. Big buttons bold colours make it easy to identify different things on 
screen. 

Being able to get everything you need & paid for without waiting around. 

Being prompted with visual images of products. 

Pleasant to use. 

Colourful - Friendly - Hi tech - Almost like a game. 

Nicely organised. 

Comprehensive services. Provided that delivery of the services is as easy as the ordering. For example, buying chocolate is easy 
if it is dispensed at the same place it is ordered. 

Once mastered is easy and flexible to use. 

Clear graphical interface. Good colour combination. 

No queues in shop. 

Icons are recognisable. Once the system becomes familiar it is easy to follow. On screen instructions brief & to the point. 

The visual appearance, use of colours, use of easy to recognise symbols, good si=e buttons and text easy to read. The novel 
organisation of the screen, especially the "oval" shape. 

Simple, easy to use once you know what all the icons mean. 

Looks elegant, simple & inviting 

2. What are the worst aspects of the system for the user? 

I thought that I selected the grade of fuel on the FST screen rather than on the pump. 

Having to stand up straight and face the pane I instead of lean on the wall! 

What you have to do. I think the step of when you have finished buying fuel & items is not quite as intuitive as the rest of the 
process. I finally clicked on the card icon as after some thought it seemed to only option left. I wasn't sure when to click the bye 
icon. 

The confirmation of your transaction either at purchasing time or payment. 

The touch screen is not.flat on the VDU screen, the extra distance makes a difficult to line up on buttons at times. 
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Ml.u kr)'lng • b111 tMTI that ~,uon ph;·1kal Uy, 4$ Wi!ll. 

n;e prOU$$ of ot/din:Jl "1NJPPU,g iltms-_ OIKt I had p,nh.:d o butl()n I WftMld htn-e opec1ed it tq l,u\~ bun pm-r;haud. 

Thtrt wa.t no lqforma1,on obou1 vrMN ,o coll«t 1ht dw>eola1e (()I' oil or ~wvemo,Jv for that matt,r). 

Nttd.t bmtr promptmg • maybe a g1ut1n;g $Cfetn hJghllghtlng \'Orkµ,., anm. 

Use <>f"b>--e· ~ ,nd $fli t. wiry nOt "ftniJh" 4t In PC 

Sumdmg <mfouc<1ur1 In rain & wind "ptuhtng b11tt(NU", 

Initial ..St ~fa$ing. ConftrmatiOlt of pllllht.utl t.r not oift·tt,,a • l.t . Yo1, I~ I() IQ()l hard~ 1« if ,w ~ brOught tm)·lhing. 

The Startup ii(ormar/On. 77,, prompt "tovth scrttnfor svviet" def<1ults to 1>r, ,fotlli,Jg scrttfl. It wasn't UflmtdiDt41Jy obviow.r tl,ar 
all tM out~, scrttllS wtre trWJilabk. Maybe 1ht Jnirlal prompt should dwe.e1 "'"" 10 1M fOIIT :rerun stlu1ton hullons on IN nght 
10 m(ju tN.• mMrj! of tM joct 1htt1 tltue an four $C,TlltU. 

lnJJ,w;ti(mJ don'! s"1/td our. 1'icr /,ucn,e110n ~ s.h(luld jkssh. !/)'OU art paytng i11store )'OU don't ._..'"', to hm-e to co~ b(JcJ: 10 
11tt FSf after filling ,..,;,h pttrol. )'OU wont to be abl~ 10 go 3.traig,hl to tht SI~. 

s .. b ~mu. Smo/1 ;l'ISlructiort text, 

3. Are lhere any pas1S of lhe system lhat you found oonfusing or difficuh ,o understand? 

No, 

JustgQI () ~itCf>t!/,1.Wlwhtn I WtopllJh d,t bvuon i,u1iad ofl,jt tM no::.J,, 

~ k(},J, r .g . efjr •wit & I drdn'l know ...-hat MIWmlUlctr ._.ru. t)r1M$ wets O g(}()(/ pus. 

1M conc:<pl of f'WilcJilngjromfotl to ot~r purchase ._.,Jiift/illmg PflTol ls not imMt.d1nt~ olri·ious. 

Wh..n It COMt to sno,,,,mg. o,ily IIJOkul at buu,",s o, lt>P of screen far J~ls ,,c. Didn't rtCJlist: the /x>II.Qm b1,mons. 1-1 .... u, 
includtd in tM ul«t,on, 

WhM aslmg for PIN, should $IT/ "ClfEQUE pm" hl.e Oihtr eftpos systems. Afttr stltct1,tg COKE, no promJ)I OJ to how lo 
procttd. fN-'hop$ a prom;,, In blad orta {"maU OMIM.r ul«tion"') or comer bod to jlo..fhfng. arrow,'> 

flndmg wl1tre to go for different things u .. Oil wasn't c~ar 10 Jlarl -..,uh. 

Wht,i 10 pay. 

No, 

Too!~ a whlk 10/igurt OMI how I() ~CU$~ p(VIS <>./the sysltm. 

Finding whfrt tM PLU's art when lfOI on urun "4'hich sc.run au J/tq. 

No. 

1 wa.r tmablt IO use t.ht fat/ card op,lon • fNrho,u it nud.t a n lmlnlCtlOn mt.nMfi>r lM' dijfuMt paymtn.t mt.lhodl. 

Tht. paging syst, m on ctDClt scrttn (t~ ftnt t1mt tlv(n,gh) /C()ns at the ,op lt'tren't ohv~sly 1*ttons, Maybe add~ word pop 
10 t~ 1 of 4 stltc-tlon, Nm stlcc.tingfa,I grO<k. I lhoughl '"'" had10 (or dtould hln-e to) pv.fh llwfo,tl grOtk icon. Hovi,ig 10 f1MSh 
"b)-e" to complti, UOlts«tlon. ,\hybff chong~ to ,IO,n~dting mou obvlow IIJ.t end.finiJI,? 

Tht itx»u • shoppmg and c.ar. 

No, but It ..,.wfamillor wh,m started. 

4. Were there any aspects of the system 1ha1 you found panicularly irritating although they may not 
have caused major problems? 

No. 

No. 

/J llwll o "http" J:ey? 

Hillilfg appr-opriatt keys, 

1 JQund tht ,cons may bt o bU sm()JI, Li14 tnttrmg 11um~rs.. or ltttcrs mainly due w IM a11gl~ I •·as vi,wi1Tgjrom, and nc,t 
4no,..,mg whtthtr I hit,~ right Uy w,1il JI octionttl. 

Lock of ~onflrmc.t1ono/ actiora.1 at each sttp (for tM ,-uydumb like my.ttlj), 

Onct tM r«tlpf was up, tt C<¥Vtr«l tht 01X011n1 se.ke, huuo,u. 
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No. 

Putting in.first pin number - many times to get it right. 

Small buttons on rego input. 

Having to come back after pumping gas, prefer to use the FST completely before pumping gas. 

5. What were the most common difficulties you encountered when using the system? 

Problems with the calibration of the screen. Quite easy to 'miss' the button 

None. 

Having to hit above the button not on it. Prototype problem. 

Pressing the keypad. 

Being able to hit the correct "buttons". 

Step by step corifirmation ofmy actions. 

None. 

Right spot to put.finger. 

Pushing wrong button. 

Not sure if I had done the correct thing. 

A couple of minor co,ifusions on the first lime through. After the initial learning period it was very easy to use. Confusion 
detailed under #3. 

The system never took you anywhere the user has to direct it, you should be prompted questions and have to answer them about 
buying corifectionery & oil or car wash. 

Idiot operator. 

6. What changes would you make to the system to make it better from your point of view? 

None. 

Make the screens not so busy, a little clearer or prompting on next step. 

Advertise its potential while dispensing fuel. - presently it just greys out - use this space to explain other features of the system. 

C orifirmalion. 

Make it clearer how to pay. 

Make keypads bigger. 

A one or two screen "system preview"?? Beep only when button is "hit". 

Proper touch screen to input. Perhaps 'Jinish" to close sale. 

None. 

More obvious confirmation of purchase, either visual or audio instructions at beginning of payment methods. 

Add some form of on-line help system. Something like help, coach, wi;;ard commonly used in software. Audio feedback on touch 
screen should be restricted to parts of the screen where valid selection can be made. If you push something that is just for 
looking at it shouldn't beep. Once.fuel delivery complete the enter presel prompt should change lo view receipt prompt. One fuel 
sale per transaction is most likely so the preset prompt doesn't need to stay. I would consider changing the add item I delete item 
switch. More of a standard lo use + - buttons on each item? It may be more obvious to some people. 

Have the FST lead you through the system. 

7. Would you like to see this system on a forecourt in a service station? 

YES 

Yes. 

YES! I would like lo see something similar for a console too! 
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Yu 

Y,s. 

I thmk th<re may bcr obit of CQ'!/UJiOn 10 ,w, wl1h but olhtrwlk ~t may find it pnferoblt. 

Absolutely/ 

Yu 

y., 

Yu! 

y., 

Yu 

Ylfs, lNjinit~ly. 

Yu, 

100'1 qJ JO()()'st,/jo,«()url'.t • MTB"-nlly!! 

8. Is lherc anything about lhe system you would like to add? 

Orco1 mttr/tNY • mud Mtlu than PEPSI· Grt:<n to su IJ.Str tunng. Pftou Nt It tip at tM Park. 6"d llatr Stfa, t<Jlf,tg. 

Rt o money tnaehl~'" ...,tll. 

Onfatl ,wtnu, obow unld 91, 96, D~ • p111 Cwrtnt Fuel Prlcn J,ui,od of "b)'t" • ne.xt • Also lncorporoJe o CANCEL button. 
'TM pa)'flltnt bit was th;e hm-dut IO undu-.<rtm,d, h.t'/t(Jpli }W ,-/toM/d u.t«l tM word .. Pay" "1'1/Ur tM cord logo. Can'i go owr-$99. 
On« )'Olf h<.nv stlecud on OMOlll'lt )'OM con .still prus fill and 11 "'ill fill )'O"' UJM Instead of tM ot;l,vtisilfg on t~ fust scr«J1, 

~,hap, tM MN of the suvlCt srouo,r. Ht;ghJ • too I.ow /or mt. 

Aflu fwl llllt • 1Muld .ffl)' pleOJt {Kif • lntwre or card. rotlttr lhan "'pleme stltet prestt". Prue,uly )'Oif hovt ro prtn byt· -
w/tkh i.s '"" ,.,Jto, )'OU 'l<(lffl I() do f/J'()U Mi 80ing to pay ll)•co,d. 

Whtn Pin 1nror"cl no oln•NJU¥ pi"" IO to~h. Dtd not notitc .. Pay m shop .. cutdd 1N>t gtl ~k 0 111. Though, tit< "add lltm" had 
10 ~ 1011ehed ofttr omo,nr, mttrtd. A/i<r lis11 was no, olmoMS ,o touch "l,y~" ogail'I. I lh01'ghl tM list o/fi,tls had to be IO»chttl 
for t~ right OM. 

Cho'ngc. "1Sh perhaps. Shopping lisl I • Sekr1td ,he "gat lb>n" &: tM.n $10.00 tlwn tht "91" IO 1ht right co~, o/tht 1Crtt11. 
Thtr~ wos no indlcolio,1 I MiJ selfCtl!d • I think N~use I forgot to put t~ no::lt in tlN t:or. Numtric .tqs CI little too ck)u 
ptrhl1ps • !,>()t J whM I ukd 10 sefed 1. Shopping Im 1 . ,'-'/is,ftd a Jew k,,ys tL hit /t;,ty neit to 0nt f ""'' aiming fa,. A lfufe 
,wure os to whol I nctJIQfl)' paid for 11n1il f sow tl~ rt"ipt 1Mnu bolt.om left, Shoppi1tg /isJ J. No wrf/lt;(Jtion thot systtm would 
"fill" 1M tank oji4r preaJl,tg "fill ton!~ Pay inswre • MSY f)U)'. I'm gttting lht. hang of 1/rJ:,! Shopp.-ng fist , • I fiU ,tJ Again I 
m11.1t ht.n-c hit II wrong nllffl~I' • the Ol'f'()W Iha, appe.ar~ wMn you hit IN bldlt>n & NJVal/yOM,Cuttd by yow fing,r. Puho(n if the 
key prts.std was to dorUn or /fghltn btskad, I ,.olin ,t should not bi! tCO obvtOIIU" ,o 01)1.;r qu, 

It U hard to nv;tv what yoM h(r.v sel"t~ Wore )'OU pay, Perhaps a shop/N.ng bastt1 view whit ~IJ'o/ and otMr pnxhCJs 
purclw:1.ted M'()u/d" handy. This wo,Jd Mlp IJ\'Old accidl.nu1.I purchase,. 

No. Em1.ring Ngo n11mbt>.r shoppil'tg list J, clnu last m1mber no/ M'holc lh.lffg, R«~qn writing too J"1all. 

Op1,o,u mtnu a, ,ian Op(ums for f)O)wtertl l)'f'Cl tu/ore filli,rg. ~I <Nd dljficwfrles. Syl~m not 10,0/ stl/ exp/aNIO,Y, Qtitt I 
cW l gc.t me o,11 o/herc. /kc~lpldij/kw.11 to nod. 

Bug in car w0,1h numlwr, £'Try ltmt )'QN l'iew ,,c~Jpl (IJn the $amc .sale) t~ cor M'ash n11m1Hr chang,s.. GcMrolly wry 
lmprasttl. Good "Work. Well done. 

No. 

W/ht,i you ulect tlJ pay /1111~ )'OIi "°'"' no r,cord of )'()tlT transaction. It would be nlct 10 get SOIJttlhtllg lik.t o uaruoc,wn 
r«,ord 1hat has o barcodc ~ It. $() lha1 when )'OU go int() ,~ st(N'< )'OU co" p,,s,,,, 1/,;s, ltav-c ii S<.'l'Jn.ntd & yoeu J.Olt l,1 
m,.1oma1kolly /oca1ed ond brough1 up on the POS, 
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Appendix v - Interface Testing Results 

List I 

list I 
Tester 

Number 
Start Time Finish Time Deluxe Extra Time Taken Errors 

Card $20 91 Coke 
Car Wash Purchase 

I 11:12: 16 11:14:40 1 1 1 1 0 0:02:24 0 

1 11:24: 16 11:27:19 1 0.5 1 1 0 0:03:03 0.5 

3 

4 14:52:09 14:54:59 I I 1 1 0 0:02:50 0 

5 20:59:29 21:01:34 0 1 I I 0 0:02:05 I 

6 10:35:45 10:38: 18 1 0 0 0 0 0:02:33 3 

7 13: 10:27 13: 11:11 I I 1 I 0 0:00:44 0 

8 14:13:13 14:20:56 I I 1 1 2 0:07:43 2 

9 7:33:35 7:38:02 I 1 I I 0 0:04:27 0 

10 8:16:44 8:19:09 I 0.5 I I 0 0:02:25 0.5 

II 9:23:44 9:25:04 0 0 0 0 0 0:01:20 4 

12 10:25:50 10:29:17 1 1 I 1 0 0:03:27 0 

I 3 11: 19:21 11:21:13 I I I 1 0 0:01:52 0 

14 11:32:01 11:34:00 0 1 I I 0 0:01:59 I 

15 11:41:12 11:43:17 I I I 1 0 0:02:05 0 

16 12:55:51 12:59:44 I I 0.5 0 0.5 0:03:53 2 

17 13:57:12 13:59:47 I I 1 1 0 0:02:35 0 

18 14: 13:32 14:15:18 I I I I 0 0:01:46 0 

19 15:37:54 15:40:09 I 1 I 1 0 0:02:15 0 

20 15:52:36 15:56:20 1 1 I I 0 0:03:44 0 

21 8:56:33 9:01:08 1 0.5 I I 0 0:04:35 0.5 

22 10:24:34 10:27:16 1 1 1 1 0 0:02:42 0 

23 10:49:53 10:54:00 I I I 0 0 0:04:07 I 

24 11:10:35 11: 12:57 I 1 I I 0 0:02:22 0 

25 11:44:10 11 :49:30 I I 1 0 0 0:05:20 I 

26 13:46:16 13:48:51 I 1 I I 0 0:02:35 0 

27 14:24:48 14:28:08 I I I I 0 0:03:20 0 

28 9:02:00 9:05:16 I I I I 0 0:03:16 0 

19 10:59:17 11:01:39 I I I I 0 0:02:22 0 

30 11: 17:11 11:20:58 I I I I 0 0:03:47 0 

31 12:39:49 12:41:11 I 0.5 I I 0 0:01:22 0.5 

32 15:37:56 15:41:37 I 0.5 0 0 0 0:03:41 2.5 

33 15:51:01 15:53:14 1 I 1 I 0 0:02:13 0 

34 15:37:56 15:41:37 1 0.5 0 0 0 0:03:41 2.5 

35 15:51:01 15:53: 14 I 1 I I 0 0:02:13 0 

36 10: 18:43 10:20:08 1 1 1 0 0 0:01:25 I 

37 13:06:42 13: 10:00 1 1 1 I 0 0:03:18 0 
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list 2 

Ttsm 
Lill l 

.Mumbt-r 
Sun Jimt finish Timt 4l lrrn Timt tilifl Errors 

(,rd SIS Di,~I Chtmb Kon 
ll/lil Oil l'l,rdl>st 

I 11: 14:54 11:17:25 I l 0 I 0.5 0 0:02:ll 1.5 

l 11:27:32 11:30:35 I 0.5 I I I 0 0:03:0l 0.5 

3 

4 14:55:15 l4:S9:26 I I I 1 0.5 0 0:04:ll 0.5 

I 21:0l:52 21:04:04 0 0..5 0.5 0 0 0 0:02:12 4 

6 10:38:28 10:41:5-4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0:0):26 • 
) 13:11:19 13:12:32 I I 1 I I 0 0.01•1) 0 

8 14'21:20 14:31:53 l I I I I 0 0:10:Jl 0 

9 7:)8:14 1:44:14 l I 1 l 05 0 0.06:00 0.5 

10 8: l9:2l 8:22:26 l l l l 0.5 0 O;OJ:OS o.s 
II 9·2S: ll 9:35:09 l l l l I 0 0:09:56 0 

ll 10:29:33 10:3 1:46 l I I 0 I 0 0.02:1) I 

13 11·21;41 11:24:25 0 I I I 0 I 0:02:A) l 

14 11:)A:$2 11:33; 14 I I I I I 0 O:OJ:22 0 

IS 11:4):26 11:46:11 l I 0 I I 0 0,02:<5 I 

16 

17 14:00:12 14:06:48 I I I I I 0 006:)6 0 

18 14:15:27 14:18·40 I I I I I 0 0:03:13 0 

19 U:43:11 15:46:)) I I I I 0.5 0 0.03:2.l 0..5 

lO 1S:S6:3l 16:01 :19 I I I I I 0 0;04:47 0 

ll 'Hll:JS 9:0$:27 1 I 1 I 0.5 0 0:06:52 o.s 
ll 10:27:29 10:29:50 I I I I 0.5 0 0.02'2 1 0.5 

l3 10:54:46 10:59.12 I I I l 0.5 0 0.04:26 o.s 
H 11:ll:OS 11.IS:lS I I l l I 0 0:02:30 0 

lS 
26 lJ:49:02 13:52:31 I I l l I 0 O:OJ:29 0 

l7 14:28:26 14:JZ:20 I I l l o.s 0 O:OJ:S4 o.s 
l8 9:05:28 9:09:39 0 I l I 0.5 0 0.0,, 11 1..5 

19 11 :01:47 11:05:59 I I l l I 0 O:Ol:12 0 

30 11 :21:17 11:25:'14 I I l l I 0 0:04:27 0 

JI 12:41:30 12:45:42 I I l l I 0 0:04:12 0 

ll 1.S:41;$7 15:46:07 I I 0 l I 0 0:04:10 l 

3J ll:5):24 15:56:37 I I I I l 0 O:OJ:IJ 0 
34 15:41:57 ll:46:07 I I 0 l I 0 0:04:10 l 

3S 15:53:24 15:56:37 I I I I I 0 O:OJ:13 0 

36 10.20:23 10:22:52 I I l I 0.5 0 0:02'29 o.s 
37 IJ:10:21 I); 13:28 I I l l I 0 O:Ol:07 0 
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list 3 

Lill l 
Ttster 

Numbtr 
5,.,, r.,, fini1h funt P,y '""" O,i,y bira fimt Talctn Errors 

fill " Ptbblu Cru, .. 
lnUOrt muttt ltilk 1'11rdwt 

I 11:17:29 ll: IS:S2 I l I l I I 0 0 ,01:23 0 

2 11:30:45 11:Jl.ll I o.s I I I I 0 0:02:lO o.s 
J ll:50:14 11 :SS:Ol I l l l l I l 0;07.ll I 

4 14:S9:3" 15:01:0S I O.l I I I l 0 O;Ol:31 O.l 

5 21:04:41 21:05:37 l I I I l I 0 O:OO:S6 0 

6 10:42:03 10:47.0l l I I I l l 0 O:Ol:02 0 

1 ll:12:4) ll:Jl:44 l I I I l I 0 O:Ol ·OI 0 

8 14:l'l: 11 14·35'53 l I l I I I 0 O:O:.h12 0 

9 7;44:27 7:46:29 l I l I I I 0 0:02:02 0 

10 8·22:39 8:24:07 I I l I I 0 0 0;0 1:28 I 

II 9:35:45 9·3*:)9 l I l I I I 0 0:02:S4 0 

II IO:ll:l6 10:33:19 I I l I I I 0 0;0 1:23 0 

I) 11:24:48 11 :27:56 0 I I I I I 0 0.03.08 I 

14 11:38:24 11 :)9:ll I I I I I I 0 0:00:l l 0 

15 11:47:27 11:48:40 0 I I I I I 0 O.Ol :I) I 

" 11 14:07:02 14:09':4.s I I l I 0 l 0 0:02'4) I 

18 )4:l&:47 14:19.28 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0,00:41 • 
19 

20 16:01:28 16:04:J.6 I I I I I I I 0 .0) :08 I 

II 9:10;)7 9: IJ:ll I I I I o.s I 0 0.0)· 16 O.l 

ll 10:JO:OO l0:J l :0S I I I I I I 0 0 01.0S 0 

2) 10:l'l':27 11.0 1:57 I I I I I I 0 002 30 0 

14 ll:15:47 11:17:17 l I I I l I 0 0:01:30 0 

15 
16 13:52:46 13:S?: .... I l I I I I 0 0:04:l 8 0 

l7 14:)2:40 14:34:11 I l I I I l 0 0:0l.3 1 0 

28 9:10.10 9:13:41 l I I I I I 0 0.03:) 1 0 

19 11·06:06 11 :07~ I I l I I I 0 0:01:23 0 

JO 11:15:57 11:27~9 I I I I I I 0 0 ,02:02 0 

II 12:45:57 l l:'47,07 I I I I I I 0 0.01:10 0 

ll 1$:46: lS 15:49:59 I I I I I I 0 0 03:41 0 

ll 1l :l 6:44 IS:S7:57 I I I I I I 0 0.01:1) 0 

14 IS:46:IS 1$:49:l9 I I I I I I 0 0:03:41 0 

15 IS:S6:44 l l :S7:l7 I I l I l I 0 0:0 1:1) 0 

)6 10:23:02 10~24:S9 l l I I I l 0 0:0 1:$7 0 

JI IJ: 1)·44 1) :16'12 l l I I I l 0 0:02:28 0 
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List 4 

Tester 
Lin 4 

Humbtr 
S1an Timt Finiffl Ti11t Supe, Em Timt faktn !nm 

Cm $20 91 
Car Wa!ih 

l&P 
Purch.ut 

I 11:18:54 I l:'20:.3,4 I I I I 0 0:01 :40 0 

l 11:33:14 11:35:39 I I I I 0 0:02:2S 0 

J 11 :59:44 12:02:S6 I I I I 0 0:03:12 0 

4 U .01 :17 IS:03:01 I I I I 0 OcOl:44 0 

s 21:05:Sl 21:07:18 I I I I 0 0.01:25 0 

6 10:47:18 10:49:39 I I I I 0 0:02:21 0 

1 IJ•IJ;S2 13·1S:03 I 0.5 1 I 0 0:01:11 o.s 
8 )4·36:16 14:38:31 I I I I 0 0.02:15 0 

9 7:46:37 7:48:06 I I I I 0 0:01:29 0 

10 8:24:18 1:25:43 I I o.s I I O:Ol:2S l..l 

II 9:38.51 9.40:38 I I I I 0 0:01:47 0 

ll 10:33:31 I0:3S:16 I I I I 0 0:01:44 0 

13 11:23:09 11 :29:41 I I I I 0 0:01:32 0 

14 11:39:23 11:40:27 I I I I 0 0:01:04 0 

15 11:-4$,'49 I 1:49:SI I I I I 0 0:01:02 0 

16 
11 14:~ :S'4 14:12.20 I I I I 0 0:02:26 0 

18 ... 19:35 14.21 21 I I I I 0 0:01.46 0 

19 IS:"6:41 lS:48"2] I I I I 0 0:01:42 0 

20 16:04:4S 16:07.06 I I I I 0 0c02:21 0 

ll 9. 14:S6 9:17:35 I I I I 0 0:02·39 0 

ll l0:31. 17 10:34.15 I I I I 0 0:02:l8 0 

l3 11:02: 10 l 1:03:S6 I I I I 0 0:01:46 0 

24 11:17:23 11:18:50 I I I I 0 0:01:27 0 

25 

16 13:57:54 B:59:26 I I I I 0 0:01:32 0 

l1 14:34:59 14:37:17 I I I I 0 0:02:18 0 

18 9:13:SI 9:15:56 I I I I 0 0:02:0l 0 

29 11 :07:17 11:09:01 I I I I 0 0:01:24 0 

JO 11 :28:31 11:30: 16 I I I I 0 0:01:45 0 

31 12;47:49 12:49;14 I I I I 0 O:Ol:2S 0 

3l 
JJ 15:58:10 16:00:09 I I I I 0 O:Ol:S9 0 

34 
JI 15:SS:10 16:00:09 I I I I 0 0:01:59 0 

36 10:25:06 10:26:15 I I I I 0 0:01:09 0 

37 13:16:28 13:18:43 I I I I 0 0:0'2-:1S 0 
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Appendix vi - Graphical User Interface 

Screen Snapshots - 3/9/97 
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Screen Snapshots - 24/9/97 
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Screen Snapshots - 11/3/98 
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Screen Snapshots - 23/3/98 
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Screen Snapshots - 14/6/98 
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Other Purchases - 22/S/98 - 19/6/98 
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Screen Snapshots - 3016198 
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